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Abstract
This research develops a detailed mathematical model of the fission yeast 
Schizzosaccharomyces pombe. The objectives were to produce a mathematical model of a 
periodically fed system and to fit this model to experimental data, in order to investigate 
the cells’ response to different periodic feeding strategies. Models that can accurately 
reproduce the dynamics of cell populations are potentially important in the design and 
control of bioreactors and can possibly be used to identify the dynamics of cell cycle 
checkpoints.
A simple mathematical model based on Monod kinetics was found to be inadequate for 
this research as it was unable to replicate the results seen experimentally in periodically 
fed cultures. Hence a detailed mathematical model is required in order to consider the 
behaviour of the individual cells as a part of the overall population. CelCyMUS is a 
structured, segregated model based on the cell cycle that has been developed in previous 
research, and used as a basis for this study.
In this work, the original CelCyMUS framework has been modified to include periodic 
feeding and the specific cell line used in this research. Three different versions of 
CelCyMUS have been investigated in order to determine which provides the closest 
match to the experimental data available. Modifications made to the model include an 
alternative glucose uptake rate expression and alternative transition rules for cells at the 
M/Gla phase boundary and within the Gib phase of the cell cycle. The modifications 
also remove any discontinuities from the mathematical models of the cell cycle.
The key conclusions that can be drawn from this research are:
• The new model provides a much closer fit to the experimental data than all previous 
models.
• The new model is capable of producing chaotic behaviour. Simple mathematical 
models, including Monod, are not able to generate a chaotic response.
• The chaotic behaviour shown by the new version of CelCyMUS is not solely due to 
discontinuities that were present within the model.
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• When CelCyMUS produces periodic behaviour under periodic feeding conditions, it 
can be seen that the cell population is highly synchionised. When a chaotic response 
is produced, the cell population shows partial or no synchronisation. It is suggested 
that the failure of the cell population to synchronise is the cause of the chaotic 
behaviour.
• When attempting to fit the model to experimental data, there is no single set of 
parameter values that will fit the model to the experimental data over the range of 
feed periods investigated. This suggests that the system dynamics are changing as the 
feed period is changed.
Two major areas for further research work have been identified. The first is to modify 
CelCyMUS further to account for the changing behaviour of the cells at longer feed 
periods, possibly by introducing a quiescent phase that runs in parallel with the cell cycle. 
The second is to obtain more experimental data for both cells and glucose across a range 
of feed periods. This will give a better understanding of the cell dynamics within the 
system and allow further development of the mathematical model.
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Introduction
1. Introduction
1.1 Background
In recent years, the increase in demand for biochemical products on an industrial scale 
has led to many new areas of research into how exactly biochemical processes work. 
Over the last century, the improvement in lifestyle and the development of technology 
have led to a boom in the chemical industry generally; however, biochemical 
processes are still not as well understood as most traditional chemical processes. With 
recent concerns about environmental and health issues, there is an increasing desire to 
learn more about how biochemical processes work.
One of the problems encountered with understanding more about biochemical 
processes is the inability to accurately measure all of the parameters in a system. On­
line analysis is known to be unieliable and often inconect, whilst the time delay 
between taking samples and laboratory analysis can lead to inaccuracies and control 
delays. The development of a mathematical model that accurately represents a 
biological system would eliminate these problems by allowing the determination of 
parameters in the system that cannot be measured experimentally. Models can also be 
used to predict the response of a system under certain conditions, and can also be 
incorporated into control strategies {Araujo 1998, Wang, Krstic and Bastin 1999).
There are numerous applications of biochemical processes in industry, and the use of 
living organisms is becoming more varied and widespread. Yeast cells are used in the 
brewing and baking industries, while bacteria are used in food and pharmaceutical 
production. Developments in medical technology have led to increased demand for 
animal cells on a larger scale for research purposes, and plant cells are also used 
industrially for essential oil extraction and production of homeopathic medicines 
amongst other things. The extensive use of living organisms in industry requires a 
good understanding of how these processes work, in order to control and optimise 
production.
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Many attempts have been made to represent biological growth mathematically, and 
many different types of model exist, which have shown varying degrees of success in 
accurately representing biological growth. The most simple, unstmctured models 
{Monod 1942, Harder and Roels 1982) contain only a few parameters and tend to 
have a large number of simplifying assumptions, whereas the more complex 
mathematical models {Fredrickson 1967, Ramkrishna 1979, Faraday 1994) are highly 
structured and segregated, with a large number of parameters to be determined. The 
ideal mathematical model would be one that has few parameters that cannot be 
measured experimentally, but still produces an accurate picture of biological growth 
over a wide range of conditions.
A lot of mathematical models incorporate Monod kinetics, which assumes that 
biological growth can be described by three constant parameters {Monod 1949). 
Whilst this model shows a good prediction of biochemical systems under certain 
conditions, it is not generally highly accurate. There are a number of modified Monod 
models that have been developed to try and eliminate some discrepancies {Andrews 
1968, Slater 2001\ however some modifications include parameters that are 
evaluated by fitting the model to experimental data, and have no relation to biological 
growth. Although other models have been developed, Monod’s kinetic theory has 
been used as a basis for a number of more recent studies, particularly with continuous 
systems {Abulesz andLyberatos 1989, Slater 2001).
Simple mathematical models, including Monod, are based on the assumption that 
every cell within a population is identical. This leads to cells being considered as an 
overall Tump’ of biomass. The existence of a cell cycle has been well established in 
eukaryotic cells, stating that each cell within a system exhibits unique behaviour, 
which changes with progression through the cycle. This has formed the basis of 
structured, segregated models, which consider each cell within a system individually, 
and also account for changes throughout the cell cycle. CelCyMUS (Cell Cycle 
Model University of SuiTey) is a generic model based on cell age distribution that 
incorporates different specific models for different cell lines. The model considers the 
position of the individual cell in the cycle and surrounding substrate conditions, and 
predicts the age distribution of the cell population online. Extensive work has been 
done with this model, using the hybridoma cell line mm321 {Faraday 1994, Araûjo
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1998, Faraday, Hayter and Kirkby 2001), and results have shown the model to be 
useful in understanding more about biochemical processes. The model has been 
adapted to include the Schizzosaccharomyces pombe cell line, which is the focus of 
this research. S. pombe is used extensively in research, particularly in the field of 
genetics as it is thought to share some characteristics with certain animal cells. It can 
also be used industrially for brewing and baking, although Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
is more commonly used.
Various researchers have extensively studied Schizzosaccharomyces pombe, and a 
vast amount of information is available in literature {Creanor and Mitchison 1979, 
1982, 1986, Fantes 1977, Fantes and Nurse 1977, Novak and Richardson 1986, 
Novak et al 1998). S. pombe is a fission yeast which research has shown to have a 
cell cycle. The cells have a cycle time of approximately 2-3 hours, and have been used 
experimentally in research in this Department. The shorter cell cycle time (compared 
to approximately 21 hours for mm321) means that experimental studies based on the 
cell cycle can be undertaken more easily.
Much of the research done into biochemical processes has focused on batch and 
repeated batch systems, which have traditionally been used in industry, e.g. 
pharmaceutical production. There has been much progress made in understanding the 
non-linear dynamics of these systems, however, little research has been done into 
continuous systems, and they are still not well understood. The use of continuous 
processes in industry is becoming more popular for biochemical processes, as a 
continuous process can be controlled more easily than a batch process. Previous 
research {Faraday 1994), suggests that novel feeding strategies of continuous systems 
may lead to improved productivity, and a better understanding of cell dynamics. This 
research focuses on periodic feeding of continuous systems.
Periodically feeding a biological system may have a number of advantages, both from 
an industrial and a research perspective. Periodic feeding of a system may lead to 
improved output and increased yields industrially, whereas the non-linear dynamics of 
a system may be better understood by researching periodic feeding of a continuous 
culture.
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1.2 Aims and objectives
The main aim of this research is to understand more about cellular dynamics and 
growth in continuous biological systems that are periodically fed. Some experimental 
research has been done in the same area in this Department, and data will be available 
to compare and contrast results. A better understanding of cellular dynamics 
incorporated in a reliable mathematical model can be used to aid the design of new 
processes and help to improve the performance of existing ones.
The first objective is to determine whether or not a simple mathematical model can 
accurately represent a biological system under periodic feeding conditions. The 
simple model used in this investigation is the Monod kinetic model. This model can 
be optimised against the experimental data, and parameter values determined. The 
assumptions of Monod kinetics can be reviewed and conclusions diawn as to whether 
or not a simple model is a true representation of a real situation. It is expected that, 
under these dynamic conditions, simple mathematical models cannot represent real 
biological systems.
Periodic feeding simulations will also be carried out using CelCyMUS, to show that a 
more detailed model will provide a better representation of experimental data, 
compared to the Monod model. CelCyMUS provides the framework of a generic age- 
distribution model, and the S. pombe cell line has been introduced into the model to 
carry out detailed studies on periodic feeding. The objective is to produce a 
mathematical model of the cell cycle of S. pombe that will accurately represent the 
growth and response of the cells in periodically fed continuous culture.
The model will be optimised against experimental data in order to determine 
parameter values that cannot be measured experimentally. The effects of parameter 
variation on cell response will be studied, with the aim being to determine suitable 
parameter values for the model.
The model will be used to investigate the response of cells to periodic perturbations in 
glucose feed. Various disturbances will be investigated and cell responses studied in 
order to learn more about the dynamics of a periodically fed system. Chaotic
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responses have been observed in repeated batch systems, and it is anticipated that 
similar responses may be observed in periodic feeding. It is also thought that the 
complex dynamics of a cell cycle model may also lead to complex responses to 
periodic feeding. If these responses are observed they will be investigated using 
standard tools from non-linear dynamics such as bifurcation diagrams, to determine 
the nature of the response compared to the disturbance.
1.3 Structure of Dissertation
The next chapter gives a review of some of the literature relevant to this study, 
including mathematical modelling of biological systems, data on S. pombe and the 
cell cycle, continuous systems and periodic feeding, and non-linear dynamics. Chapter 
3 presents the theory and development of the Monod model, along with a detailed 
discussion of the simulations carried out and results obtained using the model. 
Chapter 4 describes the CelCyMUS model, whilst Chapter 5 details the simulations 
canied out using CelCyMUS. Chapter 6 discusses the results of the simulations, and 
includes a review of the assumptions made in the development of the models. Chapter 
7 concludes the work done in this research and gives recommendations for further 
research work.
Literature Survey
2. Literature Survey
This research focuses on developing an accurate, robust mathematical model of the 
growth of S. pombe. The aim is to learn more about the dynamics of cell growth and 
to study the effects of periodic feeding of glucose on a continuous bioreactor.
This chapter presents a review of the publications that are relevant to this research, 
and will focus on four main areas. The first section looks at the development of 
mathematical modelling over the past hundred years, from simple kinetic models to 
highly structured, segregated and genetic-based models. The second section reviews 
the cell line used in this research, Schizzosaccharomyces pombe, whilst the third 
section looks at bioreactor operation and feeding strategies. The fourth section 
presents an introduction to non-linear dynamics and also reviews research done in 
studying the dynamics of mathematical models and bioreactors.
2.1 Mathematical Modelling
Although the use of mathematical modelling in chemical processes is well 
established, the mathematical representation of biochemical dynamics is a relatively 
recent development. The increased use of biological and microbial processes in 
industry has led to a greater demand for knowledge and understanding of how these 
processes work, in order to be able to predict and control biochemical reactions.
Mathematical representation of biochemical reactions started very simply, applying 
chemical kinetic theory and then enzyme reactions to cell cultures {Panikov 1995). 
However, as experimental techniques have improved, these models have been shown 
to be inaccurate in some circumstances. This has led to the evolution of mathematical 
models, and over the past thirty years in particular, these models have developed from 
simple representations of an overall system into complex models, which can include 
multi-component systems, environmental factors and individual cell behaviour, 
amongst other things.
Literature Survey
2.1.1 Simple Mathematical Models
The first mathematical representations of biochemical reactions were based on 
enzyme kinetics and established kinetic theory, although this theory was not initially 
applied to the growth kinetics of cell cultures {Panikov 1995). The work of Brown 
(1890-1902) in enzyme reactions showed that the kinetics exhibited a variable order, 
being first order at low substrate concentrations and zero order at high substrate 
concentrations. In 1913 Michaelis and Menten developed a rate equation describing 
reaction rates as a function of substrate concentration {Table 2.1), based on the work 
carried out by Brown. This is a relationship that has been verified by various 
researchers, and variations according to different mechanisms of reaction have been 
provided by Van Slyke and Cullen (1914), Briggs and Haldane (1925) and Haldane 
(1930). All of these variations are similar types of model however, and consider 
reaction rate as a fimction of substrate concentration only {Table 2.1).
Mechanism of Reaction Kinetic Equation Proposed by
E + S ^ - ^ E S ^ ^ E - ^ P K^+s
F = /C26„
Michaelis and Menten 
(1913)
v =
E - v S ^ ^ E S - ^ E ^ P
K , + s
V = k , e , - , K ^ = ^
Van Slyke and Cullen 
(1914)
E+S ES >E + P +s
k-i
Briggs and Haldane 
(1925)
E-^S ES
-  T
v =
ES.
Haldane (1930)
Table 2.1 — Summary o f early models o f enzyme kinetics
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One of the earliest incidences of kinetic theory being applied to microbiology comes 
fi'om 1905 when Blackman inti'oduced the concept of a limiting or rate-controlling 
factor, in this case an enzyme reaction {Panikov 1995). This is a highly simplified 
approach to biochemical reactions, which cannot be expected to represent the growth 
kinetics of microbial systems accurately. Studies into microbial growth began in 1930 
when Tauson carried out kinetic investigations, studying the growth o f Aspergillus on 
different substrates {Panikov 1995). He came to the conclusion that the specific 
growth rate, p, was not a constant, but varied with substrate concentrations, and that 
the growth dynamics of a biological system could be described using differential 
equations {Table 2.2).
Kinetic Model
dx = Definition of Batch Growth
P = — Definition of specific growth rate
dt -m x Tauson (1935)
Monod (1942)
Teissier (1956)
Moser (1958)
K x ^ - s Contois (1959)
K,c -  substrate inhibition constant
Andrews (1968)
P K , + s - s  
s* - threshold substrate concentration
Caperon and Meyer (1972)
Table 2.2 — Summary o f models o f simple growth kinetics
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In 1942, Monod carried out a series of experiments to investigate the growth kinetics 
of microbes in chemostat cultures, i.e. under continuous feeding conditions. He 
concluded that the specific growth rate was a function of the concentration of a 
limiting substrate in the system {Monod 1949). When he conducted his research, 
Monod was unaware of other work done in that area of research by people such as 
Tauson, Hinchelwood and Michaelis, but his line of research gave similar results to 
those that had already been observed. The relationship proposed was almost identical 
to the Michaelis-Menten kinetics used in enzymology, and made a huge impact in the 
world of microbiology. Monod suggested that the specific growth rate of a cell cultuie 
was a function of limiting substrate concentration, and three constant parameters 
specific to the cell and substrate only. Knowing the values of these parameters 
(maximum specific growth rate, pmax^  saturation constant, Ks, and yield coefficient, 
Yx/s) for any given cell and substrate combination meant that microbial growth could 
be predicted, with experimental data being used to confirm the predictions {Bailey and 
Ollis 1986, Panikov 1995).
Although Monod kinetics was a great development in the theory of microbial growth, 
its accuracy was limited to specific conditions due to assumptions made in its 
development. The Monod kinetic model is based on continuous cultures under steady 
state conditions. Under these conditions, experimental data will not show cell death, 
or any lag between cell and glucose data. The Monod model therefore could not 
account for stationary or negative growth phases as detailed in other models {Kolter, 
Siegele and Tormo 1993, Ramlmshna, Fredrickson and Tsuchiya 1967), which meant 
that the lag phase and cell death that had been observed experimentally, were not 
considered. It was also assumed that all cells were viable, which is unlikely to be 
correct. The Monod equation is based on the concept of a single, limiting nutrient 
affecting the growth rate, and assumes no minimum concentration threshold required 
for cell growth {Monod 1949). Attempts were made to modify the Monod model, in 
order to take some of these phenomena into consideration and obtain a more accurate 
representation of experimental data.
Another major assumption made by Monod is that the parameters describing 
microbial giowth are constant {Monod 1949). This suggests that yield coefficient.
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maximum specific growth rate and the saturation constant are all unaffected by 
external conditions such as substrate and biomass concentrations. Monod had 
obseiwed in his investigations that these parameters did not always have constant 
values {Monod 1949), and this has been confirmed by other research {Ferenci 1999). 
Several explanations have been proposed for this observation, with the most probable 
being the ability of microbes to adapt to changing conditions. It has been shown that if 
microbes are placed in nutrient-limited conditions, their response will be different 
compared with excess nutrient conditions. This phenomenon is known as the hunger 
response, hi nutrient-limited conditions, some cells may follow alternative metabolic 
pathways {Ferenci 1999). For example, yeast may move from giowth via aerobic 
respiration to fermentation if there is a shortage of oxygen in the system, and 
undoubtedly these alternative metabolic pathways will have different kinetics and 
therefore affect the ‘constant’ parameter values assumed in Monod kinetics. Other 
responses to nutrient limited conditions include cells becoming arrested, using only 
enough energy for maintenance, with no growth or division occurring {Kolter et al.
1993). This phenomenon is not accounted for in Monod kinetics but has been shown 
to exist. As research into the growth of microbial cultures continues it is proposed that 
the constant growth parameters as suggested by Monod, are not constant at all 
{Ferenci 1999).
It has been observed in chemostat culture that the cell concentration decreases at low 
dilution rates, which can be explained by an endogenous metabolism in the cells. 
Endogenous metabolism proposes that if the growth limiting substrate concentration 
becomes too low, then cells will begin to consume their own substance, leading to 
reduced viability and eventually cell death. The endogenous Monod equation includes 
a constant term to account for this observation, which can also be considered to be the 
death rate of cells in the absence of limiting substrate {Panikov 1995).
Other modifications to the Monod equation have been made by Teissier (1956), 
Moser (1958) and Contois (1959) {Table 2.2), which give a better fit to experimental 
data {Bailey and Ollis 1986, Panikov 1995). The inclusion of the additional 
parameters has been shown to be a better approximation, but there is little biological 
theory behind their inclusion. These models are also more difficult to solve 
analytically, and have not been used widely in microbiology.
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Powell, and later Pirt, investigated the concept of maintenance energy requirements in 
a biological system {Panikov 1995), identifying a minimum substrate requirement for 
growth to occur in a continuous cultuie. Another factor that may affect the specific 
growth rate of a culture is the inhibition of growth due to product formation, or other 
constituents in the growth medium. A modified kinetic model was proposed by 
Andrews (1968), which took this theory into account {Table 2.2).
As research continued into the kinetics of microbial growth it became clear that the 
experimental data did not always agree with Monod kinetics. This is due to the 
Monod model being based on a number of simplifying assumptions, which could only 
be applied under certain circumstances. Therefore the Monod model could not 
accurately describe a wide range of growth conditions. More complex models are 
required in order to account for some experimental observations, and over the past 
thirty years in particular more advanced models have been developed.
2.1.2 Other Mathematical Models
The limited success with simple kinetic models led to an alternative approach to 
mathematical modelling of biochemical systems, which focused not only on the cell 
population as a whole, but also on individual cells within a population. External 
factors have also been considered in some models, and more complex models have 
been developed, based around a number of concepts including metabolic pathways 
and reactions {Kovarova-Kovar and Egli 1998), cell cycle models {Smith and Martin 
1973) and genetics-based models.
2.1.2.1 Structured Models
A structured model requires some description of the biophase so that it is considered 
in parts as opposed to a whole, as seen in the simple mathematical models. The 
simplest structured models are an extension of unstructured models, where the 
properties of the biophase are considered in terms of two or three variables. These 
models are Icnown as compartment models and provide a better description of the 
behaviour of the system whilst still being simple enough to verify experimentally
11
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{Harder and Reals 1982). In the case of the two-compartment model the biophase is 
made up of two parts. When these two parts interact with each other and their 
environment, cell growth occurs. These parts are generally considered to be nucleic 
acids and proteins {Harder and Reals 1982, Ramlmshna et al. 1967). Three and four 
compartment models have also been proposed, which allow a more accurate picture of 
the nature of cell growth.
Another addition in some structured models is die inclusion of a bottleneck, which 
can describe the lag phase obseiwed in cell growth {Ramlmshna et al. 1967). The 
bottleneck is a critical intermediate product, which needs to be formed from the 
available nutrients before giowth can occur in the system.
Structured mathematical models are based around more detailed information about 
culture giowth and chemical reactions, and can account for cell behaviour under 
certain giowth conditions that simple, unstructured models cannot, such as the lag in 
cell growth after the addition of nutrient.
2.1.2.2 Segregated Models
Segregated models take into account individual cells within a population, and the fact 
that each genetically identical cell is unique in terms of its age and size, for instance. 
Segregation can be considered in both structured and unstructured models. 
Unstructured, segregated models consider the reproduction of individual cells within a 
system either stochastically or deterministically {Faraday 1994). The stochastic 
method suggests that cell division is a partly random function, whereas deterministic 
methods state that cell division is a function of the state of the system, which is 
independent of time {Tsuchiya, Fredrickson and Aris 1966).
2.1.2.3 Structured, Segregated Models
Structured, segregated models consider both biophase description, and individual cells 
within a culture, usually based around age or size distribution. These are complex 
mathematical models, which attempt to predict cell growth based on these factors, and 
are described with both stochastic and deterministic mechanisms {Ramlmshna 1979).
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The concept of population balance modelling in biological systems has been 
developed over a number of years, and many existing models of biological systems 
are based on population balances {Cain and Chau 1998, Faraday 1994, Martens et al 
1995, Ramkrishna 1979, Tsuchiya, FredricJcson and Aris 1966).
The first mathematical models developed using population balances were proposed by 
Ramkrislina, Fredrickson and Aris {1967). Smith and Martin {1973) proposed the idea 
of cell population balances, based on a cell cycle. The cycle is divided into two stages, 
one of which is constant duration, with the other being a probability function, 
dependent on a number of considerations. The amount of time spent in the second 
phase, and the transition out of the phase is based on intiacellular concentrations, cell 
viability and cell death. This was the first attempt at mathematically describing cell 
growth based on the cell cycle, and has been widely used by many researchers as a 
basis for mathematical modelling {Faraday 1994, Batt and Kampala 1989, Cain and 
Chau 1998, Linardos, Kalegorakis and Behie 1992).
Since the work of Smith and Martin {1973), mathematical representation of biological 
growth has become more focused on the cell cycle. The cell cycle models take into 
account individual cells and intracellular reactions, as well as considering external 
factors such as nutrient concentrations and temperature effects, and are thought to be a 
more realistic representation than the simple kinetic model proposed by Monod. As 
cells progress through their cycle different growth rates, product formation rates and 
substrate utilisation rates have been observed. This detail cannot be accounted for in a 
simple kinetic model. Cell cycle models can also account for other, experimentally 
observed phenomena such as the lag phase, death phase, non-viable cells and the 
quiescent phase {Batt and Kampala 1989, Cain and Chau 1998, Faraday 1994, 
Linardos et al. 1992, Suzuki and Ollis 1989).
As research has continued into the cell cycle, a better understanding of microbial 
growth has been obtained, with mathematical models becoming more detailed and 
more able to accurately describe experimental data. The cell cycle approach to 
mathematical modelling is popular among researchers as it has a sound biological 
basis, and shows a good level of accuracy.
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Research has already been done in this Department {Araujo 1998, Faraday 1994), 
which has led to the development of a mathematical model based on the population 
balance proposed by Ramkrishna, Fredinckson and Tsuchiya {1967) and Smith and 
Martin {1973). At present a generic framework exists (Cell Cycle Model, University 
of Surrey), from which specific models of cell lines can be developed. An existing 
specific model is that of the mouse-mouse 321 {MM321) hybridoma cell line. Use of 
this model has shown that it can reliably predict the growth of cells under a number of 
conditions, for both batch and continuous cultures {Faraday 1994). Further research 
{Araujo 1998) has also developed a model-based obseiwer control system for 
bioreactors, using this model. CelCyMUS can be adapted to include other specific cell 
lines, with different structures and parameter values. For the purpose of this research, 
the model will be adapted to represent S. pombe as the specific cell line.
2 . 2  Schizzosaccharomyces pombe
Schizzosaccharomyces pombe is a eukaryotic cell, classified as a fission yeast. It is a 
simple cell, which has been widely researched by many scientists, and there are vast 
amounts of published literature available. S. pombe can be used in brewing and baking 
{http://pingu.salk.edu/^forsburg/lab.html), although Saccharomyces cerivisae is more 
commonly used. S. pombe has been widely used in research to understand more about 
cellular processes, due to its similarity with other types of cell, particularly animal 
cells. There are a number of advantages to using S. pombe for research in preference 
to other cells. It is a widely available organism that can easily be grown in the lab, 
with a lower likelihood of becoming contaminated compared with animal cells. 
Because S. pombe has been researched over many years it is generally well 
understood and there is a lot of published infonnation available. Although S. pombe 
cells are very simple, they share many characteristics with more complex cells, and 
provide a good basis for research with other cell lines.
A number of researchers have made significant progress over the past 25-30 years in 
understanding more about the structure of S. pombe and the way that it functions. 
Detailed experiments have been carried out to investigate the behaviour of cells 
throughout the cell cycle. Novak and Mitchison {1998) investigated the production of 
CO2  throughout various stages of the cell cycle, and Creanor and Mitchison {1982)
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looked at patterns of protein synthesis during the cell cycle. Creanor also investigated 
changes in enzyme activity over the cycle {1983, 1986), whilst the control of cell size 
at division has been researched by Fantes and Nurse {1977). The research that has 
been undertaken in the area of cell cycle studies has produced a vast amount of 
information that is relevant to this research, developing an accurate picture of the cell 
cycle of S. pombe and investigating the cell response under various conditions. This 
will be discussed in further detail below.
2.2.1 Synchronised Cultures
Synchronised cell cultures are particularly useful for studying the cell cycle, and a 
number of methods have been developed for synchronising cultures of S. pombe, 
some of which are more successful than others. Synchronised cell data can be used to 
deteiinine the minimum and maximum time between cell doublings, along with the 
proliferation factor. In this research the data has been used to infer the durations of 
each phase of the cell cycle, for use in the model.
Induction synchronisation methods concern altering the state of a system using either 
chemical or physical methods. Some strains of S. pombe are temperature sensitive and 
can be synchronised by elevating the temperature of a system. At temperatures above 
about 40°C the cells cease to function and become arrested in the cell cycle. However, 
exposing cells to high temperatures can rapidly reduce cell viability, and lead to 
changes in cell fimction, which may not be reversible once the temperature is reduced 
{Rose and Harrison 1987).
Starvation methods can also be used to synchronise cultures of S. pombe. When 
nutrients are in short supply, yeast cells can become arrested in the cycle, using only 
the energy required for maintenance in their current position. However, this is not 
thought to be an efficient method of synchronisation, and it is not usually used {Rose 
and Harrison 1987).
There are a number of chemicals that can be used to produce synchronised cell 
cultures. These include pheromones, metabolic inhibitors, mitotic inhibitors and DNA
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synthesis inhibitors. The chemical blocks prevent cells from progressing thi’ough the 
cell cycle, so all of the cells become arrested after a period of time, at one particular 
point in the cycle. Repeated chemical blocking can affect cell viability. There are a 
number of chemicals that can be used to block DNA synthesis in cells including 
phenylarsine oxide {Oustrin et al. 1995), hydroxyurea {Galli and Sciestl 1996, 1998, 
Slater 1973) and thymidine {Hayter 1989, Faraday 1994), which show good levels of 
synchronisation. Methyl benzimidazol-2-yl carbonate (MBC) is known to block 
mitosis in S. pombe {Rose and Harrison 1987), while EDTA and citric acid are 
metabolic inhibitors.
The efficiency of chemical blocking can be improved by using a double-blocking 
technique. This greatly reduces the probability of chemically blocked cells ‘leaking’ 
and continuing to progress through the cell cycle. This technique is also essential if a 
chemical can block cells at several places in the cycle, and ensures that all cells are 
aiTested at the same point. Removal of the chemical block, usually involving the use 
of other chemicals, allows the cells to resume cycling, although prolonged chemical 
blocking can affect cell viability.
Selection synchiony involves the removal of cells at a particular stage of the cycle, 
and allowing them to grow naturally from that start point. Usually, the smallest cells 
are selected from an exponentially growing culture. There are three main methods of 
obtaining synchronised cultures using selection methods.
Gradient separation uses centrifugation to separate cells according to their densities, 
taking newly divided cells from an exponentially growing culture and inoculating 
them into fresh medium. Gradient separation methods have been successfully used by 
a number of researchers {Dwek et al. 1980, Hartwell 1970, Nurse and Wiemken 1974).
Continuous centrifugation methods can be used to obtain the smallest cells from an 
exponentially growing culture. This is a very fast procedure in which the smallest 
cells pass through the centrifuge and are washed out in the growth medium, 
unaffected by the procedure {Lloyd et al. 1975).
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The eluti'iation method is one of the more commonly used synchronisation methods, 
and involves counter flow centrifugation, which pumps out the smallest cells fi'om a 
culture (Creanor and Mitchison 1979). It is suggested by Creanor and Mitchison 
(1979) that élutriation may be the best method for reducing periodic perturbations in 
synchronised cultures, compared to other centrifugation methods.
Selection synchrony methods are usually used when the cell cycle is to be studied, as 
the do not involve chemical interactions with the cells (Lloyd et al. 1975). Although 
selection synchronisation methods have lower yields than cultures produced using 
induction methods, researchers can be confident that observed cell responses are not 
an effect of applying chemical or physical blocks (Rose and Harrison 1987).
There are many different methods of synchronising cell cultures, which may affect the 
cell culture in different ways. It is likely that different synchronisation methods will 
show different levels of synchionisation, and may also affect the subsequent 
behaviour of the cells. Synchronised cell cultures can be used to infer some cell cycle 
phase durations, which cannot be determined in non-synclironised cultmes. These 
parameters are required for developing mathematical models of the cell cycle, and 
therefore an awareness of the possible causes of errors and discrepancies is needed.
2.2.2 The Cell Cycle
The concept of a cell cycle was introduced in the 1950’s by Howard and Pelc (1953), 
who identified DNA synthesis and mitosis as two separate processes, separated by 
distinct gaps. Since this work was undertaken, there has been a vast amount of 
research into the cell cycle and the general structure of the cycle has been well 
established and accepted. The average cell cycle duration varies according to the cells 
used and can range fiom 2-3 hours for some yeasts to 24 hours for some animal cells. 
Each cell type is different and can exliibit unique characteristics, but the general 
concept of the cell cycle is universal to all cells.
The cell cycle consists of four separate phases, and the beginning of the cell cycle is 
defined by the first Gap phase (Gl). From the G1 phase the cells progress tlu'ough to 
the DNA synthesis (S) phase and then into the second Gap phase (G2). After tliis
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phase cells enter the mitosis (M) phase, where physical division of the cell takes 
place. The two daughter cells that are produced leave the M phase and enter the Gl 
phase, and the cycle begins again.
Each phase of the cell cycle has a set of requirements, which each cell must achieve in 
order to progress through to the next phase of the cell cycle. These requirements are 
known as ‘checkpoints’, and each phase of the cell cycle has a minimum of one 
checkpoint. This checkpoint states that once a cell has been in a phase for a certain 
length of time then it must leave that phase. This time period is known as the 
maximum phase duration. Most of the cell cycle phases have only this checkpoint, 
and therefore the cells enter the phase and remain in it for the maximum duration 
before progressing into the next phase of the cycle.
Other checkpoints exist throughout the cell cycle, which define requirements for the 
cells to remain in the cycle. If these requirements are not met then the cells will leave 
the cycle. These checkpoints prevent unsuitable cells from progressing through the 
cycle. If the cells are small, then it is unlikely that they have accumulated enough 
nutrients to undergo the DNA synthesis and mitosis processes successfully and they 
will be unable to continue through the cell cycle. In most cases the exit from the cell 
cycle is irreversible, and the cells will die. However, researchers are divided on the 
idea of the existence of a checkpoint that will allow the cells to leave the cycle 
temporarily and return when nutrient conditions are more favourable for cell growth.
A number of researchers have observed cells undergoing stationary behaviour in 
numerous different cell types (Notley and Ferenci 1996, Kolter et a l 1993), generally 
during nutrient deprivation. During this phase the cells are not cycling and the cells do 
not die. No growth or division is observed in the cells, with minimal nutrient uptake 
required for cell maintenance. Some of this research also suggests that the cells enter 
the stationaiy phase only from the Gl phase and that they can remain in that phase 
indefinitely. On exiting the stationaiy phase the cells move back into the Gl phase 
and continue through the cell cycle.
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The CelCyMUS framework uses the concept of the cell cycle model as described 
above, with a number of additions that are specific to this particular model 
framework.
The Gl phase has been sub-divided into two phases, known as G la and Gib. The G la 
phase represents the period of time where cells ‘recover’ from mitosis, taking up 
glucose and preparing to progress thiough the cell cycle. This is a fixed duration 
phase and once cells have spent the maximum length of time in this phase then they 
will progress to the Gib phase. The Gib phase contains a checkpoint, based on the 
amount of nutrient a cell requires to be able to successfully complete the DNA 
synthesis phase of the cycle. Once a cell has the required amount of nutrient then it 
can ‘jump’ into the S phase. The amount of time that a cell remains in the Gib phase 
is determined by how long it takes the cells to accumulate the necessary quantity of 
nutrient. It is assumed that if cells are in the Gib phase for its maximum duration 
without entering the S phase, then not enough nutrient has been accumulated and the 
cell cannot successfully complete the S phase. In this case cells will leave the cell 
cycle and eventually die.
Although variable cell cycle durations have been observed experimentally, the rules 
governing the transition from the Gib to the S phase are not well understood. A 
number of different rules have been proposed for S. pombe, including cells reaching a 
certain length or diameter (Fautes and Nurse 1977, Fautes 1977), or achieving a 
minimum glucose concentration within the cell. There are various mathematical 
equations that have been proposed for modelling this transition based on both 
experimental data and transition probability functions (Smith and Martin 1974, 
Faraday 1994).
The S phase contains only the minimum checkpoint, and is of fixed duration. Cells 
progress thiough this phase into the second Gap phase (G2), which is also of fixed 
duration containing one checkpoint. At the end of the G2 phase cells enter mitosis 
(M), where they undergo physical division.
The M phase of the cell cycle is also a fixed duration phase, but it has a second 
checkpoint, governing the transition of cells fi'om the M phase into the Gla phase.
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This checkpoint considers whether or not the daughter cells produced in mitosis 
would be able to successfully complete the cell cycle, and is defined as a function of 
the nutrient concentration in the system. If the system does not have a minimum 
nutrient concentration at the end of the M phase then the cells cannot progress into the 
Gla phase and will eventually die. This transition mle exists within CelCyMUS but 
has not been investigated in detail.
2.2.2.1 Cell Cycle of S. pombe
Under most conditions, S. pombe progresses through the cell cycle as discussed in the 
previous section. However, yeast cells are particularly resilient and can adapt to 
ensure their survival under veiy extreme conditions. In the absence of oxygen, S. 
pombe can follow an alternative metabolic pathway, moving from aerobic respiration 
to anaerobic fermentation. If conditions are such that the cells become starved of 
glucose for a prolonged period of time, then they can enter an alternative cell cycle, 
undergoing meiosis rather than mitosis. This research focuses on systems that have 
enough oxygen to ensure respiration rather than fermentation, and will not staiwe the 
cells of glucose for so long that they enter meiosis. Therefore, this research will focus 
on the cell cycle model as proposed in the previous section.
2.3 Bioreactor Operation
Biochemical processes have traditionally been operated on a much smaller scale than 
chemical processes, and batch methods have been used historically for the cultivation 
of biological material.
2.3.1 Batch and Repeated Batch Culture
The continually changing conditions in a batch reactor can lead to poor operation and 
low yields. Initially, there is an excess of nutrients available to cells in the reactor, and 
they grow very rapidly. However, as the nutrients are depleted and waste products 
accumulate, a rapid fall in cell viability can be observed, eventually leading to the 
death of cells. Fed batch and repeated batch processes were introduced to try and 
reduce these effects by providing a fresh supply of nutrients at regular inteiwals
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throughout the process, or removing a proportion of the reactor contents and making 
up the reactor volume with fresh growth medium. These methods have shown varying 
degrees of success, from improved yields through to catastrophic failure, leading to 
cell death {Hayter 1989, Liu, Chen and Rols 1999). The response of cells to repeated 
and fed batch operation is highly dependent on the fraction of reactor contents 
removed (haiwest fraction) and the frequency of removal (dilution cycle t\me){Araujo 
1998). A better understanding of cell growth dynamics, and a greater degiee of 
control over the reactor will increase the efficiency of these methods of bioreactor 
operation.
2.3.2 Continuous Culture
As the demand for biochemical processes and products has increased, it has become 
necessary to look for more efficient methods of bioreactor operation. Monod proposed 
the theory of continuous cultivation in 1950 {Panikov 1995), providing an alternative 
approach to the cultivation of microbial cultures. The theory of continuous culture 
assumed that steady states could be achieved in biological systems, with the operator 
completely in control of the behaviour of the system, by controlling the flow of 
substrate in and out of the reactor {Bailey and Ollis 1986, Panikov 1995, Pirt 1975). 
This was an important development and gave continuous operation a certain 
advantage over batch operation.
Studies with continuous cultures have shown that cells can show stable, exponential 
growth at any rate between 0  and p^ax, according to the substrate concentration used 
{Panikov 1995). The Monod kinetic model shows a good approximation of steady 
state, continuous cultures, because the assumptions made in the development of the 
Monod model are valid under these specific reactor conditions.
Essentially, continuous cultures have enabled a greater understanding of giowth 
kinetics, allowing the effects of growth rate changes and environmental changes to be 
investigated separately {Pirt 1975). Much of the research using continuous cultures 
has investigated the effects of varying the dilution rate on the system in order to 
obtain a better understanding of the system dynamics {Batt and Kampala 1989,
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Cazzador and Mariani 1993, Majewski 1990, Zhang et ah 2000). Both experimental 
studies and mathematical models have shown that continuous cultures can exhibit 
multiple steady states, periodic steady states and steady state drift, according to the 
dilution rate chosen for operation {Zhang and Henson 2001, Majewski 1990).
A continuous culture system provides a consistent growth environment for cells over 
extended periods of time, as opposed to the ever-changing nature of batch systems. 
Understanding exactly how continuous systems work can lead to greater efficiency 
and control of biological processes.
2.3.3 Periodic Feeding in Continuous Systems
Although there have been numerous studies of the steady state operation of 
continuous systems and their response to step changes, little research has been 
conducted into alternative operating strategies for continuous bioreactors.
Some researchers have investigated cell-recycling methods in continuous cultures as a 
method of improving bioreactor operation {Damiano et al. 1985, Urïbelarrea 1993), 
whilst other research suggests that forced periodic operation of bioreactors can lead to 
improved yield under some conditions {Abulesz and Lyberatos 1989, Faraday 1994, 
Liu, Wu and Lin 1998). Lee and Parekular (1996) suggest using periodic feeding of 
antibiotics to continuous recombinant cultures as a method of improving yield of 
required cells as well as reducing operating costs.
Whilst periodic operation may improve bioreactor yield, the feed period chosen for 
operation must be considered carefully. If cells are left without nutrient for extended 
periods of time then they will begin to staiwe and enter alternative metabolic 
pathways, or stop progi essing thi'ough the cell cycle. If the conditions are changed too 
frequently the cells will not have enough time to adapt to the changes in the system 
{Abulesz and Lyberatos 1989).
Studying the response of a continuous system to periodic perturbations in the feed will 
allow a more thorough understanding of the system dynamics, and may lead to 
improved bioreactor efficiency.
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2.3.4 Arzumanov’s Data
Experimental work has been carried out in this Department to investigate the effects 
of periodically feeding glucose to continuous cultures of S. pombe type 972. Between 
1999-2000, Arzumanov conducted a number of experiments to study the effect of 
different feed periods on cell giowth in a continuous bioreactor.
With a working reactor volume of 2000 ml, cells were fed continuously with 
2 0 0  ml h"^  of nutrient containing glucose at a concentration of 8  mg ml"\ whilst 
2 0 0  ml h'  ^ of product was removed from the reactor in order to keep a constant 
volume. The system was allowed to reach steady state, which was maintained for up 
to five days, before commencing periodic operation.
The glucose feed to the reactor was switched on for the first 50% of the feed period, 
and off for the remaining 50%. The feed periods investigated by Arzumanov were 1, 
2, 4, 7 and 8  hours, and each experiment studies the cell response over two cycles of 
periodic feeding. The results obtained are detailed m Appendix 1.
This experimental data provides the base for this research. Periodic feeding of a 
continuous culture system will produce responses from the cells that cannot be 
observed under batch or steady-state continuous operating conditions. Periodic 
feeding of glucose introduces a known pertuibation to the environment diat the cells 
are growing in, and the response of the cells to the disturbance can be used to study 
the dynamics of the system.
2.4 Non-Linear Dynamics and Chaos
In order develop a model that is able to accurately predict and describe the behaviour 
of a system over a period of time, a good understanding of the system dynamics is 
needed. When a known disturbance is applied to a system, the response of the system 
can be studied in order to learn more about its dynamics. This research focuses on 
disturbances in glucose concentrations fed to a growing cell population, and learning 
more about the nature of the system. Sometimes, a system will show a linear response
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to a disturbance, but it is more usual to see a complex response due to the complex 
nature of many real systems. The study of non-linear systems and chaotic behaviour 
has been a large area of research for many years, and there are many researchers 
working to understand more about non-linear dynamics of systems.
In recent years, the development of computers has allowed great advances in the study 
of non-linear and chaotic behaviour. It is difficult to solve non-linear equations 
analytically, and the development of the computer has made the solution of non-linear 
equations using numerical methods quick, accurate and straightforward. There are a 
number of methods that can be used to investigate apparently chaotic behaviour of 
systems, and a brief introduction to some of these techniques is presented in this 
review. Detailed information can be found in literature {Hilborn 1994, Baker and 
Gollub 1996, Nagashima and Baba 1999).
The study and characterisation of chaotic behaviour has allowed a good understanding 
of complex behaviour in many systems, which could not be explained with previous 
theories. A chaotic system is defined as one that exhibits aperiodic behaviour in a 
bounded region of state space, with no intersection of the trajectory within the state 
space {Hilborn 1994). There are two types of chaotic behaviour, deterministic and 
stochastic. Deterministic chaos arises when two systems that are started from the same 
initial conditions, and have the same parameter values, follow identical trajectories 
{Hilborn 1994). Stochastic chaos occurs when two systems with the same initial 
conditions and parameter values follow different trajectories over time, leading to 
apparently random behaviour of the system. However, all chaotic behaviour that is 
shown by a system is due to its intrinsic dynamics as opposed to external factors 
impacting on the system {Baker and Gollub 1996).
Chaotic behaviour can be exhibited by very simple, non-linear systems; that is, the 
dynamical equations describing the properties of the system are non-linear {Hilborn
1994), and a number of changes within a system can lead to a change in the 
behaviour. If the same system is observed twice, starting from slightly different initial 
conditions, then in some cases chaotic behaviour can be seen. If the difference in the 
two responses due to the differing initial conditions shows linear behaviour over time, 
then the system is not chaotic. However, if the difference in the initial conditions
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leads to an exponential difference in the response of the system over time, then the 
system quickly becomes unknown and is said to be chaotic. It is a characteristic of 
chaotic systems that they show extreme sensitivity to initial conditions. Chaotic 
systems also show extieme sensitivity to the parameter values of the system. 
Choosing slightly different parameter values for a system can lead to diamatic 
changes in the observed behaviour, and a system that has previously been periodic 
may exhibit aperiodic behaviour {Hilborn 1994).
2.4.1 Attractors
The path that a system follows in its parameter space is known as its trajectory. There 
are a number of possible types of trajectory that a system can follow once the initial 
transient responses have died out. These trajectories are loiown as attractors and 
different attractors can be foimed, which give an indication of the dynamic behaviour 
of the system over time.
If an attractor is produced which shows a fixed point (i.e. the response shown by the 
system does not change with time), then the system has reached a steady state, which 
could be stable or unstable.
A system that has a periodic response over time will show a different attractor in its 
parameter space. The response will begin to repeat the same trajectory over time, 
forming a closed area within its parameter space. Other trajectories that pass close to 
this area are attracted into it, and this type of attractor is known as a limit cycle {Baker 
and Gollub 1996, Hillborn 1994).
In the event of a chaotic system response, the attractor produced will show a trajectory 
that is within a defined region of parameter space, but is never repeated. This type of 
attractor is known as a strange attractor and can be defined as having non-integer 
mathematical dimensions {Baker and Gollub 1996, Hillborn 1994).
Attractors can also be constructed that do not consider the parameter space and focus 
only on the behaviour of a system over time. One parameter set is chosen, and the 
trajectory of the system is plotted at the current time versus a previous time (with a
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specified time delay). This allows the study of one particular parameter set over time
2.4.2 Poincaré Section
The Poincaré section shows the exact position of the system trajectory thorough a 
chosen plane in the parameter space at a moment in time. In order to produce a 
Poincaré section from a three-dimensional parameter space, a two-dimensional plane 
is selected. The Poincaré section shows the tiajectory through that plane at a particular 
instant in time {Hilborn 1994), i.e. a Poincaré section shows a specific section of the 
attractor at a specific time rather than indicating the overall behaviour of the system 
over time.
2.4.3 Lyapunov Exponent
The deteimination of the Lyapunov exponent of a system provides a quantitative 
method of determining whether or not a system is chaotic, and the degree of chaoticity 
shown by the system. The distance between nearby trajectories in state space {d{t)) is 
approximated by,
where, t = time
d(o) = the distance between trajectories at t = 0  
X = Lyapunov exponent
A system is said to be chaotic if it has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. The 
larger the value of the exponent, then the more chaotic the system is.
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2.4.4 Routes to Chaos
To determine the route a system takes into chaotic behaviour, the control parameters 
of a system are varied, and the response of the system is observed after the initial 
transients have died out. The graphical representation of the system response as a 
parameter value is varied is known as a bifurcation diagram. The parameter that is 
varied across a range of values is known as the bifurcation parameter, and a 
bifurcation diagram can be useful in identifying different paths to chaos. One system 
can exhibit numerous routes into chaotic behaviour as parameter values are varied.
Bifurcation diagrams show the response of the system at defined intervals over a 
period of time as the value of the bifurcation parameter is varied, and a wide variation 
of systems responses can be seen. Steady state and periodic responses are shown as 
points on the bifurcation diagram, with the number of points at a particular parameter 
value indicating the response of the system under those conditions. For example, two 
points indicate period two behaviour, that is, that the system trajectory repeats itself 
every second time interval. A chaotic response is shown by a line (or an inegular 
pattern of points that will become a solid line over time) at a particular parameter 
value, indicating that the response of the system is not repeated over time.
The routes into chaotic behaviour can be determined from a bifuication diagram. In 
the case of a period-doubling route to chaos, a gradual shift is seen from periodic 
behaviour into chaos. A system showing period-one behaviour will suddenly show 
period two behaviour as the bifurcation parameter value changes. This change is 
known as a bifurcation as the period one response appears to ‘split’ into two new 
responses. Period two behaviour can show the same split, becoming period four 
behaviour and so on. Eventually the system will become chaotic, with the period 
doubling range depending on the bifurcation parameter. One good example of a 
period doubling route to chaos is the logistic map, and a good description of this can 
be found in Hilborn {1994). The other main route into chaotic behaviour cannot be 
characterised by the period doubling phenomenon, and is generally obseiwed as a 
sudden change from a periodic behaviour to chaotic behaviour with a small change in 
the bifurcation parameter.
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There are various other methods of determining whether or not a system exhibits 
chaotic behaviour, which are not relevant to this research. A detailed review of other 
methods and further information on non-linear dynamics and chaos can be found in 
many textbooks. {See, for example Hilborn 1994, Baker and Gollub 1996, Nagashima 
and Baba 1999).
2.4.5 Bioreactor Dynamics
Continuous bioreactors can be used to study the dynamics of a system, as there is 
some control of the system, compared to batch reactors. The output from a continuous 
reactor can be studied in relation to the input, in order to learn more about system 
dynamics. There have been some studies into continuous bioreactor operation, which 
have shown that biochemical systems can exhibit complex dynamic behaviour {Liu, 
Wu and Lin 1998, Liu, Chen and Rols 1999, Chien 2000).
It has been observed that some continuous cultures of cell growth show sustained 
oscillations after initial transients have died out, under certain operating conditions. 
Continuous cultures can also show multiple steady states {Arzumanov -  Appendix 1), 
and in some cases a transition between different steady states over time has been 
observed experimentally.
There appear to be two main factors that affect the output of a continuous bioreactor 
system. The dilution rate chosen for continuous operation is very important, as a 
system that has exactly the same operating conditions and parameters can produce 
very different outputs at different dilution rates {Liu et al. 1998, 1999). The effect of 
changes in dilution rate can be observed by slowly changing the dilution rate during a 
continuous experiment. A previously steady state system may begin to oscillate or 
show aperiodic behaviour, and vice versa. This phenomenon has been particularly 
well documented in the study of continuous cultures of yeast cells {Abulesz and 
Lyberatos 1989, Chien 2000).
The other factor that affects the output of a continuous bioreactor is the initial 
conditions that are chosen for the bioreactor operation. This is in agreement with the 
theory proposed by Henri Poincaré (1914), stating that small changes in initial
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conditions of a system can lead to vastly different behaviour over time. For example, 
systems that have different numbers of cells, but otheiivise are identical, may tend 
towards different steady states over a period of time.
The development of mathematical models of bioreactors has been useful in 
identifying and characterising the complex behaviour that has been observed 
experimentally. Accurate, reliable models could, in principle, simulate the effects of 
parameter variations and different initial conditions, without the need for carrying out 
experiments. Bifuication analysis of the mathematical models can provide an overall 
picture of the system response, as a parameter is varied, as well as providing an 
indication of the features of the model used.
Bifurcation analysis has previously been earned out on some simple mathematical 
models of continuous bioreactors {Zhang 2001). In each case, the dilution rate has 
been chosen as the bifurcation parameter with the cell and/or substrate concentration 
out of the reactor being recorded. Each of the simple models shows the existence of 
single steady states and periodic steady states, both stable and unstable. The models 
can also exhibit multiple steady states according to the initial conditions selected for 
simulations, although these simple models show no possibility of chaotic behaviour. 
More complex mathematical models have so far not been investigated using 
bifurcation analysis, although it is expected that they will be capable of showing 
multiple steady states, periodic behaviour and possibly chaotic responses.
Some studies have focused on developing control systems for bioreactors, particularly 
for continuous operation. Both feedforward {Jyothi and Chidambaram 2001) and 
feedback {Wang, Krstic and Bastin 1999) control systems have been proposed based 
on experimental and model data. A novel model based observer control strategy for 
bioreactors has also been proposed {Araujo 1998). Detailed information about these 
systems can be found in the relevant literature.
There has been little research into periodic feeding of continuous cultures, and there is 
limited experimental data on this type of bioreactor operation, both experimentally 
and from models. This research aims to learn more about the effects of periodic 
feeding in continuous bioreactors, based on an established mathematical model
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{Faraday 1994) and the experimental data available {Appendix 1). A better 
understanding of bioreactor dynamics can lead to increased efficiency and better 
control over bioreactor operation, identifying suitable operating conditions for 
different systems.
2.5 Concluding Comments
This chapter has provided a review of the literature that is relevant to this research. 
The introduction and development of mathematical modelling has been discussed, 
from simple kinetic models to highly stmctured, segregated models. A summaiy of 
the characteristics of S. pombe is also presented, with details of various experiments 
that have been carried out, and the data that has been used in this research. A review 
of different modes of bioreactor operation has been presented, along with a brief 
insight into the study of non-linear dynamics and the various responses of bioreactors 
under different operating conditions.
The next chapter investigates a simple mathematical model, based on Monod kinetics, 
under periodic feeding conditions. Theoretical analysis of continuous systems {Zhang 
and Henson 2001) and periodic operation of continuous systems {Liu et a l 1998) has 
indicated that simple mathematical models may not be enough to provide accurate 
representation of experimental data. The rest of this dissertation focuses on the 
behaviour of a more complex and realistic model of S. pombe. This model will use the 
CelCyMUS framework {Faraday 1994, Araujo 1998), which is a cell cycle based, age 
distribution model that has already proven to be robust and accurate for other cell 
lines. Periodic feeding strategies will be used to investigate the dynamics of the model 
and compare the performance of the model with the experimental data available.
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3. Monod
This chapter focuses on Monod kinetics and some of its modifications, with the 
objective being to determine whether or not simple models can accurately reproduce 
the experimental data from periodically fed systems. The Monod model and its 
modifications are considered along with mass balances for the reactor, in order to 
develop the differential equations that fomi the mathematical model. Different 
numerical methods are investigated for the solution of the model, and an optimisation 
method for deteimining optimum parameter values has been developed. The model 
has been thoroughly tested using dummy data {Slater 2001) before simulations to 
attempt to fit the model to the experimental data that has been obtained in this 
Department {Appendix 7). The results of the simulations and optimum parameter 
values obtained will be discussed, and the assumptions made in the development of 
the model will be reviewed.
3.1 Theory
3.1.1 Monod Kinetics
This section shows the Monod kinetic equation, and the modified models considered 
in this study, along with the material balances for a continuous flow reactor.
The original Monod kinetic model was proposed in 1942 {Monod 1942), and stated 
that the specific growth rate of cell culture was a function of a single, growth-limiting 
substrate concentration only.
Define ju ~ —  3.1
X
where,
p = specific growth rate of cells h"^
X = cell number concentration cells m“^
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1rx = growth rate cells h' ml
A ,  + 5
M-max = maximum specific growth rate of cells h'^  
s = substrate concentration mg ml"^
Ks = saturation constant mg mf^
At high levels of substrate concentration the growth rate is zero order, i.e. independent 
of the concentration within the system. However, as the concentration is reduced the 
growth rate becomes first order and depends on the concentration of substrate in the 
system.
The parameters p^ax and Kg are constants specific to the cell, substrate and 
temperature being used. Knowing the values of these parameters along with a third 
constant, the yield coefficient, Yx/s, means that the growth of cells can be predicted. 
Yield coefficient is defined as
= — 3.3
where,
Yx/s = Yield Coefficient of x from s cells mg'^
rx = rate of production of cells cells mf* h'^
rs = rate of consumption of glucose mg ml'  ^h"*
The modulus has been used conventionally to isolate the sign convention used for Yx/s 
from the sign conventions for Rx, Rs etc. and therefore avoid confusion.
As work began with continuous cultures, theories were proposed to explain 
differences in predicted and observed growth kinetics. One such theory contained the 
idea that if cells were not provided with enough substrate then they would begin to 
consume their own substance, eventually leading to death. This mechanism is known
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as endogenous metabolism and is accounted for by an additional constant in the 
Monod equation, known as the endogenous constant, or cell death rate, kg. The exact 
origin of the endogenous model is unclear, and a number of possibilities have been 
suggested {Herbert 1958, Pirt 1965, Raml<rishna, Fredrickson and Tsuchiya 1966, 
cited in Faraday 1994).
A .  + S
where kg = endogenous constant h'^
This study also considers another modified Monod kinetic model, which incorporates 
a constant time delay in order to give a closer match to the experimental data. This 
model has a similar foim to the original Monod model, with the inclusion of a lag 
period, kd-
where
t = time h
kd = lag period h
In this manner, the specific growth rate at time t (p(t)) is related not to the substrate 
concentration at the same time, but at a previous time, which is represented by s(t-Kd). 
Full details of the development of the lag Monod model can be found in Slater (2001).
These three kinetic models will be investigated in order to determine whether or not 
any of them can accurately reproduce the experimental data. However, the Monod 
kinetics require the use of material balances to form a closed model of the system, as 
described in the next section.
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3.1.2 Continuous Culture
This study is carried out using a continuous culture of Schizosaccharomyces pombe in 
a reactor with a constant volume and residence time.
By performing material balances on the reactor, the steady state values of s and ;c can 
be calculated, based on the Monod kinetic model. However, a number of assumptions 
need to be made in order to solve the balances. These assumptions are:
• The reactor is perfectly mixed, with no cell adhesion to internal surfaces
• There is no accumulation in the reactor, i.e. volume is constant
• No cells are present in the feed stream, Xo = 0
• Monod kinetics are applicable to this system
• Monod kinetics assumes a first order reaction for cell production and glucose 
consumption
F So(t) Xo
F s(t) x(t)
Figure 3.1 Diagram o f reactor
F
V
So
s
Xo
X
Feed flow rate in/out of reactor 
Working volume of reactor 
Substrate concentration into reactor 
Substrate concentration in reactor 
Cell concentration into reactor 
Cell concentration in reactor
m  ^h'^
m
kgm^ 
kg m'3
cells m'  ^
cells m'^
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General Balance
In = Out + acc. w.r.t. time + destroyed by reaction
Cell Number Balance
Fx^= F x+ — {Vx)-Vr^ 3.6dt
Using the assumptions made, this balance can be simplified to give
dx0 = Fx + K — -U r. 3.6a
or
dx—  = r^~Dx 3.6b
where D = F/V = Dilution rate h"^
Substrate Mass Balance
Fs. - F s y dt
Using the assumptions, this mass balance can be simplified to give
dvFs^=Fs + V ~  + Vr^  3.7adt
or
ds- ^  = D {s„-s )-r^  3.7b
Equations 3.6b and 3.7b form the mass balances for the reactor. Monod kinetics can 
be used in order to produce balances, which can be solved if the Monod kinetic 
parameters are loiown.
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By substituting Equation 3.2 (or 3.4, 3.5 if endogenous or lag models are used) into 
Equation 3.1 we obtain
3.8K,+s
Substituting Equation 3.8 into Equation 3.6b gives
^  = ( - ^ ^ - D ) x  3.9at K + s
Substituting Equation 3.8 into Equation 3.3 gives
Y,„(K,+s)
which can then be substituted into Equation 3.7b
Equations 3.9 and 3.11 provide the differential equations that form the model. If the 
system were to reach steady state (i.e. Sq is constant), then the derivative terms in the 
equations would become equal to zero, as there would be no change in cell number or 
glucose concentration with time. When using the endogenous Monod model, it is
assumed that when ——— < 0 , = 0 , otherwise substrate would be produced
when cells die.
3.1.3 Periodic Feeding
Periodic feeding of the reactor does not allow a steady state to be achieved, as the 
glucose feed into the reactor is not constant, but is included at periodic intervals,
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providing ever changing conditions. The pattern of glucose in the reactor feed is 
defined using a square wave function.
3.12
i=l
where
H -  Heavyside function
i = Cycle number
r = Fraction of the feed period where substrate is on
Tf = Total feed period h
Son = Concentration of glucose in feed when switched on mg mf^
3.1.4 Parameter Estimation
In order to produce a model that predicts cell growth and substrate utilisation in the 
reactor, a number of parameters need to be specified or estimated. For the reactor F 
and V are obtained directly fiom the experimental conditions used, along with the 
periodic feeding parameters Son, r and x. In order to use Monod kinetics, the values of 
Ks, Pmax and Yx/s must be estimated by fitting, along with k@ and kd where required.
3.2 Numerical Methods
The model has been clearly defined as two ODE’s {Equations 3.9 and 3.11) and 
defined number of parameters. This section considers methods of solution of the 
model. By identifying initial conditions, the solution of the equations can be obtained 
using numerical methods. A number of numerical methods have been included in a 
program written in Fortran 95, in order to compare and contrast results, and determine 
the suitability of each method. Previous work {Slater 2001) has shown that fourth 
order Runge Kutta is the most suitable method for use with Monod and endogenous 
Monod models, giving a high level of accuracy without using excessive CPU time. 
The lag Monod model is not suitable for use with Runge Kutta methods as the 
intermediate evaluations required are difficult and time consuming to calculate by
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interpolation. Simulations with the lag model have been solved using Euler. The Euler 
method was found to be unstable at step lengths of 0.5h and greater, while the fourth 
order Runge Kutta method remained stable for a variety of larger step lengths. A step 
length of 0.05 h was chosen for the simulations as all of the numerical methods are 
stable and accurate at this length, whilst still being able to detect discontinuities due to 
periodic feeding and give accurate results. Further detail on the selection and stability 
of the different numerical methods and step size is detailed in previous research 
{Slater 2001).
3.2.1 Fourth Order Runge Kutta
Runge Kutta methods are widely used in the integiation of ordinary differential 
equations, and the most commonly used is the fourth order Runge Kutta method 
{Press et al. 1986).
T/ + 1  = T,' + — %  + 2 /C2  + 2 /C3  + /C4  ) 3.13o
where
yi+] = value of y  at tf+j = ti + h
h -  step size in time h
ki = hf(ti,yi)
lc2 = hf(V2(ti+ti+j),yi +V2kj)
ks = hf(V2(ti+tj+j),yi +
k4  =  h f( ti+ } ,y i +  k s )
Fourth order Runge Kutta is more accurate than Euler for the same step size. Four 
evaluations are required per step, and terms of order and higher are disregarded 
{Press et al. 1986). It is implicit that the derivatives are continuous in the inteiwal ti to 
ti+h, and hence the interval must not include a feed switching time.
3.2.2 Euler
The Euler integration method is one of the more basic methods of solving ordinary 
differential equations and provides the general concepts for other numerical methods.
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although it is not generally used practically due to its inaccuracy as compared to other 
methods, and its instability {Press et al. 1986). The method is to calculate yi+i from y, 
as follows:
T/ + 1 3.14
where
h = step size in time (ôt) h 
yw  = value of y at ti^i = ti+h
The Euler method gives an approximate solution at a number of step sizes and 
disregards terms of order and higher {Press et a l 1986). The step used in Euler 
must be chosen carefully. If the value of h is too large then accuracy is lost, while if it 
is too small the CPU time required for solution becomes excessive. The Euler method 
also becomes unstable as yi+i approaches ±oo and is therefore not suitable for all 
values of the function.
3.3 Parameter Optimisation
The values of the Monod parameters pnmx, Ks and Yx/s can be obtained by optimisation 
using a sum of squares of errors technique. The model data for substrate and cell 
number concentrations is compared with experimental data, and the parameter values 
are adjusted in order to minimise the sum of squares of en*ors. The sum of squares of 
errors is given by.
where
V ^ei J
Y
1  + H'...
^ = sum of squares of enors 
Sc -  glucose concentration offset 
Se -  experimental glucose concentiation 
Sm = model glucose concentration
-3kgm 
kg m'^ 
kgm'^
3.15
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Xe = experimental cell number concentration cells m"^
Xj„ = model cell number concentiation cells m'^
Wx = cell weighting factor 
i = index of one experimental observation 
N  -  total number of experimental obseiwations
A glucose concentration offset is included in the error calculation to ensure that eiTor 
can be calculated when Se -  0 , i.e. the glucose in the system has been used completely.
The sum of squares of errors is made up from combining the difference in the cell 
number concentrations and the difference in substrate concentrations. Including the 
cell weighting factor, w^ , can alter the contribution that each part makes towards the 
overall error. If this is not included then it is assumed that each part contributes 
equally, which is not necessarily correct. For example, cell weighting may be included 
to reflect the differences in uncertainty between the measurements of cell number and 
glucose concentration. We also assume that there are the same number of observations 
for cell concentration and glucose concentration.
Once the overall (j) value has been calculated, the value is divided by the number of 
points over which the error has been calculated, in order to give an value of error for 
each point. New values of pmax, Ks and Yx/s are selected and the error calculation is 
repeated. The aim is to find the combination of parameter values that minimise the 
difference between the model calculations and the experimental data, i.e. when the 
value of (|) approaches zero. We use the sum of squares of relative errors tliroughout 
the optimisation calculations, in order to eliminate any bias towards fitting the model 
to the experimental data at high values.
3.3.1 Selection of Parameter Values
New parameter values are chosen at random from a defined area around the original 
value. The user determines a maximum step away from the original value, and the 
new value is given as
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Pnew = X step) + p^ 3.16
where
p„ew = new parameter value
Po = original parameter value
raw = random number between -0.5 and 0.5
step = maximum step away from original parameter value
The sum of squares of enors calculation is repeated using the new parameter values, 
and the new ^  value is compared to the original ^ value. If the new (j) calculated is 
lower than the original then a new area around the new parameter values is selected 
for the next search. However, if the ^ value is not lower, then the original area is kept 
and parameter values are reselected. This process continues until the (|) value reaches a 
minimum value within a given tolerance level, or until a maximum number of 
unsuccessful iterations has been exceeded.
The random search method has been chosen because it is simple to program and also 
highly robust. The search area around each parameter value is clearly defined by the 
user, and this method should cope well with poor initial guesses of parameter values, 
as it will quickly move to smaller values of (|). This method should also cope well with 
noise in the system, and the discontinuities that arise from periodic feeding. The use 
of steepest descent methods of optimisation, such as folding polygon methods, tend to 
become quickly focused within one area, which is not always the optimum area, and 
there may be other, better minima elsewhere. The random search method should be 
able to avoid this problem in most cases.
3.3.2 Error Contours
The development of error contours allows a graphical representation of the areas in 
which the optimum parameter values can be found. Two parameters are chosen to 
form a grid, and the sum of squares of errors is calculated at points across the grid. 
Contours can be plotted for various specified values of log^, and the optimum 
parameter values can be expected to lie within the area where log(J) is at a minimum.
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Error contours are useful as they allow the user to see any possible problems in 
finding optimum parameter values. These problems include various local minima 
throughout the grid and the possible co-dependence of parameters. They are closely 
related to confidence intervals, and also provide a good check of the data produced by 
the optimiser {Spencer et ah 1977, Hogg and Taris 1997).
3.4 Simulations
A number of simulations were carried out using the progiam, beginning with tests to 
check that the kinetic models employed would give the results that would be 
expected. Simulations were also performed to produce data, which could then be used 
to test the optimiser in the program. Finally the optimiser was used with experimental 
data in order to manipulate the Monod parameters, to attempt to obtain their optimum 
values.
3.4.1 Selection of Parameter Values
Initial estimates of the Monod parameter values need to be obtained in order to start 
the simulations. High accuracy of the initial estimates is not highly important, as the 
parameters will be optimised throughout the simulations, although a closer estimate 
will require less computational effort.
The value for Yx/s was selected based on experimental data obtained. It was assumed 
that the system had reached steady state, and values of cell number concentiation 
were plotted against glucose concentration over a period of time. This was repeated 
for data from different feed periods. It was found that the value of Yx/s obtained at 
short feed periods is lower than that found at long feed periods. The initial value 
chosen for the simulations is 9 x 10^  cells/mg glucose, which was the value calculated 
at long feed periods, as the system is more likely to approach steady state at longer 
feed periods.
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The initial value for pmax was selected as 0.3 h"% and chosen based on the results 
obtained from batch growth curves, alongside literature values {Gilley and Bungay 
1968, Barford 1985, Damiano et al. 1985, Hôfer andNassar 1987).
Using Lineweaver-Burke plots and the experimental data obtained, the range of Ks 
values was found to be between 0.01 mg ml'  ^ and 0.5 mg ml"\ according to the value 
of pmax selected, and the assumed steady states of the system. The initial value chosen 
for the simulations is 0 . 1  mg m f \  as the approximate mean of the values.
For the modified Monod kinetic models, the value of kg was selected as 0.1 hr'* as an 
initial guess at the endogenous metabolic rate, and the value of kd was chosen as 0.5 h 
based on experimental observations of the lag between glucose feed and cell response.
The values chosen for the reactor parameters were the same as those used 
experimentally, in order to achieve the best possible similarity between simulation 
and experiment. The working volume of the reactor is 2000 ml, with feed and product 
flow rates of 200 ml h'*. Glucose is fed to the system periodically at a concentration of 
8  mg ml'*. The feed periods chosen vary between 1 hour and 8  hours, but the glucose 
is always fed at a fraction of 50%. That is, the glucose feed is on for the first 50% of 
the feed period, and off for the remaining 50%.
3.4.2 Optimisation
When the optimiser is used in the program, the user must detenuine the search area 
for parameter values by specifying the maximum deviation from the initial estimates. 
It is physically impossible for Monod parameter values to be lower than zero, and the 
search area defined about the original estimates reflects this. The maximum step away 
from pmax is chosen to be 0.3 h'*, with the maximum Ks step chosen as 0.3 mg ml *. 
The step around Yx/s is chosen as 1 x 10^  cells mg'*, as tliis encompasses the range of 
values determined from the experimental data. The defined search area moves with 
the new parameter values, and also becomes smaller as an optimum is approached.
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In order to calculate the sum of squares of errors, values must be specified for the cell 
weighting and the concentiation offset. For the Monod simulations, the cell weighting 
factor is set at 0.3, as initial testing indicated that optimisation results were not 
strongly dependent on the weighting factor at values between 0.3 and 1. The 
concentration offset is set to 0 . 1  mg mf* glucose, which is large enough to ensure that 
the calculated (|) value does not approach infinity, but small enough to have no 
significant effect on the calculation.
Also required for optimisation calculations are the tolerance level and the maximum 
number of iterations. The tolerance level has been set to 0.01 mg ml * for Kg, 0.01 h * 
for pinax values and the nearest 1 0  cells mg'* for Yx/s, as this gives a high level of 
accuracy without using excessive CPU time. The maximum number of unsuccessful 
iterations is set to 2 0 0  for each set of parameter values chosen in order to obtain a 
high level of accuracy, and to thoroughly search the defined area.
In order to plot error contours, the grid must be defined along with which contours to 
plot. For the Monod simulations the grid is defined as 201 points on each axis, with 
contours plotted at 0.7%, 1.0%, 1.4%, 1.7% and 2.0% above the optimum values, 
where possible. Contours can be plotted for any combination of Monod parameters, as 
selected by the user.
3.4.3 Testing the Program
Once initial parameter values had been determined, simulations were carried out in 
order to determine whether or not the program was working conectly. These included 
simulations of different feed periods, and comparison of results obtained using 
different kinetic models {Slater 2001).
Having determined that the kinetic models and numerical methods work correctly, the 
optimisation methods were tested. It was decided to use dummy data, produced by the 
model, to represent the experimental data. A series of test runs were carried out using 
the random search method and data produced by the model, to ascertain whether or 
not the optimiser could find known parameter values. The values used to obtain the
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experimental data were pmax = 0.3 h'*, Kg = 0.1 h"* and Yx/s = 9.0 x 10  ^cells ml *. Each 
kinetic model was used in order to fit to the simulated data, along with the Euler ODE 
solver, and a full summary of the results obtained is shown in Table 3.1.
Feed Period Mumax (h‘^ ) Ks (mg ml ') Yx/s (cells mg'") Phi CPU Time (s)
1 Hour
Monod 0.1925 0.02778 8.869E+06 2.991 E-09 110.56
End. 0.3498 0.01165 9.277E+06 5.917E-06 18.24
Lag 0.2891 0.0476 8.753E+06 1.210E-05 60.8
2 Hours
Monod 0.2708 0.0732 8.845E+06 1.699E-09 55.7
End. 0.2601 0.05931 8.878E+06 1.524E-09 99.36
Lag 0.2336 0.0853 5.578E+06 3.265E-06 146.54
4 Hours
Monod 0.3353 0.1352 8.971 E+06 2.866E-09 72.45
End. 0.3274 0.1242 8.975E+06 1.922E-09 150.33
Lag 0.2313 0.03191 6.984E+06 1.002E-07 3835.34
7 Hours
Monod 0.3447 0.1437 8.987E+06 2.447E-09 58.61
End. 0.2552 0.1197 8.981 E+06 4.089E-09 175.54
Lag 0.2825 0.0628 8.347E+06 1.087E-07 3169.15
8 Hours
Monod 0.31 0.1079 9.017E+06 2.400E-09 30.38
End. 0.2899 0.07742 9.017E+06 2.401 E-09 143.8
Lag 0.2845 0.8303 8.216E+06 4.341 E-07 641.59
Table 3.1 -  Summary o f optimisation results using dummy data 
3.5 Results using Arzumanov’s Experimental Data
The final set of simulations optimise the data in the model with experimental data, in 
order to obtain optimum Monod parameter values. Experimental values of cell 
number and glucose concentrations were read into the model and the optimiser 
attempted to find parameter values that would minimise the error, between 
experimental and model values of cell number and glucose concentiations.
All optimisation simulations were run in order to find optimum Monod parameter 
values at each feed period, with starting values of pmax = 0.3 h'*. Kg = 0.1 mg ml * and 
Yx/s = 9.0 X 10^  cells mg'*. For each feed period each kinetic model was used with
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each of the ODE solvers, and then optimised by calculating the sum of squares of 
errors, and obtaining new estimates of parameter values using the random search.
The optimisation results are shown in Table 3.2, which presents a summary of the 
mean parameter values for each kinetic model, along with the range of values and 
standard deviation for each parameter. The values for r^nin and time taken for the 
program to produce the optimised values are also shown in this table.
It is observed that the optimised value of pmax tends to increase as the feed period 
increases, with the exception of the results obtained using the lag Monod model, 
which remain almost constant. The value of pmax at the 1 hour feed period has been 
calculated as 0.13 h'*, rising to 0.28 h"* at the 8  hour feed period using the Monod 
kinetic model, while the endogenous Monod model gives a range of 0.2 -  0.28 h * as 
the length of the feed period increases. At the 8  hour feed period the p^ax values are 
similar for each kinetic model, whereas at the 1  hour feed period there is a lot of 
difference in the predicted values.
Optimisation was also earned out using the data from two separate steady state 
experiments that had been earned out. The model was run with the feed period set to 
2 0 0  hours to ensure that the feed remained switched on over the same period of time 
in which the experimental data had been obtained. Different optimum parameter 
values were obtained for each set of experimental data. Using the first set of 
experimental data, the model predicted pmax = 0 . 2 2  h'*. Kg = 0.31 mg ml'* and Yx/s = 
8.256 X 10  ^cells mg'*. The model predicted p^ax = 0.3 h'*. Kg = 0.09 mg ml * and Yx/s 
= 8 . 0 2 1  X 1 0  ^ cells mg'* when optimised against the second set of experimental data. 
These values are comparable with some values observed in literature {Gilley and 
Bungay 1968, Barford 1985, Damiano et al. 1985, Hôfer and Nassar 1987).
There appears to be no particular trend in Ks values for each feed period, with large 
variations observed both in the same feed period and using the same kinetic model. 
The range of optimum values for Kg ranges from 0.01 -  0.27 mg ml'* although most 
values are between 0.03 and 0.05 when the ordinary and endogenous models are used, 
and approximately 0.15 when the lag model is used. The optimum Kg values are
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slightly smaller for the increased biomass data, although the value calculated using the 
lag model is still higher than that calculated with ordinary or endogenous models.
In contrast, the Yx/s values calculated using the lag Monod model are generally lower 
than those given by the ordinary and endogenous models. The values are consistent at 
short feed periods for each model, but begin to deviate at longer feed periods, with 
endogenous Monod predicting the highest values. The range of values for Yx/s is 
approximately 6x10^ cells mg glucose * for the lag model, rising to 8  x 10  ^~ 9 x 10  ^
cells mg glucose * for endogenous and ordinary models.
The sum of squares of enors values are much larger for lag Monod than for either 
ordinary or endogenous Monod. The model can optimise parameter values to give (|) 
values of approximately 0.2 -  0.35 when endogenous and ordinary Monod are used. 
This value rises by approximately ten times when the lag Monod model is chosen. 
These trends are observed throughout the simulations, including those using the 
increased biomass and the steady state experimental data.
3.5.1 Error Contours from Arzumanov’s Data
Having found the ranges of optimum parameter values for each feed period, error 
contours were plotted. These contours are lines of constant sum of squares of errors 
values, and are shown at values of log (}) at a defined percentage of the optimum ^ 
values that have been calculated. The error contours shown in this report have been 
produced using the ordinary Monod model. Error contour plots produced using 
endogenous and lag Monod are shown elsewhere {Slater 2001).
Figures 3.2 -  3.6 show plots of Kg versus pmax for each of the feed periods 
investigated, and a high level of co-variance between these parameters can be 
observed. At the shorter feed periods (1,2 and 4 hours) the contours are well defined 
and show optimum areas (where the value of (|) is at a minimum) containing the 
parameter values calculated using the random method. At 7 and 8  hour feed periods 
the contours are slightly different in shape, and small islands of optimum areas are 
produced, which contain the optimum parameter values calculated using the random
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method. It is suspected that these islands are produced either by noise or by truncation 
of the calculation of (j). The presence of these islands can lead to problems with 
optimisation, as there are many false or local optimum regions within the noise, which 
the optimiser could find.
EiTor contours have also been produced to show pmax versus Yx/s data for each of the 
feed periods, and the contouis for 2, 4 and 8  houi' feed periods are shown in Figures 
3.7 -  3.9. These contours show less co-variance between the parameter values, and at 
short feed periods (1, 2 and 4 hours) are small, well defined areas. At 7 and 8  hour 
feed periods the contours become much larger and not so well defined, with small 
islands of optima beginning to appear. A similar trend is observed when contours of 
Ks versus Yx/s are plotted (Figures 3 .10- 3.12).
3.6 Discussion
The Monod kinetic model and its variations were found to give variable results when 
used across different feed periods. Generally the results obtained from the simulations 
show some deviation from the expected Monod behaviour, with vaiying parameter 
values and trends observed experimentally that are not accounted for in Monod 
kinetics.
3.6.1 Monod Assumptions
Monod kinetic theory is based on a number of simplifying assumptions, which may 
account for the differences observed between model and experimental data. Monod 
assumes that the system is at a constant steady state, which cannot be achieved when 
glucose is being fed to the cells at periodic inteiwals. It is also assumed that the 
parameters pmax, Ks and Yx/s have constant values, however since the development of 
Monod kinetics, it has been shown that the Monod equation describes cell growth 
under specific conditions, and cannot accurately describe all aspects of cell growth.
It has been observed that the optimum value of pmax tends to increase as the feed 
period becomes longer, which can be expected due to the nature of the periodic
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feeding. At a long feed period the system will approach steady state, but not at a short 
feed period. This means that at longer feed periods, the optimum value of pmax will be 
closer to those predicted in literature {Gilley and Bungay 1968, Barford 1985, 
Damiano et a l 1985, Hôfer and Nassar 1987), but these values will not be seen at 
short feed periods due to the system never approaching steady state conditions. The 
varying value of pmax at different feed periods suggests that the growth rate is affected 
by changes in the enviromuent, indicating that p^ax may be a function of rate of 
change of limiting substrate concentration as well as the substrate concentration itself.
No consistent pattern or trend has been observed with the calculated Kg values, which 
indicates that the system is more sensitive to changes in pmax than Kg. An accurate 
value for Kg could not be deteimined as it was found that a wide range of Kg values 
would minimise the value of (j) calculated. The values of Yx/s were found to be almost 
constant, and showed little change as the feed period was varied. Other research 
(Ferenci 1999) has indicated that this parameter is not constant, although the changes 
in values are small compared with changes in Kg and pmax values.
3.6.2 Optimisation
One trend observed tlu'oughout the simulations is that at short feed periods the model 
shows a poor representation of the periodic behaviour of the cells with a good fit to 
the glucose data. At long feed periods this trend is reversed. The Monod theoiy is 
based around steady state conditions in a continuous reactor, which is not the case in a 
periodically fed system. At a 1 hour feed period, the conditions are changed every 30 
minutes, giving the cells little time to adapt and respond to new conditions before they 
change again. It is suspected that at short feed periods, glucose is consumed at a 
constant rate and that the oscillations are dominated by washout in the reactor, giving 
rise to the agieement between the model and experimental data. The model recognises 
washout in the reactor but cannot recognise any change in cell growth patterns as it is 
happening too quickly. As the feed period becomes very long, reaching 8  hours, the 
cells are left without glucose for four hours at a time, which may give rise to cells 
being unable to progress through the cell cycle. Without enough glucose present, the 
cells are unable to undergo division and become arrested during the cycle, waiting for
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the addition of glucose that will allow them to continue with the cycle. As glucose is 
added it is immediately consumed by the cells, and the glucose concentration in the 
reactor shows only a small rise. The simple Monod kinetic models do not consider the 
cell cycle or the possibility of cells becoming arrested in the system if there is a 
shortage of glucose. This may explain why the model data shows a large rise in 
glucose concentration compared to experimental data.
The error contours that have been plotted showing pmax versus Kg indicate a high level 
of co-variance between the parameters, which is expected from the fonn of the 
Monod equation.
As the substrate concentration becomes small, p approaches spmax/Ks, and a plot 
showing pmax versus Kg will show a constant ratio for this relationship. When the 
substrate is present in excess, i.e. s is much greater than Kg, the value of p approaches 
Pmax and Kg becomes irrelevant. This makes the Monod model and its modifications 
very difficult to optimise. The eiTor contouis plotted using Yx/g as one of the 
parameters show no co-variance with the other Monod parameters, and the optimum 
values lie in well defined regions.
3.6.3 Endogenous and Lag Monod
The endogenous kinetic model is intended to give a more accurate representation of a 
real system, by considering cell death rate. However, the (|) values calculated using 
this model are not generally lower than those calculated using the ordinary kinetic 
model. The poor results obtained using the endogenous model on simulated data 
indicate that this model is probably not suitable for use.
The lag Monod model is a modification of the original Monod model, which has been 
developed in order to include the delay obseiwed experimentally between feeding 
glucose to the system and the cells response to this. The inclusion of the delay in the 
model has led to poor results, large errors and difficulty in optimising the parameter
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values. Again, the poor results obtained with simulated data suggest that this model is 
not suitable for use with experimental data.
The simulations carried out using the endogenous and lag kinetic models, along with 
results and observations have been discussed in detail previously {Slater 2001).
3.7 Concluding Comments
The simulations earned out using the Monod model and its modifications have shown 
that although simple kinetic models can sometimes represent cell growth behaviour, 
they are not applicable under periodic feeding conditions because they have been over 
simplified and do not generally represent real growth kinetics. One of the main 
deviations is that the Monod theory has been developed assuming steady state 
conditions, which are not considered in this study. The main trends observed when 
using the Monod kinetic models with experimental data show that at short feed 
periods the model shows a good fit to the glucose concentration and a poor fit to the 
cell number data. This trend is reversed at long feed periods with the model showing a 
good fit to the cell number data and a poor fit to the glucose concentration. No 
simulation shows a good fit to both sets of data.
These simple kinetic models do not consider the existence of a cell cycle, or the fact 
that glucose is consumed at different rates throughout the cycle. The existence of a 
cell cycle has been well established since the development of the Monod kinetic 
theory. In order to obtain a more accurate representation of growth kinetics in a real 
situation, the cell cycle needs to be taken into account, using a more complex 
mathematical model. Periodic feeding cannot be modelled with simple steady state 
models as it stresses and challenges the progress of cells around the cell cycle.
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Theory
4. Theory
In the previous chapter, it was concluded that a simple, Monod-based mathematical 
model can only provide an accurate picture of cell growth under very specific 
conditions, which are not relevant to many bioreactor operations. Simple mathematical 
models are generally considered to be an over-simplification of real processes and were 
developed when the cyclic nature of cell growth was less well understood. In order to 
obtain a more realistic model of cell growth, a more complex and robust mathematical 
model must be developed. The remainder of this research considers simulations and 
results using a cell cycle based model under periodic feeding conditions. This chapter 
looks at the development of the existing generic cell cycle model, CelCyMUS, which 
was originally written at the University of Surrey. The assumptions made in the model 
are considered, along with new developments, methods of solution and the optimisation 
of the model parameter values.
4.1 The Cell Cycle Model
The original CelCyMUS model was developed at the University of Surrey in the early 
1990’s. This section covers the key features of the model, and a thorough description of 
the development of CelCyMUS can be found in previous research {Faraday et al. 
2001). CelCyMUS provides the generic framework of a cell cycle model, and has been 
modified in this project to include continuous operation, periodic feeding and the 
specific cell line that has been used in this research. Modifications to some of the 
mathematical functions in CelCyMUS have been made during this research, and these 
are detailed in the following sections.
4.1.1 General Cell Cycle Model Framework
CelCyMUS is a structured, segregated model consisting of three main sections. These 
sections are; the population age distribution through each phase of the cell; mass 
balances for components in the medium and mass balances for intra-cellular 
components.
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The population in any arbitrary phase of the cell cycle, X, is described by the number of 
cells per unit volume per unit biological age, xx. at any given time, t. It is denoted as 
nx(t,xx), where t is the laboratory time (h) and xx is the biological age of the cells in 
phase X (h) and it is defined so that nx(t,xf)dxx represents the concentration of cells 
(number of cells per unit volume) of ages between xx and xx + dxx at a given time t. 
Therefore, n% is an age distribution of a cell number concentration. To avoid the use of 
a longer title, n% will be called the age distribution.
There are a number of factors that can affect the age distribution over time. These 
changes occur when cells flow out of the reactor, cells flow thiough the phase that they 
are in (get older) or cells undergo transition from one phase to another. A cell balance 
can be earned out on the reactor, with respect to time.
Cells in ~ Cells out + accumulation o f cells + change due to transition
Assuming that there are no cells flowing into the reactor, and that the reactor is well 
mixed and of constant volume, this cell number balance can be written as:
where
rix(t,xx) - age distribution for phase X at time t cells m'^ h *
F(t) - flow rate from reactor at time t m  ^h *
V(t) - working volume of reactor at time t m^
Gx - number of transition mles for phase X
rjx - transition rule for phase X
Tx - biological age of cells in phase X h
Cc(t,xx)- cytological state vector at time t kg m"^  cell *
C(t) - medium state vector at time t kg m"^
Each phase has at least one transition rule, which states that once a cell has progressed 
through the maximum phase duration then it must leave that phase. Other transition 
rules may be defined for each phase, which can be functions of the biological age of the
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cell, intra-cellular component concenti*ation or medium component concentration. The 
terms Ccx(t,%x) and C(t) record the concentrations of the intra-cellular components and 
the medium components respectively.
The concentration of any component in the medium can be affected over time by either 
the transport of the component into the cells, washout of the bioreactor or reaction of 
the component within the medium (independent of cells). A mass balance can be 
carried out for each component:
Component in = Component out + accumulated wrt time + destroyed - produced
Assuming that the reactor is well mixed and of constant volume (and flow rate), the 
component mass balance for any component, K, can be written as
K r \
~  I ^KX \Ç k  ( O s  ^CKX ( ^ s  '^ X ) s  ^KX ]  ( ^ s  T )d"lX= 1 0  j
where
Cx(t) - concentration of component K in the medium at time t kg m"^
Cnc(t) - inlet concentration of component K in the medium at time t kg m'^
CcKx(t,xx) - intra-cellular content of component K for all cells of age
Tx in phase X at time t kg m'^celf^
r K - average reaction rate of component K in the medium kg m'^ h'^
R k x  - average net transport rate per cell of component K for a
cell in phase X kg cell'^ h"^
Pkx - rate constant for transport of component K into a cell in
phase X
Np - total number of cell cycle phases considered
Tx - maximum biological age a cell can attain in phase X h
The intra-cellular component mass balance comprises the net transport rate of the 
component into a cell jfrom the medium and the net internal production rate of the
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component within the cell only. For any intra-cellular component, L, the mass balance 
is given by,
where
CcLx(t,Tx)
R lx
CL(t)
Plx
R clx
Ccx(t,Tx)
Pcx
- intra-cellular concentration of component L for kg m'^cell'^
cells of age xx in phase X at time t
- average net transport rate per cell of component L for kg cell'  ^h'^  
a cell in phase X
- concentration of component L in the medium at time t kg m'^
- rate constant for ti ansport of component L into a cell 
in phase X
- average net internal production rate per cell of intia 
cellular component L
- cytological state vector at time t
- cytological rate constant vector in phase X
-1 1 . - 1kgceir h
kg m'^ceir^
Equations 4J  -  4.3 form the generic framework of the model. Details of the specific 
model used in this research are given in the next section.
4.1.2 Specific Cell Cycle Model
CelCyMUS provides a generic framework that can potentially be used to model any 
number of specific cell lines and conditions. Previous research using CelCyMUS has 
considered the use of the mm321 hybridoma cell line. This research focuses on S. 
pombe, by modifying the original CelCyMUS model to incorporate the features of the 
S. pombe cell cycle. However, the key features of the specific model remain (Faraday 
et al. 2001, Araujo 1998).
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4.1.2.1 Cell Cycle Phases
The S. pombe cell cycle model consists of 7 phases in total. These phases are:-
• o r  phase -  which accounts for the initial lag phase observed experimentally.
• G1 a phase -  fixed duiution
• Gib phase -  variable duration up to a maximum of 6  hours. Cells leaving the 
G l’ phase enter the cell cycle at the beginning of the Gib phase
• S phase -  DNA synthesis, fixed duration
• G2 phase -  fixed duration
• M phase -  Mitosis, fixed duration
• D phase -  cell death. Cells can enter the D phase either at the end of the Gib 
phase or at the end of the M phase. Once they have entered the D phase they 
cannot re-enter the cell cycle and are assumed to die with first order kinetics
4.1.2.2 Glucose Uptake Kinetics
Equation 4.2 gives the general balance for any component in the medium. For the 
purposes of this research, the only component considered within the medium is glucose, 
and it is assumed that glucose is the limiting substrate in this system. It is also assumed 
that there is no reaction or decomposition of the glucose within the medium, hi this 
work the code has been modified so that glucose can be consumed in all phases of the 
cell cycle, but it is assumed that the maximum consumption rate in the Gl phase is 
twice that of the other phases.
The cumulative glucose concentration within a cell during the Gl phases is dependent 
on the glucose consumption rate, Rgiuc. The original CelCyMUS model {Faraday 2001) 
used a zero order uptake rate for the limiting substrate. The function states that the 
substiate will be consumed at a constant rate, as long as it is present in the medium. 
When the substrate concentration falls to zero, then the consumption rate will also be 
zero. However, once substrate is reintroduced to the system, then cells will again 
consume it at a constant rate until the supply is exhausted. This gives only two possible 
values of Rgiuc, and the uptake rate is independent of tlie amount of substrate available 
in the medium.
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In this research, a glucose uptake rate expression has been added into CelCyMUS, 
which incoiporates Michaelis-Menten type kinetics (Appendix 2 -  function 
glutcurve).
_  n  _  ^ g / » c m a x ^  ^
dt
where
Rgiucmax - maximum glucose consumption rate kg h'*
s - glucose concentration at time t kg m"^
Ksgiuc - glucose uptake rate constant kg m'^
The inclusion of this function gives a variable glucose uptake rate, which is dependent 
on the glucose concentration in the medium, and it is assumed to be a closer 
approximation to an experimental situation than a zero order kinetic model. The 
original model was produced for the mm321 hybridoma cell line, which was 
investigated over a very narrow range of nutrient concentrations due to the cells’ 
sensitivity to changes in environmental conditions. It could be assumed that the nutrient 
uptake rate would be constant over the small range of concentrations investigated. 
However, S. pombe cells are more resilient to changes in nutrient concentration, and a 
larger range of concentrations can be investigated. Over a wide range of nutrient 
concentrations it is not appropriate to assume that the uptake rate will be constant.
The glucose uptake rate will be constant at high concentrations of glucose, with a rate 
approaching Rgiucmax- At low substiate concentrations, the uptake rate becomes first 
order. The parameter Kggiuc represents the glucose concentration that gives a glucose 
uptake rate equal to half that of the maximum Rgiucmax- The original zero order kinetic 
expression can be obtained by setting the Ksgiuc value to zero, which gives a constant 
glucose uptake rate equal to the value of Rgiucmax- When Ksgiuc is set to a non-zero value, 
the function becomes continuous, with different uptake rates according to the substrate 
available. This removes the discontinuity of the step function used in the original model 
and the expression becomes more straightforward to solve using numerical methods.
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The effect of the value of Ksgiuc has not been fully investigated in this research, 
although simulations have been carried out using values of Ksgiuc= 0  and Ksgiuc = 0 . 0 1  
mg m l'\ in order to compare and contrast the results given by the original model and 
the modified model. The value of Kggiuc = 0.01 mg mf^ was selected because it is low 
enough that nearly constant uptake rate will be obseiwed most of the time but when 
glucose is nearly exhausted the glucose uptake rate will decline continuously to zero. 
For many analytical systems, 0.01 mg ml'4s close to the limits of detection.
4.1.2.3 Transition Rules
Each phase of the cell cycle consists of a minimum of one transition rule, which states 
that a cell must leave the phase it is in when it has been there for the maximum duration 
of that phase. All phases except the G l’ phase also have a transition rule that describes 
the arrival of the cells at the beginning of that phase. There is a transition rule at the end 
of the M phase, which determines whether or not the cells will enter the Gla phase or 
the D phase of the cycle, depending on the concentration of glucose in the medium.
The Gib phase has four transition rules in total, describing the arrival of cells from the 
G la and G l’ phases, and the departure of cells to the S and D phases. The transition 
rule describing the cells departing to the S phase (transition rule 2 -  {Farday 2001)) is 
perhaps the most complex transition mle of this model of the cell cycle, because it 
happens throughout the duration of Gib phase rather than only at the beginning or end 
of the phase. It is assumed that the Gib phase of the cell cycle is of variable duration, 
with cells leaving Gib and entering the S phase once they have reached certain criteria 
required to be able to undergo DNA synthesis.
Original Glb/S Transition Function
The original CelCyMUS model proposed a quadratic function, which states that the 
transition from the Gib phase to the S phase is dependent on the cumulative nutrient 
concentration within a cell {Faraday 1994 pp 64). A number of different functions were 
considered for the relationship between the accumulated amount of nutrient and the 
fraction of cells to have entered the S phase of the cell cycle. The following, function
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was chosen as it gave the best approximation to the experimental data previously 
obtained in this Department {Hayter 1989).
C g l u c G l b ^ ^ G \ b )  ‘^ max
^G\b G^\b 4.5max
where
nGib(trtGib) - concentration of cells of age xcib at time t cell m'^ h'^
nGib(t - XGib.o) - concentration of cells entering Gib at time
(t - tGib) cell m‘^  h‘‘
CcgiucGib(t,TGib) - cumulative amount of nutrient in cells of
age XGib at time t kg cell'^
Sniax - maximum cumulative amount of nutrient per cell
before it has to enter the S phase kg cell'^
A detailed description of the development and manipulation of this transition function 
can be found in previous research {Faraday 1994 pp 64 -  65).
4.2 Solution of the Model
The equations that make up the CelCyMUS model can be solved numerically using the 
Euler method, as detailed in the following sections. The Euler method provides an 
approximation of the solution of an ordinary differential equation at value by 
evaluating the equation at y and adding it to the value of the gradient of the equation at 
y  multiplied by the Euler step length, h. In order to obtain a good approximation to the 
equation it is important that the value of h is kept small. However, as the value of h is 
reduced, the CPU time required to solve the model increases because the number of age 
elements and the number of function evaluations increase. If the value of h is made 
very small, then rounding errors from the computer during the solution of the model 
can become significant, and may affect the output from the model. This issue has been 
addressed as far as possible in the model by using double precision real variables 
throughout, to reduce the amount of rounding done by the computer. The ideal solution
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is to find the Euler step length that gives an acceptably accurate output without using 
excessive CPU time to solve the model.
The value of h used in CelCyMUS has been studied in detail in order to detennine what 
effect, if any, it has on the output from the model (Coker 2002), It was found that using 
step lengths greater than 0.5 min led to problems with the stability of the model. It has 
also been shown that very small step lengths (<0 . 0 1  min) give an increase in the 
amount of chaotic behaviour shown in the model output, suggesting that rounding 
errors become significant at these values. However, the model shows good stability 
between the values of 0.01 min and 0.5 min, and a step length of 0.5 min has been used 
to solve the model in this research.
4.2.1 Age Distribution
In order to solve for the age distribution (Equation 4.1), the Method of Characteristics 
can be applied. This will transform the partial differential equation into two ordinary 
differential equations.
dt
and
^ - 1  4.6
(A Tjr) -  ^  r»  (%-%. (4 ), Cc, (f, T;,. ), C(()) 4.7
The characteristic trajectories. Equation 4.6, are intuitively correct because any change 
in the biological age of the cell will be equal to the amount of time that has passed and 
therefore these equations are valid. Equation 4.7 can then be solved numerically using 
the Euler method as detailed in Chapter 3 to give:
nj^(t + h,Tj^+h)7=:n^{t, ) ( 1  -  h)
/  , ^ JX ’ ^ X (^ > ^ X )) ^ CX )s ^ (0)^7=1
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For the purposes of programming (Appendix 2 -  module phases), Equation 4.8 can be 
rewritten in the form:
where
and
%  {t + h, r  y -\-h) = n^ (t, )(SF -TR) 4.9
F{t)hSF = \ — K( 0
1  ^TP = — -  2^ ^ jx ( ^ x  > ^ x (^ 5 ^ x  ) )  ^cx ( ^ )  ^ x  )’
% ( ^ ^ x )  7=1
SF defines the ‘Stay Fraction’ of the cells across the age element, i.e. the cells that do 
not leave the phase according to a transition function. Once the value of the Euler step 
length has been selected then this value remains constant throughout the calculation and 
does not need to be recalculated with each age element. The term TR defines the 
‘Transition Fraction’ of the cells, which are those cells that enter from or leave to 
another phase of the cell cycle according to transition rules. This term will vary across 
age elements according to the details of the transition mles, and must be recalculated 
with each age element.
4.2.2. Original Glb/S Transition Function
When the original transition function {Equation 4.5) is differentiated with respect to the 
cumulative amount of glucose in the cells and then with respect to time, then the 
following expression is obtained, which defines the rate of cells leaving the Gib phase 
for the S phase (transition rule 2 {Faraday 2001) Appendix 2 subroutine 
CalcTransitionRule).
^ ^ G lb  _  J.  _______ ^^G lb i^ ^ '^ G lb)________ ^^CglucGlb )  4 1 0
iPcQlucGlb (^5 )  “  ‘^ m ax )
The transition from the Gib phase to the S phase is dependent on the cumulative 
nutrient concentration within the cells, the rate at which the cumulative amount of
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nutrient changes, and the parameter S^ax, which will be investigated in this research. 
Smax represents the maximum cumulative nutrient concentration within a cell in Gib, 
before transition to the S phase must occur, and therefore the maximum value of 
CcGiucGib is Smax- Problems arise with this function when the value CcGiucGib approaches 
Smax and when the value of Smax approaches zero, as the transition rate will approach 
infinity {Equation 4.6). This is overcome in the model by truncating the value of the 
transition fraction to a maximum value of 1. This discontinuity within the function may 
lead to problems with the results shown by the model. Although low values of Smax are 
possible, using Smax = 0 is an unrealistic assumption, as it would suggest no Gib phase 
within the cell cycle. However, it is very likely that CcGiucGib will approach the value of 
Smax and the function will need to be truncated here.
The rate at which the amount of nutrient accumulates within a cell is related to the 
amount of nutiient present in the medium {Equation 4.4) and therefore in this case, the 
rate of transition is also dependent on the amount of nutiient present in the medium. A 
new and alternative transition rule has been investigated in this research, which is 
dependent only on the amount of nutrient accumulated in the cells and therefore 
removes the direct dependency on the current nutrient concentration. The new mle 
does not require any tmncation and therefore removes the discontinuity present in the 
original mle.
4.2.3 Sigmoidal Transition Function
The alternative transition function used in this research is a sigmoidal function, which 
states that the transition of cells from the Gib to the S phase is a function of the 
cumulative nutrient concentration within a cell only (Appendix 2 subroutine 
CalcTransitionRule).
TR^=\~ 12 _j_ Q^G\b{^CClucG\b~^Glb) 4.11
where
TRz - Transition fraction of cells (Gib phase) by transition mle 2
oiGib - nutrient alpha m  ^kg'^
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dcib - nutrient offset
CcgiucGib(t,i:Gib) - cumulative amount of nutrient in cells of 
age XGib at time t
kg m"^  
kg ceir‘
The shape of the function is defined by two parameters. These parameters are aGib, 
which represents the gradient of the function (the range of cumulative nutrient amounts 
over which the function is applicable) and dGib, which is the cumulative quantity of 
nutrient required within a cell to give a transition probability of 50%. Figure 4.1 shows 
a graphical representation of the sigmoidal function and illustrates the general 
parameters ax and d%.
0.8  -
0.4  -
0.2  -
Substra te  C oncentration (Cx) (kg/m^)
Figure 4.1 Graphical Representation o f the Sigmoidal Function
This function also removes the discontinuity seen in the original transition rule 
function, with approximation of the sigmoidal function occurring only at extreme 
values of cumulative nutrient concentration. This is unlikely to significantly affect the 
results shown by the model but avoids problems with the numerical calculation of the 
exponential function. Using the alternative transition function will help to determine 
whether or not the chaotic behaviour shown by the model is caused by discontinuities 
in the transition rules or is a ‘true’ feature of the model.
Each of the Glb/S phase transition rules will be investigated in detail order to 
determine whether or not they are suitable for use in the CelCyMUS model. The results
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obtained using each rule can be compared and contrasted, allowing a detailed 
exploration of these subtly different transition rules.
4.2.4 Transition from M to Gla Phase
The original CelCyMUS model incorporates a simple transition rule from the M phase 
to the G la phase, based on the concentration of nutrient in the system at the end of the 
M phase. The rule states that if there is any nutrient present in the system when a cell 
reaches the end of the M phase, then the cell will enter the G la phase. If there is no 
nutrient present, then the cell will not be able to take in nutrients during the Gl phase, 
and will therefore not enter the G la phase. Cells that do not enter the G la phase enter 
the D phase at the end of mitosis (M phase transition rule 2). This tiansition mle will be 
investigated in this research, along with an alternative, new transition mle.
The new transition mle introduces a sigmoidal function at the end of the M phase, 
replacing the simple step function defined above. The probability of a cell entering the 
Gla phase at the end of mitosis is still dependent on the cunent concentration of 
nutrient available in the medium, but also includes two other parameters that define the 
shape of the function, aM and dM.
77?2=1-
1  + e®A/ (^ G 4.12
where
TR2  - transition fraction of cells (M phase) by transition mle 2
aM - nutrient alpha m  ^kg'^
dM - nutrient offset kg m'^
C oiu cG ib  “ nutrient concentration kg m"^
As with the sigmoidal transition mle for the Glb/S phase, the parameter au  represents 
the gradient of the function. The parameter dM represents the concentration of glucose 
in the system at the end of mitosis that will give a 50% probability of transition to the 
Gla phase (see Figure 4.1).
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The inclusion of the sigmoidal function at the end of the M phase replaces the simple 
step function with a probability based on the amount of glucose available to cells, 
which is thought to be a closer approximation to a ‘real’ situation than the original mle. 
The new transition probability function is continuous, and removes the discontinuity in 
the original model caused by the original step function between the phases. 
Investigating this new transition function will help to determine whether or not the 
discontinuity in the original transition mle contributes to the chaotic behaviour of the 
model.
Cells that do not enter the G la phase from the M phase will enter the D phase, leaving 
the cell cycle permanently and eventually dying. This transition function has not been 
fully investigated in this research, and the same parameter values have been used 
throughout the simulations; au  = 10 ml mg"\ dM = 0.05 mg m f \  These values give a 
steep transition probability function, with glucose concentration only affecting the 
transition over a small range of values and having little overall effect on the tiansition 
from the M to Gla phase. This is to ensure similarity with the original fixed 
proliferation factor until this transition can be thoroughly investigated. The proliferation 
factor has been chosen as 2, based on the experimental data {Table 4.1), which suggests 
a high proliferation factor for S. pombe. The inclusion of the transition probability 
function will reduce the number of cells entering the Gla phase, according to the 
glucose concentration in the system, and the overall M/Gla transition observed will be 
comparable to the ‘proliferation factor’ obseiwed experimentally.
4.2.5 Component Balances
As with the age distribution, the medium and intra-cellular component balances can be 
solved using the Euler method as detailed in Section 3.2.2. In this research, glucose is 
assumed to be the rate limiting component and is the only component considered. It is 
assumed that glucose is present in the medium and consumed by the cells, with no 
glucose manufactured in the cells, and no glucose decomposition in the reactor.
Applying the Euler method to the glucose balance in the medium {Equation 4.2) gives
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s{t + A) = s{t) +
F(t) , ^
yr ,  ,N ( 0  ~  - ^ (0 ]  ~ ^ S ~  z ld  u ( 0 s  ^ CX  (^5 '^X  )> ^ sX  ] \ ^ X  (^5 '^X 
^  v; x=\ n
4.73
where
s - glucose concentration in medium
Si - inlet glucose concentration in medium
scx - intra-cellular glucose concentration in phase X
h - Euler step length
kg m'  ^
kg m'  ^
kgm'^ 
h
Applying the Euler method to the intia-cellular glucose concentration balance 
{Equations 4.3 and 4.4) gives
S c x ( t  +  h )  =  S c x { t )  + Glue max
s{t)
^ s g lu c  +  *^ (0
where
Scx - intra-cellular glucose concentration in phase X
h - Euler step length
R g iu c m a x  - maximum glucose consumption rate 
Ksgiuc - glucose uptake rate constant
kg m'  ^
h
kgh'^ 
kg m‘^
Equations 4.9, 4.13 and 4.74 provide the ODE’s that are solved within CelCyMUS. The 
equations that define the transition rules used in this specific model {Equations 4.10 -  
4.12) are also written into the program as different possibilities for the variable TR 
{Equation 4.9). Together these equations form the different versions of the specific 
model that are investigated in this research.
4.3 Programming in Fortran
CelCyMUS has been written using the Fortran 95 programming language, and 
additions and modifications to the program in this research have been written using
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Lahey Fujitsu Forti'an 95 v5.6h. The primary objective when writing the program is to 
produce an efficient, well-structured program that can be easily developed and changed 
as required. Fortran has been widely available for many years, and has become more 
directed towards object oriented programming as it has developed. This leads to a well 
organised program structure {Akin 1995).
Modules have been introduced into Fortran 95, which replace the common blocks used 
in earlier versions of the language, resulting in highly structured and ordered programs. 
CelCyMUS has been written as a main program containing a number of modules, 
which each detail specific areas of the program such as cell cycle phases, periodic 
feeding and transition rules. The inclusion of this structure has led to a fast mnning, 
efficient program in which alterations and modifications can be made quickly and 
easily.
A large number of further improvements have been made when developing the latest 
version of CelCyMUS. The user interface has been completely rewritten, using a 
flexible configuration file system. This allows the user to change selected parameter 
values and keep others set to the values used in previous runs, without having to input 
the entire data set again. The graphical output has been greatly improved, with the 
program writing data directly into Microsoft Excel files, which allow instant graphical 
representation of data as selected by the user. The execution speed of the program has 
been increased, and data for 1 0 0 0  hours of simulation over hundreds of sets of 
parameter values can be produced in less than five minutes.
4.4 Model Parameters
Some parameters that are used in the model can be easily obtained from experimental 
data (reactor parameters) and information about the cell cycle phase durations of S. 
pombe can be inferred using independent experimental data (Section 4.4.1). However, 
the model also has a number of parameters that are not easily obtained from 
experimental data, or cannot be measured and must therefore be obtained by fitting. 
There are a number of techniques used in this research to investigate the effect of 
varying parameter values on the model output, and to determine optimum parameter 
values, which will be discussed in the following sections.
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4.4.1 Reactor and Periodic Feeding
This research considers a continuous bioreactor, of constant volume, with periodic 
feeding of a giowth-limiting nutrient. Continuous reactor operation and periodic 
feeding conditions used in CelCyMUS are the same as those used in the simple Monod- 
based model and are described in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 of this dissertation.
The reactor and periodic feeding parameters used in the simulations have been selected 
from Arzumanov’s experimental data, in order to compare and contrast the results with 
experimental observations. The reactor has a constant working volume, V, of 2000 ml 
with an inlet and outlet flow rate, F, of 200 ml h"\ therefore giving a constant mean 
residence time, tr , of 10 h. The rate limiting nutrient used in this study is glucose, 
which is fed to the system at a concentration of 8  mg ml"^  when the glucose feed is 
switched on, and 0 mg ml'  ^ when the glucose feed is switched off. The fraction of the 
feed period where the limiting substrate is switched on is set to a constant value of 50% 
throughout this study, and various feed periods, if, between 1  hour and 8  hours are 
investigated, to coincide with Arzumanov’s experimental data.
4.4.2 Cell Cycle Data for Schizzosaccharomyces pombe
The organism modelled in this research is S. pombe type 972, in order to coincide with 
experimental work being canied out in this Department using the same yeast. The S. 
pombe parameter values used in this model have been obtained using published data 
from previous researchers {Creanor and Mitchison 1979, 1982,1986, Lloyd et a l 1975, 
Dwek et a l 1980). Experimental data from synchronised cultures of S. pombe can give 
a good indication of minimum cell cycle times, some phase durations and proliferation 
factor. The minimum amount of time between cell number doubling gives an 
approximation of the minimum total cell cycle duration, tcmin whilst the cell number 
after doubling compared to the original cell number provides the proliferation factor, p. 
The total time from cells beginning to divide until the last cell has divided indicates the 
maximum duration of the Gib phase, toibmax, pins the G l’ phase, tor. The 
synchronisation methods used lead to cells being in the Gl phase when synchronisation
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ends, therefore, the initial lag obsei*ved before cell doubling begins gives an 
approximate duration of the S, G2 and M phases, ts+0 2 +M, although individual phase 
durations cannot be determined. The difference between the minimum cell cycle time 
and the initial lag phase gives the duration of the G la phase, toia- Figure 4.2 shows a 
typical synchronised cell data set, and indicates each of the parameters discussed.
C e l l
n o .
tcmin
(P-1)C„
t gib + t g1^
t
Figure 4.2 Example o f synchronised cell data
This procedure was carried out on a number of sets of synchronised experimental data 
obtained from literature, and the results are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Table 4.1 
shows the cell cycle phase durations obtained from experimental data using S. pombe 
type 972 (as used in this research). Table 4.2 shows the phase durations obtained using 
other strains of S. pombe. It was decided that the results obtained from the type 972 
experimental data would be used in the model to give as close a match as possible to 
the experimental data from this Department. Other strains of S. pombe give very 
different phase durations, and this could be due to either the synchronisation methods, 
or the way the different strains frmction biologically.
The average phase durations for S. pombe type 972 were obtained for use in this 
research. It is assumed that using the average cell cycle phase durations will reduce the 
effects of any experimental errors. The maximum duration of the Gib phase has been 
set to 6  hours in order to investigate the Gib to S phase transition rules in depth. With a 
phase duration of 6  hours it is unlikely that the cells will not accumulate enough 
glucose to enter the S phase before reaching the end of the Gib phase. Therefore it is
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also unlikely that cells will enter the death phase at the end of the Gib phase and the 
Glb/S transition rule can be thoroughly investigated.
In order to test this method of obtaining cell cycle phase durations, simulations have 
been carried out using CelCyMUS to try and reproduce the original synchronised 
experimental data. The majority of synchronisation methods that are used 
experimentally are based on physically separating the smallest cells from the rest of the 
culture (Chapter 2). The smallest cells are those that have just undergone mitosis, and 
are therefore assumed to be towards the begimiing of the Gl phase of the cell cycle. For 
simulation puiposes, the initial number of cells is the same as that used experimentally, 
and the cells are evenly distributed throughout the Gla and G l’ phases, as it is not 
possible to determine which of these phases the smallest cells are in.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the importance of including the G l’ phase in the model. Both 
figures show the same synchronised experimental data {Creanor 1979), with the cells 
evenly distributed throughout the initial Gl phase. However, the simulation data in 
Figure 4.3 shows the results when the initial cells are distributed tluough the Gla and 
G l’ phases, while Figure 4.4 shows the results without considering the G l’ phase, i.e. 
cells are distributed throughout the G la phase only. Both simulations show good 
agreement with the cell number concentration obtained experimentally, with similar 
results seen in each figure. However, the timing of cell cycle events is much closer to 
that seen with the experimental data when the cells are distributed in both the G la and 
Gl ’ phases {Figure 4.3).
It is concluded that the simulations using the average cell cycle phase durations show a 
good approximation to the experimental data, and these phase durations will be used in 
the model. Due to the use of independent experimental data, it is impossible to 
determine why the model does not match the data exactly. In order to obtain a more 
accurate estimate of cell cycle phase durations, it would be necessary to carry out 
further experiments and obtain more data.
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4.4.3 Parameter Optimisation using Experimental Data
The Glb/S phase transition mle parameters used in CelCyMUS can be optimised 
against Arzumanov’s experimental data, using the sum of squares of errors method as 
detailed in Section 3.3 of this dissertation. Using the original transition mle, the 
parameters Smax and Rgiucmax can be optimised, and eiTor contours plotted for different 
feed periods. When the sigmoidal function is used, the parameters aoib and doib can 
be optimised. When the sum of squares of eiTors method is used for the optimisation 
of the parameters in CelCyMUS the glucose offset Sc is set to 0.1 mg mT% and the cell 
weighting factor w% is 0.3, as used in the optimisation of the simple kinetic model and 
explained in Section 3.4.2.
4.4.4 Bifurcation Diagram
The effects of varying some of the parameter values in the model can be investigated 
using a bifurcation diagram. CelCyMUS is able to produce bifurcation diagrams to 
investigate the Glb/S phase transition mle parameters, Smax, or aoib and dcib, 
depending on the transition mle. CelCyMUS is also able to produce bifurcation 
diagrams that use the feed period, Xf, as the bifurcation parameter, however this has 
not been investigated in this research.
The model repeatedly mns simulations for different values of the chosen bifurcation 
parameter and plots the bifurcation parameter versus the cell number concentration at 
each parameter value. Points are plotted on the diagram at intervals equal to the feed 
period used in the simulations. Points corresponding to the initial transients are 
discarded.
4.4.5 Other Parameter Studies
A number of other methods could be used to investigate the affect of varying 
parameter values, but these have not been investigated in detail in this research. The 
reconstmction of the attractor shows the trajectory of the system through space, based
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on one parameter. The attractors are plotted showing values of cell number (or 
glucose concentration) at time t, versus cell number (or glucose concentration) at time 
t-Tf, whilst the Poincaré section shows the cell number concentration versus the 
glucose concentration at a given time, t. The points are plotted on the Poincaré section 
at intervals equal to the feed period and show the trajectory of the model through 
space, based on two parameters.
4.5 Summary of Parameter Values used in CelCyMUS
Table 43  presents a summary of the parameter values used in CelCyMUS for this 
research.
Parameter Definition Value Units
Reactor Parameters
F Flow rate in/out of the 
reactor
2 0 0 ml h"‘
V Reactor Volume 2 0 0 0 ml
Tr Reactor residence time 1 0 h
Cell Cycle 
Parameters
Np Number of cell cycle phases 
considered
7
toia Duration of G la phase 43 min
toibmax Max duration of Gib phase 360 min
ts Duration of s phase 30 min
t02 Duration of G2 phase 30 min
tM Duration of M phase 30 min
tdmax Max duration of D phase 60 min
P Proliferation factor 2 -
Glucose Uptake Rate
Rgiuc (original) Glucose uptake rate 1.5 X 10 " mgh‘‘
R-Sgluc Glucose uptake rate constant 0 / 0 . 0 1 mg mT^
M/Gla transition
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OCm Glucose alpha 1 0 -
dM Glucose offset 0.05 mg ml"^
Periodic Feeding
Tf Feed period 1/2/4/7/8 h
r Fraction of feed period 
where substiate is on
0.5
Son Concentration of glucose in 
feed when switched on
8 mg ml'^
Optimisation
Sc Glucose offset 0 . 1 mg ml'^
W x Cell weighting factor 0.3 -
Numerical Methods
h Euler step length 0.5 min
Table 4.3 Summary o f the Parameter values used in this Research 
4.6 Concluding Comments
This chapter has considered the development of a cell cycle model of S. pombe, using 
CelCyMUS. The population balance equations for the cell cycle model have been 
included, along with the transition rules defined for the cell cycle. An expression for 
glucose uptake rate throughout the cell cycle has been included, and periodic feeding 
has been briefly reviewed.
Parameters that are used in the model have been identified and defined, and methods 
of parameter optimisation and studying the affects of varying parameter values have 
also been introduced.
The next chapter looks at simulations of a periodically fed bioreactor, using three 
different variations of the cell cycle model as defined in this chapter. The effects of 
using different transition rules and a different glucose uptake rate expression will be 
investigated in detail.
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5. Results and Simulations
In Chapter 4, a detailed mathematical model based on the cell cycle was presented. 
This chapter considers a number of simulations carried out using CelCyMUS in order 
to investigate the dynamics of the model under periodic feeding conditions, and to 
determine the values of parameters of the model using Ai'zumanov’s experimental 
data. This chapter focuses on the simulations carried out and the results obtained. 
Detailed observation and discussion of the results will be presented in Chapter 6 .
The aim of this research is to develop a mathematical model that can accurately 
reproduce experimental data from continuous cultui es of S. pombe under periodically 
fed conditions. This study considers three different versions of the specific 
CelCyMUS model in order to compare and contrast the functions used within each 
model and to determine which of these gives the closest match to the experimental 
data. The results obtained from CelCyMUS will also be compared to those obtained 
using the Monod model, to conclude whether or not the cell cycle based model gives 
a better fit to the experimental data than the simple Monod model.
The first model to be studied is the original CelCyMUS model that was developed for 
use with the mm321 hybridoma cell line {Faraday 2001). The key features of this 
model are:
• The original Glb/S phase transition probability function, based on the 
parameter Smax.
• A constant (zero order) glucose uptake rate, which is independent of the 
glucose concentration in the system. Cells will consume glucose at a constant 
rate until the glucose in the system is depleted, and the uptake rate becomes 
zero.
• A simple M/Gla phase transition rule based on whether or not glucose is 
present in the system when the cell reaches the end of the M phase. If there is 
any glucose in the system then cells will enter the G la phase and continue in 
the cell cycle. If no glucose is present then cells will enter the D phase and 
eventually die.
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The second model to be studied considers modifications to the glucose uptake rate 
expression and the M/Gla phase transition rule. It is thought that these modifications 
provide a more realistic description of cell behaviour through the cell cycle.
• The original Glb/S phase transition function, based on Smax, remains in the 
model. This function has previously been shown to provide a good fit to 
experimental data for the mm321 cell line.
• A new glucose uptake rate expression is used, based on Michaelis-Menten 
kinetics {Equation 4.4). In this case, a Ksgiuc value of 0.01 mg ml'  ^ is used, and 
the glucose uptake rate becomes dependent on the concenti ation of glucose in 
the system.
• The simple M/Gla phase transition function is replaced with a sigmoidal 
function {Equation 4.12). This function contains two parameters that need to 
be fully optimised, œm and dM. These parameter values have not been 
investigated, and for the purposes of this research the values of Œm = 
10 ml mg'^ and dM = 0.05 mg ml'* have been used. The probability of the cells 
successfully making the transition to the Gla phase is directly related to the 
glucose concentration in the medium when cells reach the end of the M phase.
The third and final modification of the model that has been investigated in this 
research considers the use of an alternative Glb/S phase transition rule.
• The original transition probability function from the Gib to the S phase is 
replaced with a sigmoidal function {Equation 4.11). This function contains 
two parameters that must be determined by fitting (aoib and dcib), compared 
with one in the original transition fiinction. This function also provides a 
transition rule that is dependent only on the cumulative amount of glucose in 
the cells.
• The glucose uptake rate expression uses a non-zero value of Ksgiuc as 
described in the second version of the model.
• The sigmoidal transition function is used for the M/Gla phase transition as 
described in the second version of the model.
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In each case, the models will be fitted to Ai'zumanov’s experimental data to 
determine the optimum parameter values for the Glb/S phase transition rule. The 
values of the glucose uptake rate expression parameter and the parameters in the 
M/Gla sigmoidal transition rule have not been investigated in detail in this research.
The dynamics of each model will also be investigated for different parameter values 
for the Glb/S phase transition rule using bifurcation diagrams. This allows the study 
of the model over a range of values for a chosen parameter, and will indicate the type 
of response that each model is capable of producing.
Experimental data is available for a number of feed periods (1, 2, 4,7 and 8  hours) 
and simulations have been carried out over each of these feed periods. It is expected 
that each model will show different responses over different feed periods, and that the 
system dynamics will change according to the availability of glucose over time. The 
feed period chosen determines how much glucose is available to the system and when 
it is available, and therefore directly affects the model. The feed period will also be 
an important contributor to the total number of cells present in the system.
The following simulations have been earned out with the aim of determining which 
version of the model is most suitable for use in further research. This will be done by 
determining which of the models gives the closest approximation to the experimental 
data that is currently available, as well as showing a good stability over a range of 
parameter values and feed periods.
5.1 Simulations Using the Original CelCyMUS Model
The simulations carried out using the original CelCyMUS model are focused on 
investigating the Glb/S phase transition rule. The maximum duration of the Gib 
phase has been set to 360 minutes for the simulations to allow thorough investigation 
of the transition rule. By extending the Gib phase duration, cells in the Gib phase are 
unlikely to reach the end of the phase and enter the D phase. Therefore, all cells in the 
Gib phase should be leaving according to the transition probability function and 
without loss of viability. For the original model, the glucose uptake rate constant.
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Ksgiuc, is set to zero to give a constant glucose uptake rate, and the simple transition 
mle from the M to Gla phase is included.
The transition probability function from the Gib to the S phase is dependent on the 
parameter Smax» which is defined as the maximum amount of glucose accumulated 
within a cell during tire Gib phase before it has to make the transition into the S 
phase. The amount of glucose that a cell can accumulate over time is dependent on 
the availability of glucose and the glucose uptake rate ( R g i u c ) .  Therefore, the 
probability of a cell making the transition from the Gib phase into the S phase will be 
dependent not only on the value of Smax but also on the value of Rgiuc-
5.1.1 Parameter Optimisation
In order to optimise the values of S^ax and Rgi«c against the experimental data, the 
sum of squares of errors has been calculated over a range of parameter values for 
each feed period. Table 5.1 shows the results obtained for each of the feed periods 
investigated, including the minimum sum of squares of errors ((])) value calculated, 
along with the values of Rgiuc and S^ax that give the minimum ^ value.
Feed Period (h) ^ m in Rgte(kgh") S m a x  (kg cell ')
1 0 . 0 2 0 2 1.65 X 10'“ 1.07 X lO-'"
2 0.0478 1.40 X 10'" 8.98 X 10“
4 0.1860 2.40 X 1 0 " 3.73 X 10'"
7 0.3150 8.91 X 1 0 " 3.11 X 10“
8 0.1840 3 .1 6 x 1 0 " 2.36x10 '"
Table 5.1 Optimisation Results using the Original CelCyMUS model
As the feed period increases, the value of (|)min calculated by the model also increases, 
which suggests that the model has some difficulty in matching the experimental data 
at longer feed periods. In the case of the 8  hour feed period, there is no clear optimum 
region defined, and the response of the model over the range of parameter values 
investigated appears to be chaotic. Therefore, any optimum values calculated here are
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likely to have been obtained by chance as opposed to a good match between the 
experimental data and the model. However, from feed periods of 1 hour to 7 hours, 
the calculated value of (j) increases as the feed period increases.
A similar trend can be seen with the optimum Rgiuc values calculated by the model. 
As the feed period increases from 1 hour to 7 hours, the optimum Rgiuc value 
increases from 1.65x10'^^ to 8.91 x 10'^  ^ kg h '\  which indicates that a higher 
glucose uptake rate is required at longer feed periods. The opposite trend is observed 
for Smax values, with these decreasing as the feed period increases. At 1 hour the 
optimum Smax value is 1.07 x 10‘° kg cell'*, which decreases to 3.11 x 10'^  ^kg celf* 
at 7 hours. The decrease in the value of Smax is far gieater than the increase in the 
Rgiuc values as the feed period increases, with the Smax values decreasing by two 
orders of magnitude between 1 houi* and 7 hours, compared with values within the 
same order of magnitude for the Rgiuc values.
For each feed period, the c|) value has been calculated over a range of Rgiuc and Smax 
values. In each case, error contours have been plotted to show trends over the range 
of parameter values investigated. This gives a broader picture of the behaviour of the 
model rather than simply defining one set of optimum parameter values.
For feed periods of 1 and 2 hours, the error contours produced during the 
optimisation are very similar. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the error contour plot for a 2 
hour feed period over the range containing the optimum parameter values. Figure 5.1 
shows the two dimensional view of the contours and Figure 5.2 shows the three 
dimensional view of the same contours. The region containing the minimum (j) values 
is well defined and shows some covariance between the two parameters. As the value 
of Rgiuc increases, the value of Smax that gives a minimum (j> value also increases over 
the range shown. When combinations of values of Rgiuc and Smax that fall above the 
optimum values are used {Figure 5.1), the values of (j) that are calculated increases 
rapidly. A small change in the parameter values chosen gives a large change in the ([) 
value. When values of Rgiuc and Smax below the optimum region are chosen {Figure 
5.1), the increase in the (j) value calculated is much smaller, as can be seen in Figure 
5.2. It can also be seen in Figure 5.2 that the optimum parameter surface is not
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smooth with the minimum (j) values occuning at intervals over the range rather than a 
smooth, clearly defined surface showing the minimum (|) values.
As the length of the feed period increases, the error contour plots begin to show a 
chaotic response for some parameter values. Figures 5.5 and 5.4 show the two and 
tliree dimensional contour plots produced for the optimum parameter range at a feed 
period of 4 hours. The plots show a well defined optimum parameter value region, 
but also show single combinations of parameter values that give a minimum (j> value 
for the experimental data used. These single points occur in an apparently chaotic 
region, and it is assumed that any minimum ^ value calculated within this area 
happens by chance rather than the selected parameters providing an accurate model of 
the experimental data. The chaotic region and parameter values that give minimum ^ 
values can be seen clearly on the three dimensional plot of the area {Figure 5.4), and 
occur at combinations of values of Rgiuc and Smax that are below the optimum region. 
The optimum parameter region shows a similar covariance between the parameter 
values as for the 1 and 2 hour feed periods. As the value of Rgiuc increases, the 
corresponding Smax value that gives (|)min also increases. Combinations of parameter 
values that fall above the optimum region show a gentle increase in the calculated 
value of (|) as the parameter values move away from the optimum region. Figure 5.4 
shows that the surface is uneven over the entire range of parameters investigated, 
including within the optimum region. In the chaotic region of the chart, this 
behaviour becomes more extreme, and it is impossible to identify any trends in the 
data. The contour plots produced for the 7 hour feed period show similar results to the 
4 hour feed period, although the area showing chaotic behaviour greatly increases 
from 4 hours to 7 hours. However, a defined area showing the optimum parameter 
values can be identified.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the two and three dimensional contour plots for a feed 
period of 8  hours. These plots show no clear region of optimum parameter values, 
and give an apparently chaotic response over the range of parameter values 
investigated. It is difficult to determine optimum parameter values from these results 
because of the chaotic nature of the results. It is likely that minimum ([) values have 
been obtained by chance rather than good fitting of the model to the data. In this case.
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it has not been possible to determine a set of parameter values for use in the model 
that will match the experimental data. The surface plot {Figure 5.6) clearly shows 
that there is no smooth or uniform region over the range of parameter values 
investigated.
The error contours plotted over the range of values have shown an increasing 
tendency towards chaotic behaviour as the feed period increases, with the model 
showing only a chaotic response at an 8  hour feed period. However, it has been 
possible to determine a stable, optimum parameter range for every feed period except 
8  hours. The parameter values that give a minimum (j) value have been determined for 
each feed period, and it can be seen that these values change for each feed period. 
This indicates that there is no single combination of parameter values for Rghc and 
Smax that could be used in the original model and would give a good match to the 
experimental data over all of the feed periods investigated.
The eiTor contours that have been produced in this study are determined by 
comparing the results of the model with the available experimental data. Due to the 
limited amount of experimental data and some of the results shown in the error 
contours, it has not been possible to optimise the parameter values fiirther. At certain 
combinations of parameter values the model shows apparently chaotic behaviour, and 
it was decided that the behaviour of the model should be investigated further without 
the experimental data.
5.1.2 Bifurcation Diagrams
A bifurcation diagram can be used to study the dynamics of the model in further 
detail. A single parameter is chosen for investigation (known as the bifurcation 
parameter), and the output of the model is studied over a range of parameter values. 
The bifurcation diagram will show how the response of the model changes as the 
parameter value is varied, and will give an indication of the range of dynamics that 
the model is capable of showing. The total number of cells in the system is recorded 
at intervals equal to the duration of the feed period, and therefore the bifurcation
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diagram shows the total number of cells in the system at the same instant in each feed 
period.
This research is focused on the study of the Glb/S phase transition rule. In the case of 
the original CelCyMUS model, the transition between these phases is dependent on 
the value of the parameter Smax, which can only be deteimined by fitting to 
experimental data. In order to study the effect that the value of Smax has on the total 
number of cells produced by the model, bifurcation diagrams have been produced 
using Smax as the bifurcation parameter.
Bifurcation diagrams have been produced for each of the feed periods investigated in 
this study, showing the total number of cells in the system as the value of Smax is 
varied between 1 xlO'*  ^kg cell'^ and 4.0 x 10'^  ^ kg cell'*. In each case the value of 
Rgiuc is fixed at 1.5 x lO'  ^kg h'% which is close to the values obtained in the sum of 
squares of errors calculations for each feed period.
Figure 5.7 shows the bifurcation diagiam obtained at a 1 houi* feed period. As can be 
seen, the model shows a chaotic response for Smax values between 1  x 1 0 '^  ^kg cell'  ^
and 2 X 10’^ * kg cell'% i.e. the cell number achieved at that instant is different for 
every subsequent feed period and no regular pattern can be observed. At Smax = 
2 X 10'^  ^ kg cell'*, the model shows period 1 behaviour. At the same instant in each 
feed period, the total number of cells in the system is identical (9.4 x 10^ ® cells), and 
this is shown as a single point on the diagram at the coiresponding value of Smax- This 
period 1  behaviour can be observed over the remainder of Smax values investigated 
(Smax = 2.0 -  4.0 X 10'^ )^. As the value of Smax increases, the total number of cells in 
the system decreases, falling to a total cell number of 7.85 x 10^  ^ cells when Smax is 
4 .0x l0 '^^kgceir\
The bifurcation diagrams obtained for the 2 and 4 hour feed periods show the same 
trends, which are also similar to those observed at a 1 hour feed period. Figure 5.8 
shows the bifurcation diagram for a feed period of 4 hours. In each case (1,2 and 4 
hours) the model shows chaotic behaviour that becomes period 1  behaviour as the 
value of Smax increases. However, the 2 and 4 hour bifurcation diagrams show a zero 
cell number at low values of Smax, which is not seen at the 1 hour feed period. As the
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feed period increases, the range of Smax values where the cell number is zero also 
increases. At 2 hours, the cell number is zero for Smax values up to 5 x 10'^  ^kg cell'L 
This range increases to Smax = 1.1 x 10'^  ^ kg cell'* for a feed period of 4 hours. The 2 
hour bifurcation diagram shows chaotic behaviour for Smax = 5 x 10'*^  -  1.8 x 10'** 
kg cell'*, after which period 1  behaviour is shown for the remainder of the range of 
Smax values. As with the 1 hour feed period, the total number of cells achieved in the 
period 1 region decreases as the value of Smax increases. At 2 hours, the total number 
of cells in the system falls from 8.3 -  7.1 x 10*** cells over the range of period 1 
behaviour. The 4 hour bifurcation diagram is chaotic between Smax= 1.1 -  2.4 x 10'** 
kg cell'*, and then shows period 1 behaviour over the remaining Smax values. The 
same decrease in cell number can be observed, with total cells in the system 
decreasing from 1.24 -  0.72 x 10** as the value of Smax increases.
The 7 and 8  hour feed period bifurcation diagrams show similar trends to shorter feed 
periods at low values of Smax- Both diagrams show zero cells at the lowest values of 
Smax (up to 1.3 X 10'** kg Cell * at 7 hours, and 1.6 x 10'** kg cell * at 8  hours), 
followed by regions of chaotic behaviour, and then period 1 behaviour. Figure 5.9 
shows the bifurcation diagram for a feed period of 7 hours. Period 1 behaviour is 
shown between Smax = 1.7 -  2.4 x 10'** kg cell * with the total cell number dropping 
fi'om 8.3 -  6.9 x 10*** cells over this range, apart from Smax = 2.0 x 10"** kg cell *. At 
this value of Smax two points can be seen on the biftircation diagram, indicating period 
2 behaviour. That is, the total number of cells in the system has two possible values 
and these numbers are achieved on alternate cycles. Further period 2 behaviour can 
be observed at the 7 hour feed period for higher values of Smax- At Smax = 2.5 x 10'** 
kg cell * the total cell number in the system shows a range of values between 5.6 -  7.5 
X 1 0 *** cells, and at greater values of Smax the system shows clear period 2  behaviour, 
with two points for each value of Smax. The upper limb of the period 2 behaviour
shows a drop in the total number of cells from 7.5 -  6.3 x 10*** as the value of Sm a x
increases, whilst the bottom limb shows an almost constant cell number of 
approximately 5.5 x 10***.
The 8  hour feed period bifuication diagram also shows some period 2 behaviour at 
higher values of Smax. Period 1 behaviour can be observed at Smax = 1.9 -  3.1 x 10“** 
kg cell'*, with the total number of cells falling from 8.76 x 10*** to 5.65 x 10*** over
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this range. For Smax = 3.1 -  4.0 x 10'** kg cell"*, the bifurcation diagiam shows period 
2  behaviour, with the upper branch showing a constant cell number of approximately 
5.65 X 10*** cells, while the lower branch shows a decrease in the cell number as Smax 
increases, from 5.65 x 10*** to 5.3 x 10*** cells.
The bifurcation diagrams produced for each of the feed periods show the same trends 
generally, with the majority showing no cells at very low values of Smax followed by 
some chaotic behaviour and then period 1 behaviour. The bifurcation diagrams for 7 
and 8  hours also show period 2  behaviour at higher values of Smax, which were not 
seen at shorter feed periods. The range of Smax values which result in a zero cell 
number increases as the feed period increases, with no zero values at a feed period of 
1 hour. In the periodic region of each bifurcation diagram, the total average number 
of cells in the system decreases as the value of Smax increases. It can also be obseiwed, 
that generally the number of cells in the system for a given value of Smax decreases as 
the feed period increases. For Smax = 4.0 x 10'** kg cell'*, the total cell number at a 
feed period of 1 hour is 7.85 x 10***. At 2 hours it is 7.05 x 10***, 7 hours 6.3 or 5.5 x 
10*** (period 2 behaviour) and at 8  hours this has fallen to 5.65 or 5.3 x 10*** (period 2 
behaviour). The exception to this trend is at 4 hours, where the total cell number is
7.2 X 10***.
The bifurcation diagrams show that for a fixed value of Rgiuc, the value of Smax used 
in simulations can significantly affect the output of the model. Over the range of feed 
periods and Smax values investigated in this study the model has shown period 1 , 
period 2  and chaotic behaviour.
5.1.3 Original Model Further Comments
The simulations carried out using the original CelCyMUS model have focused on the 
parameters Rgiuc and Smax, which are involved in the Glb/S phase transition rule. 
Error contours have been plotted in order to compare the model results at different 
combinations of parameter values with the experimental data available. No single 
combination of parameter values has been determined that could be used over the 
range of feed periods investigated. As the feed period is increased, the error between 
the results from the model and the experimental data increases and optimisation
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becomes more difficult. The eiTor contours at short feed periods show uneven 
surfaces and indicate some tendency to chaotic behaviour in the model. This 
increases with the feed period, and chaotic regions can be seen on the contours. At 
the longest feed period ( 8  hours) the err or contours show only chaotic behaviour.
Bifurcation diagrams have been produced for each feed period to investigate the 
dynamics of the model without the experimental data. These diagr ams show that the 
model can produce period 1 , period 2  and chaotic behaviour, depending on the value 
of Smax that is used in the model and the feed period investigated.
The original CelCyMUS model has proven to be almost impossible to optimise due to 
the large regions of apparently chaotic behaviour shown in both the error contours 
and the bifurcation diagrams. It is impossible to optimise a chaotic model due to its 
nature. Any good fit to the experimental data will be obtained purely by chance, as 
the model output will never repeat itself. It is possible that the chaotic behaviour is a 
genuine feature of the model. However, it is also possible that some of the functions 
in the model combined with the numerical methods that are used to solve the model 
may have contributed to the chaotic results observed. The same investigations will be 
carried out again using a modified version of the original model.
5.2 Simulations Using the Modified CelCyMUS Model
The modified CelCyMUS model has the same Glb/S phase transition rule as the 
original CelCyMUS model, based on the parameter Smax. The modifications that have 
been made to the model concern the M/Gla phase transition rule and the glucose 
uptake rate kinetics.
The simple M/Gla glucose threshold rirle has been replaced with a sigmoidal 
function, as detailed in Chapter 4 {Equation 4,12). The parameters of this rule have 
not been investigated in detail in this study, and need to be fully optimised if this rule 
is to be used in further research. The parameter Kggiuc in the glucose uptake rate 
expression has been set at 0.01 mg ml *. Again, this value has not been fully 
optimised, as it is not the focus of this research. The key issue is that a non-zero value
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is used for Ksgiuc, as this will remove the discontinuity of the step function that is used 
in the original version of CelCyMUS.
In each case, the purpose of the modification to the function is not to study the 
alternative function in detail. It is to eliminate two of the discontinuities that were 
present in the original CelCyMUS model in order to determine whether or not these 
discontinuities were responsible for producing the chaotic behaviour shown in the 
simulations using the original model.
5.2.1 Parameter Optimisation
The aim of this research is to investigate the transition rule between the Gib and S 
phases, and as such, the maximum duration of the Gib phase has been set to 360 
minutes. This will mean that almost all cells in the system will leave the Gib phase 
according to the transition rule rather than reaching the end of the phase and entering 
the D phase.
No changes have been made to the Glb/S phase transition rule, and therefore the 
simulations carried out using this version of the model are similar to those carried out 
using the original version of the model. For each feed period the sum of squares of 
errors values have been calculated across a range of Rgiuc and S^ax values. As the Rgiuc 
values in the modified model are dependent on the glucose concentration in the 
system, the value of Rgiuc used in the optimisation simulations is actually Rgiucmax -  
the maximum glucose uptake rate. At limiting glucose concentrations the actual 
glucose uptake rate is a function of the maximum rate and the parameter Kggiuc 
(Chapter 4).
Table 5.2 shows the optimisation results for each feed period investigated, and 
includes the minimum (j) value calculated, along with the values of Rgiucmax and Smax 
that give the minimum ^  value.
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Feed Period (h) ^ m in R g iu c m a x  (kg h ) S m a x  (kg cell'*)
1 0.0193 1.94 X 10*" 7.70x10 '“
2 0.0412 1.63x10'*" 7.84x10'**
4 0.0898 3.68 X 10'*" 3.98x10'**
7 0 . 2 2 2 1.19 X 10'*^ 3.98 X 10'*^
8 0.203 2.12 X 10'*^ 7.20x10'*^
Table 5.2 Optimisation Results using the Modified CelCyMUS model
As the duration of the feed period increases, the minimum ^ value calculated also 
increases up to 7 hours. The (|)min value calculated at 8  hours is slightly smaller than 
that for 7 hours, but is still considerably larger than the values calculated at shorter 
feed periods. With the exception of the 2 hour feed period, the optimum Rgiucmax 
values also increase as the duration of the feed period increases -  showing an 
approximate ten-fold increase between the 1 hour and 8  hour feed periods. The S^ax 
values show no immediate trend as the feed period increases, however, the optimum 
Smax values that have been calculated for the 7 and 8  hour feed periods are 
approximately ten times smaller than those calculated at the shorter feed periods. For 
all of the feed periods that have been studied, the results show that if a lower 
optimum value of Smax has been calculated then the corresponding optimum Rgiucmax 
value will be high (7 and 8  hour feed periods). If a higher optimum value of Smax has 
been calculated, then the conesponding Rgiucmax values are lower (1,2 and 4 hour 
feed periods).
Error contours have been produced for each of the feed periods to give a picture of 
the behaviour of the model over a range of parameter values rather than simply 
selecting the optimum values.
The eiTor contours produced for the 1 hour and 2 hour feed periods are very similar, 
although the defined optimum parameter region is slightly larger for the 2  hour feed 
period. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the two and three dimensional contour plots for 
the 2 hour feed period. The region containing the optimum parameter values is well
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defined, and shows some covariance between the two parameters. As the optimum 
value of Rgiucmax increases, the corresponding optimum Smax value also increases. The 
surface plot shows a smooth surface across the entire parameter range, with no 
oscillations about the minimum points, and no areas of chaotic behaviour.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the contour plots obtained for the 4 hour feed period. 
Again, the region showing the minimum calculated (|> value is very well defined, 
although it is a different shape to the areas shown in the 1  and 2  hour contour plots. 
There appears to be some covariance between the parameters, initially indicating that 
as the optimum value of Smax increases then the conesponding optimum value of 
R g iu c m a x  also increases. However, the majority of the optimum region shows the 
reverse trend. That is, as the optimum value of Rgiucmax increases further then the 
corresponding Smax value decreases. This trend does not appear in any of the other 
eiTor contours, suggesting that it could be unique to the 4 hour feed period. The 4 
hour contour plot also shows some chaotic behaviour, when the parameter 
combination has low Smax values and high Rgiucmax values. This chaotic area can 
clearly be seen on the surface plot (Figure 5.13) as discontinuities that give ‘spikes’ 
of minimum ^  values. However, outside of the chaotic region, tlie three dimensional 
contour plot shows a smooth surface over the entire range of parameter values, with 
the minimum area clearly defined.
The contour plots produced using the 7 hour feed period are shown in Figure 5.14 
and 5.15, and clearly show an increase in chaotic behaviour from the 4 hour feed 
period. The chaotic region covers the same parameter combinations as for the 4 hour 
feed period, i.e. high Rgiucmax and low Smax values. The contour plot does also show an 
optimum parameter region, despite the increased chaotic behaviour. Any optimum 
parameter values given by the model that fall into the chaotic region have been 
obtained by chance rather than good fitting, as it is impossible to fit the experimental 
data to a chaotic model. The surface plot (Figure 5.15) clearly shows the chaotic 
region of values, as well as the minimum parameter area. Unlike the other contours 
produced using the modified model, the surface plot is not smooth over the range of 
values, with some oscillations shown about the minimum areas, which is comparable 
to the results seen from the original version of the model.
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The results obtained for the 8  hour feed period are not shown, but follow the same 
trends as those seen for the 1 and 2 hour feed periods. The minimum region is well 
defined, and the surface contour shows a smooth plot, with no chaotic behaviour over 
the parameter ranges investigated. There appears to be some covariance between the 
optimum parameter values. As the optimum Rgiuc value increases, the coiTesponding 
optimum Smax value also increases.
With the exception of the contour produced at the 8  hour feed period, the plots show 
an increasing tendency to chaos as the feed period increases. Apparently chaotic 
behaviour can be seen in the contours obtained at 4 and 7 hour feed periods, and the 
region of chaotic behaviour increases in size as the feed period increases. However, 
each contour shows a smooth surface and a clear region containing optimum 
parameter values. It has been possible to determine optimum parameter values for 
each of the feed periods investigated, however, there is no single combination of 
parameter values that will calculate a minimum ^ value over all of the feed periods.
Although the error contours produced using the modified version of the model appear 
to be quite different to those produced using the original model, there are a number of 
similarities between the two. There appears to be some covariance between the Rgiuc 
and Smax parameters across the range of feed periods investigated, and both models 
show some chaotic behaviour at longer feed periods. However, the modified 
CelCyMUS model plots show a much smoother surface than the original model over 
the areas that are not chaotic. The modified model also shows a smaller region of 
chaotic behaviour for each feed period, with no chaos at all shown for the 8  hour feed 
period.
Due to the limited amount of experimental data available, it has not been possible to 
optimise the model parameter values any further in this research. In order to be able 
to compare the modified model with the original model further, it was again decided 
to study the dynamics of the model without the experimental data.
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5.2.2 Bifurcation Diagrams
Bifurcation diagiums have been produced for each of the feed periods using the 
modified version of CelCyMUS. As for the original model, Smax has been chosen as 
the bifurcation parameter, in order to study the effect that vaiying this parameter has 
on the total number of cells produced by the model. The primary objective is to study 
the dynamics of the model over this range, but the bifurcation diagrams can also be 
compared and contrasted with those produced using the original model in order to 
identify similarities and differences between the model outputs over a range of Smax 
values.
For each feed period, the bifurcation diagram shows the total number of cells 
produced by the model for Smax values ranging from 1 x 10'*^  to 4 x 10'** kg cell'*. 
The value of Rgiucmax is fixed at 1.5 x 10'*" kg h'*, as for the original model. This will 
allow the results from the two models to be compared for the same range of 
parameter values. The total cell number is recorded at the same point in each feed 
period, with one result recorded per feed period.
The bifurcation diagrams produced for each of the feed periods using the modified 
version of CelCyMUS show very similar trends throughout. Figure 5.16 shows the 
bifurcation diagram produced for the 1 hour feed period. At low values of Smax the 
model shows a chaotic response, i.e. the total number of cells produced is different 
with each feed period and the pattern is not repeated. The model shows a chaotic 
response for Smax values between 1 x 10'*^  and 1.1 x 10'** kg cell *. Above these 
values, and for the remainder of the Smax range investigated, the system shows period 
1 behaviour, with identical cell numbers being achieved in each feed cycle. As the 
value of Smax increases, the total number of cells decreases. At Smax = 1.2 x 10'** 
kg cell * the total number of cells produced is 1 . 0  x 1 0 **, decreasing to 0 . 7  x 1 0 ** cells 
as Smax is increased to 4.0 x 10"** kg cell *. The bifurcation diagram for the 2 hour 
feed period is not shown, but shows the similar trends to the 1  hour bifurcation 
diagram. For Smax values between 1 x 10'*  ^and 5 x 10"*^  kg cell'*, the model shows a 
chaotic response. For Smax values from 6  x 10'*^  -  4 x 10'** kg cell * the model shows 
period one behaviour with the total number of cells gradually decreasing as the value 
of Smax increases, falling from 1.24 x 10** cells to 0.72 x 10** cells. For both the 1
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hour and 2  hour feed periods, the total cell number shows a gradual decrease as the 
value of Smax increases.
The bifurcation diagram for a feed period of 4 hours is shown in Figure 5.17. Again, 
the trend shown is similar to that seen at the 1  and 2  hour feed periods with a region 
of chaotic behaviour, followed by stable period 1 behaviour. For this feed period, the 
response is chaotic for Smax values between 1 x 10’*" and 3 x 10**^  kg celT*. The total 
cell number achieved at the beginning of the period 1 behaviour is 4 x 10** cells, 
which is much higher than the numbers achieved at lower feed periods. The cell 
number drops rapidly as the value of Smax increases over the range, and when Smax = 4 
X 10'** kg cell * the total cell number produced has fallen to 0.73 x 10** cells.
The bifurcation diagram obtained at the 7 hour feed period shows a slightly different 
trend to other feed periods, and is shown in Figure 5.18. The same chaotic response 
as for other feed periods is shown for Smax values between 1 x 10'*^  and 4 x 10'*^  
kg cell"*, followed by period 1 behaviour with an initial cell number of 2,35 x 10**. 
The total cell number falls as the value of Smax increases as with other feed periods. 
However, at Smax values between 8  x 10'*^  and 1.4 x 10"** kg cell'*, the bifurcation 
diagram shows a bubble of period 2 behaviour. After the bubble, the bifuication 
diagram shows period 1  behaviour for the remainder of the range of parameter values, 
with the total cell number dropping to 0.73 x 10'** cells at Smax = 4 x 10'** kg cell *.
The 8  hour bifurcation diagram is not shown, but follows a similar trend to the 4 hour 
bifurcation diagram. There is a small region of chaotic behaviour for Smax values from 
1 -  3 X 10'*  ^ kg cell'*, which then becomes period 1 behaviour. The initial cell 
number is high (2.89 x 10** cells), and falls rapidly as the value of Smax increases. At 
the end of the parameter range investigated (Smax = 4 x 10"** kg cell'*) the total cell 
number has fallen to 0.73 x 10**.
The bifurcation diagrams show the same trends for each of the feed periods, with 
only small differences between the diagrams. None of the bifurcation diagrams 
produced using the modified CelCyMUS model show any simulations with zero cells 
over the range of Smax values investigated, unlike the original model. For each feed 
period, the bifurcation diagram shows chaotic behaviour over a small range followed
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by period 1 behaviour only. The exception to this is for the 7 hour feed period, which 
shows some period 2 behaviour over a small range of Smax values. As with the 
original model, the total number of cells in the system decreases as the value of Smax 
increases. When using the modified version of the model, the total number of cells at 
larger values of Smax is approximately the same, regardless of the feed period used 
(approximately 0.73 x 10** cells in total). This trend is not followed at lower values 
of Smax however, with the 4 hour feed period producing a maximum cell number of 
4 X 10**. This is approximately four times the maximum cell number seen for the 1 
and 2 hour feed period, and twice that seen for the 7 and 8  hour feed periods.
The bifurcation diagrams produced using the modified version of CelCyMUS show 
that when the value of Rgiucmax is fixed, the corresponding Smax value chosen can 
significantly affect the results shown by the model. The modified model shows more 
periodic behaviour over a wider range of Smax values than the original model, with 
less chaos overall. The modified model has produced period 1, some period 2 and 
chaotic behaviour according to the combination of parameters and the feed period 
selected.
5.2.3 Modified Model Further Comments
Modifications have been made to two of the functions in the original CelCyMUS 
model. The step functions representing the glucose uptake rate expression and the 
M/Gla phase transition rule have been replaced with continuous fiinctions. The same 
simulations have been earned out as for the original version of the model in order to 
provide a comparison and to determine whether or not the model response is 
significantly affected by these functions.
Error contours have been plotted for each of the feed periods investigated, which 
show smooth, well defined areas containing the optimum values of Rgiucmax and Smax- 
As for the original model there is no single combination of parameter values that will 
give a good fit to the experimental data for every feed period. As the feed period is 
increased, the minimum ^ values calculated by the model also increase, suggesting 
that the model does not give such a good fit to the experimental data at these feed
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periods. However, a region containing the minimum calculated ^ value could be 
identified for each of the feed periods investigated.
As the feed period is increased to 4 hours, the error contours show some chaotic 
behaviour at certain combinations of the parameter values. This chaotic behaviour is 
more pronounced at 7 hours but the 8  hour feed period shows no chaotic behaviour 
over the range of parameter values investigated, although it may exist over a wider 
range of parameter values.
Bifurcation diagrams have been produced for each of the feed periods, and the model 
has shown period 1 , period 2  and chaotic behavioui* according to the value of Smax 
and the feed period chosen, although period 1  behaviour dominates each of the 
bifurcation diagrams.
The modified CelCyMUS model shows less tendency to chaos than the original 
model, although some chaotic behavioui* can still be observed. The chaotic regions in 
both the error contours and the bifurcation diagrams are significantly smaller than 
those observed in the results from the original model. The removal of some 
discontinuities from the original model appears to have significantly improved the 
stability of the results calculated by the model.
There is a single discontinuity remaining in the model, in the Glb/S phase transition 
rule. As the cumulative glucose concentration within a cell reaches the value of Smax 
the transition probability is truncated to a value of 1. It is proposed that an alternative 
Glb/S phase transition probability function is used, which does not contain this 
discontinuity. The same simulations can be repeated again, and it can be determined 
whether or not the discontinuities in the model are the sole contributors to the chaotic 
behaviour observed at certain parameter values.
5.3 Simulations Using the Sigmoidal Glb/S Phase Transition Rule
The Smax based transition rule fiom the Gib to S phase of the cell cycle has been 
replaced with a sigmoidal function, as detailed in Equation 4.11. The use of this
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function replaces the truncated Smax transition probability rule with a smooth, 
continuous rule and therefore removes the remaining discontinuity from the original 
model. With the all of the discontinuities now removed fr om the model, the same 
simulations can be repeated in order to determine whether or not the discontinuities 
are responsible for the chaotic responses shown in simulations using previous 
versions of the model.
The sigmoidal function contains two parameters that must be deteimined by fitting, 
compared with one in the original function. These parameters are aoib, which defines 
the gradient of the function and dcib, which defines the intra cellular glucose 
concentration that gives a transition probability of 50%. These two parameters 
identify the overall shape of the function, and will be investigated in some detail in 
this study.
As with the previous versions of the model, the maximum duration of the Gib phase 
has been extended to 360 minutes in order to prevent cells reaching the end of the 
phase and entering the D phase. This will allow a detailed study of the Glb/S phase 
transition probability function, where all cells will leave the Gib phase via this rule. 
The modifications that were made to the glucose uptake rate expression and the 
M/Gla phase transition rule in the second version of the model are kept for this 
version of the model, i.e. the non-zero value of Ksgiuc and the sigmoidal M/Gla phase 
transition rule will be used.
5.3.1 Parameter Optimisation
Simulations earned out using previous versions of the model have focused on 
optimising the parameters Rgiuc and Smax, which affected the transition of cells from 
the Gib phase into the S phase. This version of the model contains an alternative 
transition probability function, and therefore there are two new parameters that 
influence the transition between the phases, aoib and dcib- These are the parameters 
that will be investigated in the simulations carried out using this version of the model.
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For each of the feed periods investigated, sum of squares of eiTors calculations have 
been carried out over a range of aoib and doib values. Table 5.3 shows the minimum 
(j) value that has been calculated for each of the feed periods, and also shows the 
parameter values that give the minimum ^ value.
Feed Period (h) n^iin OtGlb doib (mg ml'*)
1 0.0218 5.10 1 . 1 0
2 0.0439 1.40 4.14
4 0.135 1.75 2.63
7 2.53 2.50 0.263
8 0.611 3.10 1.48
Table 5.3 Optimisation Results using the Sigmoidal Glb/S phase transition rule
As with the other versions of the model, the minimum calculated (|) value increases as 
the feed period increases. At 7 hours the model has been unable to select any 
combination of parameter values that reduce the ^ value below 2.53, which is over 
four times the minimum ^ value calculated at any of the other feed periods. There are 
no apparent trends between the feed period selected and the optimum parameter 
values calculated, with a wide range of acib and doib values being calculated across 
the feed periods. However, all of the simulations show that if a higher optimum value 
of aoib is calculated, then the conesponding value of dcib will be at the lower end of 
the range. At lower optimum acib values, the corresponding doib value is at the 
higher end of the range. A single exception to this trend can be seen at the 7 hour feed 
period, with a mid-range value of aoib and a very low conesponding value of doib- 
However, as the minimum (j) value that has been calculated for the 7 hour feed period 
is much higher than for other feed periods, this suggests that perhaps the optimum 
parameter combination has not been found at this feed period. Enor contours have 
been plotted for each of the feed periods over the range of parameter values in order 
to give an illustration of the behaviour of the model, and to try and identify any trends 
in the data. Again, there appears to be no single combination of parameter values that 
would give a minimum ^  value over all of the feed periods investigated.
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Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the two and three dimensional contour plots obtained at a 
feed period of 2 hours. Most of the contours produced for other feed periods show 
very similar trends to those seen at 2 hours. The contour plot shows a high covariance 
between the two parameters, with the minimum ^  area shown as a line of covariance, 
rather than a well defined area. At low values of aoib the optimum dcib parameter is 
high, and as the value of acib increases, the corresponding optimum doib value 
decreases. Any small deviation from the optimum for either parameter shows a large 
increase in the sum of squares of errors calculated, as can be seen clearly in the 
surface plot {Figure 5.20). The line that defines the optimum parameter values is 
clearly defined, however, the surface plot shows that the minimum region does not 
have a smooth surface. The minimum (|) values occui' at parameter values that fall on 
this line, but not at every combination of parameter values on the line. The minimum 
areas are shown as ‘spikes’ on the line of covariance between the two parameters. 
Some chaotic behaviour can also be obseiwed at the 2 hour feed period, where both 
aoib and doib values are low. This can be seen as an uneven surface at the low 
parameter values, with ‘spikes’ showing single combinations of parameter values that 
give particularly low or high values of (j). Any close match to the experimental data 
that has been obtained using parameter values in this region has been obtained by 
chance.
The error contours produced at a feed period of 4 hours are shown in Figures 5.21 
and 5.22. At 4 hours, the contoui's show no chaotic behaviour across the range of 
parameter values investigated, including the low values of aoib and dcib, and this 
trend is the same for feed periods of 1 hour and 8  hours. As for the 2 hour feed 
period, there is an extremely high covariance between the two parameters, with 
regions of optimum parameter values that fall on the line showing the covariance. 
The minimum (j) values can be obtained by using any combination of parameters on 
this line, either high aoib values and low doib values, or low aoib values and high 
doib values. The surface plot {Figure 5.22) shows a very steep surface on all sides of 
the optimum region. Therefore, a small move away from the optimum area leads to a 
large change in the calculated ^ value. Again, the minimum area is not a smooth
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surface, but appears as a number of ‘spikes’ along the line showing the covariance 
between the parameters.
The error contours that were produced for the 7 hour feed period do not follow the 
same trends as for the other feed periods investigated. The two and three dimensional 
views of the contour plots are shown in Figures 5.23 and 5.24. The shape of the 
contours indicates the covariance between the parameters that has been seen at other 
feed periods. However, the contour plots do not identify any optimum parameter 
region over the range of values investigated. The surface plot shows a steep slope that 
follows the shape of the covariance, and then a smooth surface showing minimum (j) 
values. This surface covers more than half of the range of parameter values 
investigated and no clear minimum can be defined. The plots help to explain the 
results shown for the 7 hour feed period in Table 5.3. It is not loiown why these 
results do not follow the trends seen at the other feed periods, and this would require 
further investigation.
The shape of the error contours that have been produced using the model containing 
the sigmoidal Glb/S phase transition rule have shown very different trends to those 
obtained using the original transition probability function. In all cases the plots have 
shown a high covariance between the parameters aoib and doib, with a large number 
of parameter combinations that would minimise the (j) value calculated. The 
covariance between the parameters has made it difficult to identify any trends that 
occur in the data as the feed period is varied. Chaotic behaviour has been observed at 
the two hour feed period, although not at any of the other feed periods.
The high covariance between the two parameters has also made it difficult to 
determine optimum values for use in further research with experimental data. 
However, the dynamic response of the model can be studied in more detail without 
having determined the optimum parameter values. The results obtained using this 
model can be compared with the results from other versions of the model.
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5.3.2 Bifurcation Diagrams
Bifurcation diagrams have been produced with previous versions of the model in 
order to study the behaviour of the model as the value of Smax is varied. For this 
version of the model, it was decided to study the response of the model as the value 
of the parameter doib is varied, whilst the value of acib is given a fixed value 
tliroughout the simulations. Although both parameters define the transition between 
the Gib and S phase, the model can be studied by varying a single parameter.
For this study, the value of aoib is set to 5 ml mg'* and the value of doib is varied 
between -1 and 1 mg ml *. The value of aoib that has been selected is not of great 
importance as the bifiircation diagrams are being produced to show the type of 
response that the model is capable of producing rather than a detailed investigation of 
the numbers produced. Bifurcation diagrams have been produced for each of the feed 
periods investigated showing the total number of cells produced at each of the values 
of doib that have been investigated. The total number of cells in the system is 
recorded once per feed period, and at the same point in each subsequent feed period.
The bifurcation diagram for a feed period of 1 hour is shown in Figure 5.25. The 
results indicate that the model has complicated dynamics for much of the range of 
values investigated. It is difficult to determine if the model is showing chaotic 
behaviour, or periodic behaviour with a high period. The diagram appears to show the 
same trend, which is repeated four times over the range of doib values, although it 
could also be a chaotic response. There are clear regions of apparently chaotic 
behaviour shown on the diagram however, at doib values between 0.25 -  0.35 mg ml * 
and again at values of approximately 0.9 mg ml *. At low values of dcib (-1 -  0.2 mg 
ml'*) the cells show either chaotic behaviour or a period of at least 2 0 , with cell 
numbers from 1.3 -  2.2 x 10** being achieved. This is followed by a chaotic region, 
and then the model shows period 4 behaviour at doib = 0.4 -  0.7 mg ml'*. The total 
number of cells in the system falls as the value of doib increases; with the model 
showing chaotic behaviour again as the dcib value increases further. It is difficult to 
characterise the model dynamics at the 1  hour feed period, as the bifurcation diagram 
indicates a degree of instability in the model.
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Figure 5.26 shows the bifurcation diagram produced at a 4 hour feed period. At low 
values of doib (-1 -  0.43 mg ml"*), the diagram shows period 2 behaviour. Over this 
range, the total number of cells in the system remains almost constant, and the cells 
show a high level of synchronisation throughout the cell cycle. As the value of doib 
increases further the cells show period 1  behaviour, which can be observed between 
doib = 0.43 and 1.16 mg ml *. At higher values, the cells in the system rapidly die out. 
Over the range of period 1 behaviour, the total number of cells in the system falls as 
the value of doib increases. The bifurcation diagram produced for the 8  hour feed 
period shows very similar trends to the 4 hour feed period, with the model showing 
period 2  behaviour at low values of dcib, which becomes period 1  behaviour as the 
value is increased.
The bifurcation diagram for a feed period of 7 hours is shown in Figure 5.27. At high 
values of doib (greater than 0 . 2  mg ml"*), bifurcations can be clearly identified that 
show period 1, period 2 and period 4 behaviour. At lower values of doib, the trends 
are very similar to those seen at the 1 and 2 hour feed periods. The model does not 
appear to be stable and it is difficult to determine whether or not the results are 
chaotic.
In order to determine whether or not the integration step length was the cause of the 
unstable behaviour of this model, it was decided to repeat the simulation to generate 
the bifurcation diagrams using a shorter step length of 0.25 minutes. Figure 5.28 
shows the bifurcation diagram for the 7 hour feed period. The results show the same 
ti'ends as seen with the step length of 0.5 minutes at higher values of dcib- The results 
obtained at the lower values still show complicated behaviour, although the trends are 
slightly different to those seen in the original diagram. However, it is concluded that 
reducing the integration step length further does not significantly affect the results 
given by the model.
The bifuication diagrams produced using the alternative Glb/S phase transition rule 
show that the value of doib selected for use in the model can significantly affect the 
results shown. The model gives a periodic response only over a limited range of doib 
values for the majority of feed periods investigated, with only the 4 hour and 8  hour
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feed periods showing any periodic behaviour at negative values of doib- Wlien values 
of doib are selected that fall into the periodic range of the bifurcation diagrams, the 
model has shown period 1, period 2 and period 4 behaviour over the different feed 
periods investigated. The effect of the feed period on the stability of the model has 
been investigated, and it has been concluded that reducing the integration step length 
further does not significantly change the results shown by the model. It has been 
difficult to identify whether or not this version of the model exhibits any truly chaotic 
behaviour, although the 1  and 2  hour feed period bifurcation diagrams do strongly 
suggest the existence of chaotic responses at some parameter values.
5.3.3 Alternative Glb/S Phase Transition Rule Further Comments
In this version of the model, the original Smax transition probability function has been 
replaced with a sigmoidal transition rule, which has two parameters for optimisation. 
Sum of squares of eiTors calculations were carried out at each of the different feed 
periods in order to try and identify optimum parameter values. It was discovered that 
there is a high covariance between the parameters aoib and doib, and therefore a large 
combination of optimum parameter values that could be chosen. The error contours 
that were produced for each of the feed periods demonstrated the level of covariance 
between the parameter values, with the optimum parameter values being defined over 
a line rather than in a well defined, enclosed area. The error contours also showed 
that the minimum region was not smooth, but showed ‘spikes’ of minima, similar to 
that seen with the original version of CelCyMUS. However, the error contours also 
showed far less chaotic areas than the other two versions of the model. Chaotic 
behaviour was only observed at the 2  hour feed period in a small area of the plot.
The bifurcation diagrams that were produced showed that the model was only stable 
for a small range of doib values, when the value of aoib is fixed. The diagrams 
showed that the model is capable of producing period 1 , period 2 , period 4  and 
chaotic behaviour over the ranges investigated.
The reason for replacing the original Glb/S phase transition rule was to determine 
whether or not the discontinuity that was present in this rule was the sole cause of the
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chaotic behaviour of the model. The transition probability function was replaced with 
a continuous, sigmoidal function, which would remove this discontinuity. By 
replacing the original transition rule with the sigmoidal function, there are now two 
parameters that must be determined by fitting, instead of one in the original model. 
There is a high covariance between the two transition function parameters, which 
make it almost impossible to determine optimum values. However, the results shown 
from the model indicate that the model is still capable of producing a chaotic 
response even though the final discontinuity has been removed from the Glb/S phase 
transition rule.
The bifurcation diagrams and contour plots produced using the sigmoidal transition 
probability function show more complicated behaviour than those obtained using the 
original Smax transition rule, and it therefore seems unlikely that the Glb/S phase 
transition rule was driving the chaotic responses seen in simulations using the original 
model.
5.4 Study of Chaotic Behaviour in CelCyMUS
Each of the versions of CelCyMUS investigated in this research have shown some 
apparently chaotic behavioui* under certain conditions. The chaotic response tends to 
increase as the feed period increases. The original CelCyMUS model shows more 
chaotic behaviour over the range of parameter values investigated than either the 
modified or alternative models.
Although it has not yet been proven that the model exhibits tmly chaotic behaviour, 
there are some strong indicators that the response is chaotic under some conditions. 
At certain combinations of parameter values the model gives an aperiodic output, and 
the model shows sensitivity to changes in the initial conditions. Further research 
would be required to prove that the behaviour is truly chaotic.
It is thought that the chaotic behaviour shown by the model is partly driven by the 
level of synchronisation of cells within the cell cycle. This has been investigated in 
more detail by studying the cell age distribution across the cell cycle for both chaotic 
and periodic results.
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Figure 5.29 shows the cell concentration versus time output for a 2 hour feed period, 
using the optimised version of the modified CelCyMUS model. After 30 hours the 
initial transients have died out and the true response of the system is shown. The cell 
number trend appears to be chaotic, showing an aperiodic response. Figure 5.30 
shows the distribution of the cells in each phase of the cell cycle for the 2  hour feed 
period. It can be seen that the cells are distributed across all phases of the cell cycle, 
except for part of the Gla phase and part of the S phase where there are no cells 
present. This shows a partial synchronisation of the cell population thioughout the 
cell cycle, which may contribute to the chaotic behaviour shown by the model.
Figure 5.30 shows the cell concentration versus time output for the optimised, 
modified CelCyMUS model using a feed period of 4 hours. Again the response is 
shown after 30 hours, when the initial tiansients are assumed to have died out. The 
cell number trend shows a periodic response, with the same pattern observed for each 
cycle. Figure 5.32 shows the cell age distribution in each phase of the cell cycle for 
the 4 hour feed period. As can be seen, the majority of the cells are distributed 
throughout the Gib phase and the first element of the S phase, with some cells in the 
Gla phase. No cells are present in the S, G2 or M phases of the cycle, indicating that 
the cell population is highly synchronised in this case, with all cells being grouped 
together in one part of the cell cycle.
The cell age distributions that have been produced indicate that highly synchronised 
cell cultures give a periodic response, whilst partially synchronised cultures give rise 
to chaotic behaviour. It is possible that the chaotic behaviour of the model is due to 
the cells attempting to synchronise but failing to do so.
5.5 Comparison of CelCyMUS and Monod
One objective of this research is to compare the results from CelCyMUS with the 
results obtained using the Monod model, in order to determine which of the models 
gives a better fît to tire experimental data. Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show Arzumanov’s 
experimental data alongside results fi-om the optimised Monod model and the 
optimised, modified CelCyMUS model for a 4 horn* feed period. For these
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simulations, the experimental data was compared with the model results after ten 
cycles of data. This ensures that the initial transient response in each model has died 
out, so that the experimental data is compared with the true response of the model.
Figure 5.33 shows the cell number trend over time. Both models show tiends that are 
consistent with the experimental data, and both show maximum cell numbers at the 
same points in time. The minimum cell number calculated using the Monod model is 
seen approximately 1  horn* before the experimental minimum, and shows a significant 
overestimation of the minimum number of cells (approximately 1  x 1 0 ^^  cells). 
CelCyMUS shows a very close match to the experimental data for the minimum cell 
number, achieving a similar number at the same time.
The Monod model shows a gieater number of cells than were seen experimentally 
across the two feed period cycles, whilst CelCyMUS shows a good approximation to 
the cell numbers seen experimentally throughout the two feed cycles. The minimum 
cell number calculated by CelCyMUS shows a very close match with the 
experimental data, whilst the maximum gives a slight overestimation. However, this 
overestimation is less than that seen with the Monod model. Both the models show a 
periodic response for the 4 hour feed period, however, CelCyMUS gives a better fit to 
the cell number experimental data than the Monod model.
Figure 5.34 shows the results of the optimised Monod and CelCyMUS models 
compared with the experimental data for glucose concentration over time. Both 
models show a good approximation to the experimental data at the minimum glucose 
concenti'ations, with both showing a zero glucose concentration at the same time as 
the experimental data. However, while CelCyMUS reaches the minimum 
concentiation at the same time as the experimental data for each cycle, the glucose 
concentration in the Monod model reaches zero approximately 30 minutes before the 
experimental glucose concentration. The maximum glucose concentration seen in the 
Monod results is lower than that seen experimentally (approximately 0.1 mg ml'^), 
while CelCyMUS shows a good fit to the experimental data, particularly for the 
second cycle.
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As was seen with the cell number comparison, both models show a periodic response 
over time. However, CelCyMUS is able to give a closer match to the experimental 
data than the Monod model for both cell number and glucose concentration. 
CelCyMUS produces very similar numbers to the experimental data throughout, and 
tlie maximum and minimum values are produced at the same point in time as the 
experimental data. This is not the case with the Monod model.
5.6 Concluding Comments
Simulations have been carried out using three versions of a specific model in 
CelCyMUS, as described at the beginning of this chapter. The purpose of this was to 
investigate whether or not the mathematical functions used in the transition rules and 
in the glucose uptake rate expression were responsible for producing chaotic results 
from the model. In each case the duration of the Gib phase was extended in order to 
prevent cells leaving the cycle at the end of this phase, and therefore fully 
investigating the phase transition rule.
Firstly, the models were optimised against experimental data in order to try and 
determine the optimum parameter values for use in the model. Error contours were 
produced over a range of parameter values to give an indication of how the models 
would fit to the experimental data, rather than calculating a single value. The 
behaviour of each version of the model has also been studied without using 
experimental data. Bifurcation diagrams were produced for each model, showing the 
response of the model as a single parameter value is varied.
In order to study some of the apparently chaotic behavioui* that has been observed, 
cell age distributions have been produced using the optimised version of the modified 
CelCyMUS model. These distributions show a highly synchronised cell culture for 
periodic systems, and a partially synchronised culture for apparently chaotic systems. 
The results obtained using the modified version of CelCyMUS have also been 
compared with the optimised Monod model in order to determine which model gives 
the best fit to Arzumanov’s experimental data.
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This chapter has detailed the simulations that have been carried out, and presented the 
results that were obtained for each version of the model. The next chapter presents a 
detailed discussion of the results that have been obtained, and determines which, if 
any, of these models should be used in further research to develop an accurate model 
of cell growth in periodically fed cultures.
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6. Discussion
The previous chapter presented details of the different versions of the model that 
have been investigated in this research, and the simulations that have been carried 
out. This chapter gives a discussion of the key features of each version of the models, 
and studies the results and trends that have been obtained from each of the models in 
detail. The results and ti ends from each of the three models that have been considered 
will also be compared and contrasted, with the aim of determining which of the 
models is most suitable for use in further research work.
6.1 Key Features of the Models
Three separate versions of CelCyMUS have been considered in this research, each 
containing a different combination of mathematical functions, which were expected 
to affect the results produced. The functions that have been considered in this 
research are the glucose uptake rate expression, the transition rule for cells at the end 
of the mitosis phase of the cell cycle and the transition rule for cells leaving the Gib 
phase to enter the S phase of the cell cycle.
6.1.1 Glucose Uptake Rate Expression
The original CelCyMUS model proposed that glucose is only consumed tlirough the 
gap phases of the cell cycle (G1 and G2 phases), and that when glucose is being 
consumed it will be taken up at a constant rate, as long as glucose is present in the 
system. If there is no glucose in the system when cells reach the gap phases then they 
cannot consume any, and therefore the uptake rate is set to zero. This function has 
two possible solutions only and is dependent on whether or not glucose is present in 
the system. The cells will either consume glucose at a constant rate Rgiuc or they will 
not consume glucose, as it is not available.
There are two features of this function that could lead to problems with its solution, 
using the Euler numerical method. Firstly, the function itself is not continuous, which 
means that there is no gradual move from one value to the other value. There is an
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instantaneous switch between the two values either when the glucose in the system 
has been entirely consumed, or when glucose is reintroduced to the system after a 
period of time without any. The Euler method of solving equations involves 
integrating a fimction at regular intervals (known as the step length) over time. The 
value of the function that is calculated is an approximation based on the value of the 
function at the previous inteiwal and assuming a constant gradient over the step 
length. At the point where the value of the glucose uptake function switches from 
Rgiuc to zero, or vice versa, the gradient of the function is infinite, which can lead to 
problems with solution using the Euler method.
The second issue that could lead to problems with solution using the Euler method is 
not a direct feature of the glucose uptake rate expression, but concerns the truncation 
of the function when the glucose concentration reaches zero. Using the Euler method 
to solve the function gives an approximate solution of the function, and it is feasible 
that at low glucose concentrations, the Euler method may ‘step over’ the zero value 
and calculate negative values of glucose concentrations. Whilst this is possible 
numerically, it does not make sense biologically and therefore any negative values 
that are calculated are truncated to zero by the model. A new gradient is assumed 
after the truncation and the calculation is repeated for the next step length. However, 
as the model has been truncated then it is unlikely that the new giadient that is 
estimated will be zero, and the same problem could repeat itself, with the Euler 
method calculating negative values and requiring further truncation. This could lead 
to oscillation of the function about the zero value, which may be seen in the overall 
results calculated by the model.
In order to overcome these potential problems, an alternative glucose uptake rate 
expression was introduced into the second and third models that were used in this 
study. The rate expression is based on Michaelis-Menten kinetics, and calculates a 
constant glucose uptake rate, Rgiucmax, when excess glucose is present in the system. 
However, when the glucose concentration is reduced, the glucose uptake rate 
becomes first order and is dependent on the amount of glucose available in the 
system. This function reduces or eliminates both of the problem areas that were 
identified in the original expression, although both problems may persist if a very 
large integration step length is chosen. The Michaelis-Menten expression provides a
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continuous function, which is more appropriate for solution using the Euler method. 
The continuous nature of the function also means that truncation should be less of an 
issue than with the previous model, because there is no extreme switching of the 
function from a particular value to zero, and therefore the numerical method should 
provide a better approximation than in the previous model. It is also thought that the 
Michaelis-Menten expression provides a more accurate description of the cell 
behaviour in the system when the glucose concentration becomes limiting.
The original, zero order glucose uptake rate expression was used in simulations 
earned out with the original CelCyMUS model. Both the modified CelCyMUS 
model, and the model containing the alternative Glb/S phase transition rule included 
the alternative Michaelis-Menten expression.
6.1.2 M/Gla Phase Transition Rule
The original CelCyMUS model proposed a simple transition rule to determine 
whether cells at the end of mitosis would enter the G la phase or the D phase. The 
rule states that if glucose is present in the system when cells reach the end of the M 
phase, then they will enter the G la phase and continue in the cell cycle. If there is no 
glucose present then the cells will enter the D phase and eventually die.
This rule has the same features as the original glucose uptake rate expression and 
therefore raises the same issues when the Euler method is used to integrate the 
function. As long as there is glucose present in the system at the end of the M phase 
then the cells will continue in the cell cycle -  the concentration of glucose present 
does not affect this transition. Cells will only enter the D phase if the glucose 
concentration is zero at the end of the M phase. As for the original glucose uptake 
rule, this transition rule is otherwise independent of the glucose concentration and the 
solution of the fimction only changes at a glucose concentration of zero. This 
expression is also a step function, with an instantaneous change between the two 
possible solutions over time, which can lead to the same issues with truncation and 
the presence of an infinite gradient as described in the previous section.
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The solution of the M/Gla transition rule changes when the glucose concentration 
reaches zero, and the same problems with tmncation that have been discussed in the 
previous section may also apply for this expression. Again, it is not physically 
possible for the system to have a negative glucose concentration, and any negative 
values that are calculated by the model are truncated to zero. Due to the nature of the 
Euler method coupled with the truncation, it is possible that the solution will show 
some oscillation and instability around the zero value.
In order to overcome these problems, the simple phase transition has been replaced 
with a sigmoidal transition probability function. This function changes the nature of 
the transition and defines a probability of the cell successfully entering the Gla 
phase, which is based on the glucose concentration in the system as cells reach the 
end of mitosis. The gi eater the concentration of glucose in the system, the gi eater the 
probability of successfully making the transition into the Gla phase. It is also 
thought that this expression gives a more realistic description of cell behaviour in the 
system.
The sigmoidal function is a smooth, continuous, S-shaped function and its inclusion 
in the model eliminates the mathematical problems that arise from using the original 
transition rule. However, the inclusion of this model increases the CPU time required 
to run the model. As there are no discontinuities in this expression, then there are no 
problems with using the Euler method to solve the function. Truncation of the 
function only occurs at very low or very high glucose concentrations, and does not 
usually feature under most circumstances. The sigmoidal function requires that the 
exponent of (aM(Cgiuc-dM)) is evaluated as part of calculating the transition 
probability {Equation 4.12). As the value of glucose concentration (s) approaches 
zero, the exponent also tends towards zero and is truncated to this value. Therefore 
the transition probability also becomes zero. When the glucose concentration is very 
large, the value of exp(aM(Cgiuc-dM)) also becomes very large (tends to oo) and can 
cause problems with the solution of the function. When the glucose concentration is 
very high, it is assumed that the transition probability is 1  and the sigmoidal function 
is not directly evaluated in order to prevent a numerical overflow. Tmncation of the 
sigmoidal function occurs as the function is tending towards the transition 
probabilities of 0  and 1 , and therefore the difference between the truncated function
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and the actual function is likely to be less extreme than that observed with the 
original step function, because the function itself is already tending towards the 
tmncated values.
The sigmoidal fimction is defined by two parameters, defines the gradient of the 
function, while dM defines the glucose concentration in the system that gives a 
transition probability of 50%. These parameter values were not fully optimised in 
this research, and were fixed at um = 10 ml mg'^ and dn = 0.05 mg mf* after some 
initial experimentation. The actual parameter values used in the simulations are not 
important, as long as they are kept consistent throughout study. The reason for 
including the sigmoidal function in the model is to eliminate the discontinuities that 
were present in the original transition rule, as opposed to fully optimising the 
function and to provide a more accurate mathematical description of real cell 
behaviour.
The original mm32I CelCyMUS model incorporates the simple transition rule 
between the mitosis and Gla phases of the cell cycle. The modified CelCyMUS 
model and the model with the alternative Glb/S phase transition rule both replace the 
simple transition rule with the alternative, sigmoidal M/Gla phase transition mle.
6.1.3. Glb/S Phase Transition Rule
The Glb/S phase transition mle that was included in the original CelCyMUS model 
was developed based on experimental data that had been obtained previously using 
the mm321 hybridoma cell line. The probability of a cell successfully making the 
transition from the Gib to the S phase is dependent on the amount of glucose that a 
cell has accumulated. Once a cell has accumulated a specific quantity of glucose, 
Smax, then the probability of transition to the S phase is set to 1. At glucose quantities 
below Smax, the transition probability is described by a quadratic function based on 
Smax {Equation 4.10). The function is tmncated when the cumulative glucose 
concentration reaches Smax, and this discontinuity in the function may lead to 
problems with solving the model. As described in the previous sections, the 
truncation of the function can lead to instability and oscillation about the tmncated 
value, due to the nature of the Euler method.
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Although the Smax based transition probability function has been developed based on 
experimental data, it has not been proven that this is the best function to model the 
Glb/S phase transition rule when an alternative cell line is used, as is the case in this 
research. It is also possible that the truncation of the function may be affecting the 
results of the model, and therefore this research considers an alternative Glb/S phase 
transition rule. The investigation of an alternative rule will determine whether or not 
the truncated function significantly impacts the results of the model, and whether or 
not the alternative expression provides a better description of the behaviour of S. 
pombe cells.
The alternative Glb/S phase transition function that has been investigated in this 
research is a sigmoidal function, the same as that used for the M/Gla transition 
probability function. However, in this case the transition probability is based on the 
cumulative glucose concentration within a cell rather than the glucose concentration 
present in the system overall. The function has the same structure as that described 
for the M/Gla phase transition rule, with two parameters requiring optimisation, aoib 
and doib {Equation 4.11). These parameters describe the shape of the function and 
therefore must be determined by fitting the model to the experimental data. The 
inclusion of the sigmoidal function removes the issues of truncation, as the truncation 
only occurs at extreme values (towards 0  or towards 1 ) when the function is tending 
towards these values anyway. The disadvantage of the sigmoidal function is that it 
contains two parameters that must be determined by fitting, whereas the original Smax 
function contains only one.
The Glb/S phase transition rule has been a key feature of this research. One of the 
aims of this study was to investigate the transition probability function in detail in 
order to fully optimise the parameters governing the rule. In each version of the 
model, there is another transition rule present at the end of the Gib phase, which 
states that if a cell reaches the end of the Gib phase, i.e. is in the phase for the 
maximum possible duration, then it cannot enter the S phase and instead enters the D 
phase where it will eventually die. For the purposes of this research the maximum 
duration of the Gib phase has been extended to 360 minutes for each version of the 
model. By extending the duration of the Gib phase, an increased range of growth
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rates are possible and the majority of the cells in the system will leave the phase 
according to the transition probability function as opposed to reaching the end of the 
phase and dying. This allows a detailed study of the phase transition rule for a long 
period of time without the Glb/D transition rule playing any role in cells leaving the 
Gib phase.
In this research, the original Smax transition rule has been used in the original model 
and the modified version of the model. The sigmoidal function is only introduced 
into the third version of the model, which has been described as the alternative Glb/S 
version of the model.
6.2 Parameter Optimisation
One of the aims of this research was to determine the optimum values for parameters 
that could not or have not been measured experimentally in the Glb/S phase 
transition rule. In each case, the model was nan a number of times over a range of 
parameter values and compared with experimental data in order to determine which 
combination of parameters gave the best match to those data.
The experimental data that were available for use in this research were obtained 
using S. pombe type 972. Cells that had previously been under continuous, steady 
state conditions were then fed with glucose at periodic intervals for a number of 
hours. The total cell number and glucose concentiation in the system were measured 
over the time when periodic feeding took place, and these data have been used in this 
research {Appendix 1). Cell and glucose data are available for a number of different 
glucose feed period durations - 1 ,2 ,4 ,  7 and 8  hours. In each case, the data available 
covers 2  cycles of periodic feeding, i.e. 2  hours for a 1  hour feed period, 16 hours for 
an 8  hour feed period etc. At a feed period of 1 hour cell and glucose data is recorded 
every 15 minutes. This time increases to 30 minutes for 2 and 4 hour feed periods, 
and 60 minutes for 7 and 8  hour feed periods.
The quantity of experimental data available is very limited with regards to the 
number of cycles of data available. In each case, data has been obtained for two 
complete cycles of periodic feeding. It may be impossible from this to determine the
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tme nature of the cells response to periodic feeding. Initial studies carried out using 
the Monod model showed no sub-harmonic or chaotic responses from the model, and 
therefore two cycles of experimental data at periodic steady state were thought to be 
sufficient for this study. However, further research using CelCyMUS has shown the 
possibility of both sub-harmonic and chaotic behaviour under some conditions. 
Therefore two cycles of experimental data is no longer sufficient for detailed 
investigation and modelling. Two cycles of data could show period 1 behaviour, 
other period doubling behaviour or even chaotic behaviour, and it would be 
impossible to determine between the behaviour types once experimental enor has 
been accounted for in each case. Data would need to be obtained over a greater 
number of cycles to obtain a more accurate idea of the cell response over time.
There are a number of different sets of experimental data available for feed periods 
of 4 and 7 hours, and these data do not show a consistent pattern in every case. The 
glucose data, in particular, showed very different trends when the experiments were 
repeated. Further experiments would need to be carried out in more detail and over a 
longer period of time in order to better understand the results and trends that are 
observed.
Although the quantities of experimental data are limited, they provide some data that 
can be used as a good start point to deteiinine approximate parameter values for the 
phase transition rule parameters. Each version of the model uses the same 
experimental data, and therefore a fair comparison can be drawn between each of the 
models without having been fully optimised with detailed experimental data. The 
different results and trends that are observed for each version of the model are 
therefore indicative of the differences in the models rather than any major issues with 
the experimental data.
Each version of the model was optimised against the same experimental data for each 
feed period. A range of Glb/S transition rule parameters were investigated and the 
sum of squares of errors ((|)) was calculated for each combination of parameter 
values. Error contoui* plots were used to identify the behaviour of the model over the 
range of parameter values investigated, and the parameter combination that resulted 
in a minimum sum of squares of errors value over the range was identified.
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6.2.1 Discussion of Parameter Optimisation Results
Each of the versions of CelCyMUS that were investigated calculated different 
optimum parameter values and error contours for each of the feed periods 
investigated. However, there were also a number of similarities between the models, 
with some trends that were consistent for each of the models.
Each of the models investigated showed an increase in the calculated value of (j) as 
the feed period is increased from 1 to 8 hours. Although the values differ according 
to which of the models is used, the trend is apparent across all models. As the feed 
period is increased, the model finds it increasingly difficult to obtain a good fit to the 
experimental data. One reason could be the quality of the experimental data itself, 
although it seems unlikely that the quality of the experimental data would become 
progressively worse as the feed period is increased. A more likely explanation is that 
something is happening to the cells in the system at longer feed periods that 
CelCyMUS is unable to account for as yet. As the feed period is increased, the cells 
are without glucose for long periods of time and may respond differently to when 
glucose is present in the system. It is known that yeast cells are robust and are 
capable of adapting to suit their surroundings when nutrient supplies are scarce. In 
extreme cases of nutrient shortage yeast cells undergo an alternative cell division 
process, which helps to ensure their survival. This alternative process involves cell 
reproduction via meiosis and eventually sporulation, with the cells reverting to the 
mitotic cell cycle once nutrient conditions have been restored. In effect the yeast 
cells leave the mitotic cell cycle and enter an alternative phase or cycle where they 
do not require glucose and they do not die. They can then return to the cell cycle 
once the glucose conditions become favourable for growth. This phenomenon is 
most likely to be observed at longer feed periods because the cells are without 
glucose for extended periods of time, and they may enter this alternative survival 
mode. At present, the CelCyMUS model does not account for cell populations that 
are not either within the cell cycle or in the death phase of the cycle, and this may 
therefore give rise to the bigger differences between the results of the models and the 
experimental data at longer feed periods.
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Another result that is consistent over all three versions of the model is that there is no 
single combination of parameter values that will optimise the model over the range 
of feed periods investigated. Again, this indicates either a problem with the 
experimental data or a change in the system dynamics as the feed period is changed. 
Most likely is that there is something occuning in the real system that has not, as yet, 
been accounted for by the model. This could be the way that the cells respond to 
glucose shortages within the system, as described in the previous paragraph, or it 
could be that the mathematical functions that have been used in the model do not 
give an accuiate representation of the cell behaviour over a wide enough range of 
conditions. However, this research has investigated three different combinations of 
mathematical functions and the trend is still observed, so it seems unlikely that the 
functions used in the model are the cause of this trend.
6.2.1.1 Parameter Covariance
The error contours that have been produced show some covariance between the 
parameters of the model that have been investigated in each case. The original and 
modified models have optimised the parameters Rgiuc and Smax, whilst the alternative 
model has optimised the parameters aoib and doib. The covariance between the 
parameters is far more pronounced in the alternative function than with the original, 
Smax function.
The original and modified versions of CelCyMUS both use the original Glb/S phase 
transition probability function based on Smax. The value of Smax represents the total 
amount of glucose accumulated within a cell before it must leave the Gib phase for 
the S phase. Although this is the only parameter that is dhectly involved in the 
transition probability function, the glucose uptake rate, Rgiuc, is also significant as it 
determines how quickly a cell can accumulate the Smax quantity of glucose. This 
explains the covariance seen between these parameters on the error contours that 
have been produced. As the value of Smax is increased, cells must consume glucose 
more quickly over the same period of time in order to achieve a high transition 
probability. At a lower value of Smax over the same time period, if the glucose uptake 
rate of the cells remains the same then more cells will achieve a higher transition 
probability, and therefore more cells are likely to successfully make the transition
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into the S phase. In order to have the same number of cells making the transition over 
the same time period, then the value of Rgiuc must be reduced as Smax is reduced. If 
the value of Rgiuc remains constant and Smax is increased then fewer cells will make 
the transition over the same period of time. As the experimental data does not change 
over the range of parameter values that have been investigated, the number of cells 
making the transition over a period of time also remains unchanged. Therefore the 
optimum values of Rgiuc and Smax will be dependent on each other. This trend can 
clearly be seen in the eiTor contours that have been produced. In each case it can be 
seen that as the optimum value of Rgiuc increases, the corresponding optimum Smax 
value increases. The residence time in the reactor remains constant across all of the 
experiments, and therefore the average rate of cell cycling also remains constant 
throughout. This will also affect the values of Rgiuc and Smax that are calculated across 
different feed periods.
The shape of the sigmoidal function is defined by both of the parameters acib and 
doib, and this suggests the possibility of the high covariance between the two when 
the function is matched to the experimental data. The parameter acib defines the 
gradient of the function, i.e. the range of glucose concentrations over which the 
probability goes from 0 to 1. If the value of aoib is high, then the function is steep 
and the transition probability rises from 0 to 1 over a small range of glucose values, 
whereas if the value of aoib is low then the function is shallow and the transition 
probability rises from 0 to 1 over a wide range of glucose values. The parameter doib 
defines the intra-cellular glucose quantity that gives a transition probability of 50%. 
When the transition probability function gradient is low, the cells need to accumulate 
higher amounts of glucose to achieve the same transition probability as when the 
gradient is steeper. There is no change in the experimental data as the parameter 
values within the model are varied, and therefore the total number of cells that 
successfiilly enter the S phase from the Gib phase does not change. In order for the 
same number of cells to successfully make the transition for each combination of 
parameter values investigated, then low aoibvalues must have high corresponding 
doib values and high aoib values require low corresponding dcib values. This ensures 
that cells accumulate the concentration of glucose required to give the same 
transition probability and therefore the same cell number over the range of parameter 
values investigated. Only one value of Rgiuc has been investigated using the
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sigmoidal function (1.5 x 10'^  ^ mgml'^) , as this model has focused on the two 
parameters that define the sigmoidal function (acib and dcib). The error contours that 
have been produced using the alternative model show the high level of covariance 
between the parameters at this value of Rghc.
6.2.1.2 Chaotic Response
Each of the models investigated has shown some chaotic behaviour at certain 
combinations of parameter values. The amount of chaos produced is dependent on 
the version of the model that has been used and the duration of the feed period. The 
amount of chaotic behaviour generally increases as the feed period increases.
The original CelCyMUS model shows the most chaos across the range of error 
contours. There is no chaotic response shown at the 1 and 2 hour feed periods, 
however, chaos can be seen at 4 hours for Smax values that are below the optimum 
region. The amount of chaos increases at 7 hours, and by 8 hours there is no clearly 
identifiable optimum region, with the model showing only chaotic behaviour. As the 
duration of the feed period is increased, the system is without glucose for extended 
periods of time, and it is likely that the system glucose concentration will fall to zero 
more frequently than at shorter feed periods. It has been suggested that both the 
M/Gla transition rule and the glucose uptake rate used in the original model could 
cause problems when the glucose concentration falls to zero. As we have longer 
periods of zero glucose concentration, then the integration problems will dominate 
the results shown by the model, showing more and more numerically induced chaos. 
This trend can be seen in the enor contours produced using the original model.
The modified CelCyMUS model also shows chaotic behaviour at 4 hour and 7 hour 
feed periods, with the amount of chaos increasing with the feed period. However, 
overall the model shows far less chaotic behaviour than that seen with the original 
CelCyMUS model. As with the original model, the chaotic behaviour can be seen at 
Smax values that are lower than the optimum for the conesponding Rgiuc values. In 
this area the cells are taking up glucose quickly, with a low value of Smax. Therefore 
the cells will quickly achieve the required glucose concentration to make the 
transition to the S phase and the amount of time spent in the Gib phase will be
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minimised. The response of the model under these conditions appears to be chaotic 
and clearly does not match the experimental data.
The modified version of CelCyMUS has had a number of discontinuities removed by 
replacing the M/Gla transition rule and the glucose uptake rate with continuous 
functions. By removing these discontinuities from the original model, the scope for 
chaotic behaviour in the model has been greatly reduced. This suggests that the 
discontinuities that were present in the original model were affecting the results 
shown, and were responsible for some of the chaotic behaviour within the model.
Some simulations have been carried out using the optimised, modified CelCyMUS 
model in order to investigate the chaotic response of the model further. Cell age 
distributions were produced for 2 and 4 hour feed periods {Figures 5.29 ~ 5.32), 
which showed a chaotic and periodic response respectively. It was observed that the 
cell population was highly synchronised for the 4 hour feed period (periodic 
response), with cells being distributed one part of the cell cycle only. The cell age 
distribution for the 2 hour feed period, which showed an aperiodic response, 
indicated a failed attempt at cell synchronisation. The cells were distributed 
thi'oughout each phase of the cell cycle, with two distinct gaps where no cells were 
present. It is thought that the failure of the cell population to synchronise is a major 
contributor to the chaotic response of the system.
However, chaotic behaviour can still be observed in both models when the value of 
Smax is low with a high value of Rgiuc- The mean growth rate of cells in the system (p) 
is independent of the model used, as it is a function of the reactor parameters. In 
order to achieve the defined mean gi*owth rate, cells are able to accumulate in the 
Gib phase, which is of variable duration, until the required mean growth rate is 
achieved. When this happens, the accumulated cells will then all move into the S 
phase of the cell cycle when glucose arrives, giving high levels of cell 
synchronisation. When low values of Smax are used in conjunction with high values 
of Rgiuc, the cells are unable to synchronise in the Gib phase because they quickly 
achieve the Smax quantity of glucose and are forced to enter the S phase. 
Consequently, cells cannot accumulate for long periods of time in the Gib phase to 
achieve the defined mean growth rate, and they are unable to achieve a stable
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synchronisation because the cells are leaving the Gib phase more easily than would 
be seen with higher Smax or lower Rgiuc values. The failure of the cells to form a 
stable synchronisation may explain the increase in chaotic behaviour observed at 
these parameter values.
The inclusion of the sigmoidal Glb/S phase transition rule in the alternative version 
of the model removed the final discontinuity that was present in the original and 
modified models. The eiTor contours produced show little evidence of chaotic 
behaviour in this model, with the exception being at a feed period of 2 hours. Chaotic 
behaviour can clearly be seen at low values of aoib and doib- At this combination of 
parameter values, the cells require lower amounts of glucose for a higher transition 
probability to the S phase, meaning that the cells spend less time in the Gib phase 
there is more likely to be an excess of glucose in the system. This could lead to a 
similar situation as observed with the original and modified CelCyMUS models. 
Cells require less glucose in order to leave the Gib phase and therefore spend a 
shorter amount of time in that phase. As the glucose requirements for transition are 
reduced even further, then this effect will become more pronounced. Cells will spend 
short amounts of time in the Gib phase and they will be unable to synchronise within 
the cell cycle, which may contribute to the chaotic response of the model at a 2 hour 
feed period with low doib values.
The amount of chaotic behaviour observed in the error contours decreases as the 
discontinuities are removed from the model, however all versions of the model show 
chaotic behaviour at some of the feed periods investigated. In each case, the chaotic 
behaviour occurs at values where the tiansition probability is high and the 
conesponding amount of glucose required is low, with a high glucose uptake rate for 
the original and modified models. The presence of chaotic behaviour in all of the 
models indicates that although the discontinuities that were originally present may 
have contributed to some of the chaos, they are not responsible for all of the chaotic 
results that have been seen. It is possible that the failure to sustain high levels of cell 
synchronisation throughout the cell cycle may contribute to the presence of chaotic 
behaviour, as this behaviour seems to occur when parameter values are chosen that 
will minimise the time spent in the Gib phase of the cell cycle and therefore reduce 
the likelihood of stable cell synchronisation.
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6.2.1.3 Original and Modified Models
There are a number of trends that have been observed throughout the parameter 
optimisation simulations that are unique to one particular version of the model. This 
section compares the results obtained using the two versions of the model that 
contain the original Glb/S phase transition rule. The results obtained using the 
alternative transition rule will be discussed in the next section.
In both cases the optimum Rgiuc and Smax values that have been deteimined using the 
sum of squares of errors method show a general trend as the feed period changes. 
The optimum value of Rgiuc increases as the feed period increases, while the optimum 
value of Smax decreases with increasing feed period, with the exception of the original 
model 8 hour feed period, which has shown only chaotic results. In each case where 
the value of Rgiuc is high, the coiTesponding value of Smax is low and this trend tends 
to occur at the longer feed periods. With this combination of parameter values, 
glucose is consumed quickly and the cells require less accumulated glucose to make 
the transition to the S phase. Therefore, at long feed periods the best match to the 
experimental data is given when the model requires less glucose to make the 
transition to the S phase, and glucose is consumed quickly when it is introduced to 
the system. At short feed periods this trend is reversed, with high values of Smax and 
low values of Rgiuc being calculated. This suggests that cells require lots of glucose 
over a long period of time in order to give the best match to the experimental data. 
Low Rgiuc values with high Smax values mean that cells spend a longer period of time 
in the Gib phase and are required to accumulate more glucose in order to make the 
transition.
It is likely that the dynamics of the real system change as the feed period is increased 
and currently the parameter values used in the model must be changed with the feed 
period in order to get a better fit to the experimental data. Further investigation 
would be required in order to study this trend in detail, as the amount of experimental 
data available is limited and therefore the model cannot be optimised in detail.
The error contours that have been produced using the original CelCyMUS model 
show the areas containing the optimum parameter values that have been calculated.
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In each case the surfaces of these regions are very uneven, with oscillations shown 
over the entire range of parameter values investigated. This trend becomes more 
apparent as the feed period is increased, until eventually chaotic behaviour dominates 
the parameter area that has been investigated. The likely cause of this behaviour in 
the model is the discontinuities that are present in the glucose uptake rate expression 
and the M/Gla phase transition rule. As the feed period is increased, less glucose is 
available to the system over time and it becomes likely that the concentration of 
glucose in the system will fall to zero more frequently, and for longer periods of 
time. This means that the M/Gla phase transition rule and the glucose uptake rate 
expression will begin to dominate the response of the model. As the glucose 
concentration falls to zero, integration over the discontinuities and the truncation of 
the expressions will become more frequent, leading to the trends observed on the 
surface contour plots.
The error contours and surface plots that have been produced using the modified 
version of CelCyMUS are much smoother than those produced using the original 
model. The optimum parameter regions show none of the oscillations that were 
present in the original model. The modified CelCyMUS model has an alternative 
M/Gla phase transition rule and a modified glucose uptake rate expression, which 
eliminate the discontinuities that were present in the original model. The fact that the 
optimum parameter regions are much smoother suggests that these discontinuities 
had a significant effect on the results that were obtained using the original 
CelCyMUS model.
6.2.1.4 Alternative Model
The alternative model considers a different Glb/S phase transition rule to the original 
and modified models, and different parameters have been investigated in the 
optimisation simulations. Although some results can be compared with those seen 
using the original Glb/S phase transition rule, there are a number of trends that are 
unique to the alternative version of the model.
The parameters that have been investigated in this study, Œm and dM show a very 
high level of co-variance. No trends have been obseiwed with these parameter values
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as the duration of the feed period is varied, with the optimum parameter values lying 
along the line of covariance. The error contours that have been plotted show a large 
increase in the value of (|) that is calculated with a small deviation from the optimum 
region in any direction. This demonstrates the extreme level of co-variance between 
the two parameters, and can be seen as steep slopes around the optimum region on 
the surface plots (e.g. Figure 5.19). A high level of co-variance would be expected, 
due to the nature of the transition rule itself. There are a large number of parameter 
value combinations that would give the same transition probability when applied to 
the rule, and therefore it is difficult to determine which of these combinations is the 
most suitable for use in the model.
The results obtained for a feed period of 7 hours do not show the same trends as for 
the other feed periods, with no clear optimum parameter area. It would be expected 
that the trend for the 7 hour feed period would be the same as for the other feed 
periods, and therefore it is assumed that this is not an accurate result and fuither 
experimental investigation is required.
Although the alternative version of the CelCyMUS model shows far less chaotic 
behaviour than the other versions, some chaos can be observed at a feed period of 2 
hours. All of the contours show oscillations in the optimum parameter area, which 
suggests that the model is sensitive to small changes in the parameter values used.
6.2.2 Parameter Optimisation Concluding Comments
Each of the three versions of CelCyMUS has been optimised against the 
experimental data available, in order to determine optimum parameter values for 
each model. Although each of the models displays some unique behaviour, a number 
of trends are consistent throughout each model.
There is no single set of parameter values that give a good fit to the experimental 
data over the entire range of feed periods investigated. As the feed period is 
increased, then fitting the model to the experimental data becomes more difficult and 
the minimum (j) value calculated increases. This indicates that there are some changes 
that occur in the real system as the feed period is increased, which are not yet
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accounted for in the model. It is known that yeast cells can adapt their behaviour 
according to the availability of required nutrients, which is not considered in the 
model at this time.
Removing the discontinuities from the model has shown a reduction in the amount of 
chaotic behaviour observed. However, each of the models shows some chaotic 
response, which generally increases as the feed period is increased. In each case, the 
chaotic behaviour can be seen in areas where a cells are unable to synchronise, and it 
is suggested that this could be a major contributor to the chaotic behaviour.
The modified version of the model appears to show the best fit to the experimental 
data over the range of feed periods investigated. The model shows stability over all 
of the feed periods investigated, and does not appear to be highly sensitive to 
changes in the parameter values used. In each case, a well defined region containing 
the optimum parameter values can be identified and the amount of chaotic behaviour 
is less than that seen in the original model. However, in order to investigate the 
suitability of this model for use in future research then more experiments should be 
carried out to obtain data at more frequent intervals and for more than two feed 
cycles. This will allow a more detailed investigation of the modified version of the 
CelCyMUS model.
6.3 Bifurcation Diagrams
Simulations were also carried out to investigate the behaviour of each of the models 
over a range of parameter values without considering the experimental data. This 
allows a detailed study of the dynamics of the model itself, and demonstrates the type 
of behaviour that the model is capable of showing as the parameter values are 
changed. This research has focused primarily on the Glb/S phase transition rule, and 
the parameters of this mle have been investigated in this study. Bifurcation diagrams 
have been produced showing the response of the model as the value of the parameter 
Smax or doib is varied (according to which version of the model has been used). The 
diagrams that have been produced in this study consider a range of Smax values 
between 1 x 10'^  ^and 4 x 10‘” kg ceH"\ and a range of dcib values from -1 to 1 mg 
m l'\ In each case the value of Rgiuc/RgWcmax is kept constant at 1.5 x 10'*^  kg h'% and
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the alternative model also uses a fixed value of aoib = 5 throughout the simulations. 
This allows the study of the effects of varying a single parameter across a range of 
values.
6.3.1 Discussion of Bifurcation Diagrams
Each version of the model has been investigated over the same range of feed periods 
as previously investigated for parameter optimisation. The models have each shown 
a number of different types of behaviour over the range of parameter values 
investigated. Whilst each of the models show some individual features when 
compared to the others, there are a number of trends that are apparent across all three 
versions of the model.
6.3.1.1 Total Cell Number
The general trend that can be seen across all of the bifurcation diagrams is that the 
total number of cells decreases as the value of the bifurcation parameter increases. 
This trend would be expected, regardless of the version of the model that is used. In 
the case of the original and modified models, the parameter Smax defines the 
cumulative quantity of glucose required within a cell for the probability of transition 
into the S phase to be 1. As this value is increased, cells must accumulate more 
glucose in order to achieve a certain transition into the S phase. The amount of 
glucose present in the system and the glucose uptake rate do not change as Smax is 
increased, and therefore fewer cells will achieve the Smax glucose concentration over 
the same period of time. Increasing the value of Smax effectively decreases the 
transition probability for the same intracellular glucose concentrations, and it would 
therefore be expected that the total number of cells in the system would decrease as 
the value of Smax increases.
In the case of the alternative version of the model, the same principles apply. The 
parameter doib defines the intracellular glucose concentration that gives a transition 
probability to the S phase of 50%. Again, the glucose uptake rate and the overall 
amount of glucose available do not change as doib is varied, and so the effect of 
increasing the value of dcib is to reduce the transition probability for the same
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cumulative glucose concentration within a cell. As a result, the total number of cells 
in the system decreases as the value of dcib is increased. In every case, if the 
bifurcation parameter value is increased fui*ther then the cells in the system will be 
unable to accumulate the amount of glucose required for a high transition probability, 
and eventually the cells will die out. This can be seen in Figure 5.26.
6.3.1.2 Chaotic Response
The results show chaotic behaviour for some ranges of parameter values for every 
version of the model studied in this research. Aside from the value of the bifurcation 
parameter, the amount of chaotic behaviour shown in the bifurcation diagrams also 
appears to be dependent on which version of the model is used and the feed period 
chosen.
The chaotic behaviour always occurs at low values of the bifurcation parameter, 
regardless of the version of the model used. At low values of the bifurcation 
parameter the amount of glucose required for cells to have a high transition 
probability to the S phase is low, and cells can quickly accumulate this quantity. As 
detailed in Section 6.2.1.2, the mean growth rate of cells in the system is defined by 
the reactor parameters, and cells will attempt to remain in the Gib phase of the cell 
cycle until this gi'owth rate is achieved. This will give rise to highly synchronised cell 
populations. At low values of the bifurcation parameter, cells are unable to remain in 
the Gib phase as they quickly achieve the quantities of glucose required for 
transition. Therefore the cells are unable to synchronise and it is thought that this 
leads to the chaotic response shown by the model at these low parameter values.
The original version of the model shows chaotic behaviour over a greater range of 
parameter values than the modified model, and it is thought that this is due to the 
nature of the glucose uptake rate expression and the M/Gla phase transition rule. In 
the original model these are discontinuous functions with only two possible 
responses, dependent on whether or not there is glucose in the system. The 
discontinuities in these functions can give rise to extreme changes in the response of 
the model over subsequent time steps and could give rise to the chaotic response 
shown by the model. The modified version of the model removes two of the
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discontinuities by replacing the original functions with continuous functions. This in 
turn removes the potential for the model to show large changes across subsequent 
time steps, and therefore removes one potential soui'ce of chaotic behaviour. The 
modified version of the model shows far less chaotic behavioui* than the original 
version of the model, which suggests that the discontinuities present in the original 
model contribute to the chaotic behaviour. However, using the modified model does 
not eliminate the chaotic behaviour, which suggests that there are other factors 
contributing to the chaos (e.g. failure of cell synchronisation).
The alternative version of the model appears to show greater instability than either 
the original or the modified versions, showing either chaotic behaviour or high levels 
of period doubling behaviour at low values of doib- The alternative version of the 
model contains the same functions as the modified model; with the exception of the 
Glb/S phase transition function. Therefore, it seems likely that the alternative Glb/S 
phase transition rule is a major contributor to the response shown by this model. The 
bifurcation diagrams produced using the alternative model also show some 
sensitivity to the integration step length chosen. A step length of 0.5 minutes has 
been shown to be suitable for use in both the original and modified versions of the 
model; being short enough to give a stable result without using excessive CPU time. 
However, reducing the step length further when using the alternative version of the 
model gives a different response at low dcib values to that obtained when using an 
integration step length of 0.5 minutes. The results obtained at higher dcib values are 
unaffected by reducing the step length {Figures 5.27 -  5.28). It is possible that the 
inclusion of the alternative Glb/S phase transition rule has affected the stability of 
the integration of the model, which can be observed at low values of doib- Using a 
shorter integration step length may improve the stability of the results, but it will 
increase the amount of time required to run the simulations. The increase in CPU 
requirements is large with reductions in integration step length. There are two 
reasons for this: firstly, more steps are required for each simulation and secondly, 
each step requires more CPU time because if the increase in the number of age 
elements used to represent each phase. Halving the integration step length increases 
the CPU time required by a factor of four.
Although each version of the model shows some chaotic behaviour over the range of 
parameter values investigated, the amount of chaos seen in the modified version of
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the model is far less than in either the original or the alternative model. It is thought 
that the discontinuities in the glucose uptake rate expression and the M/Gla phase 
transition rule significantly contribute to the chaos in the original rule, whilst the 
alternative Glb/S phase transition mle is a major factor in the alternative model. It is 
suspected that failuie of cell synchi'onisation in the system may contribute to the 
chaotic response shown by all of the models, as it is seen at parameter values that 
indicate these conditions in the system.
6.3.1.3 Period Doubling
Some of the bifurcation diagrams that have been produced in this study show period 
doubling behaviour under certain conditions. The bifurcation diagrams produced 
using the original model show period 2 behaviour at higher values of Smax for the 7 
and 8 hour feed period, while the modified version of the model shows some period 
2 behaviour at the 7 hour feed period. No period doubling behaviour is observed at 
the shorter feed periods using these models. The alternative version of the model 
shows period doubling behaviour across all of the feed periods studied, although this 
behaviour is more prominent at longer feed periods.
Period doubling behaviour can indicate a change in the stability of the 
synchronisation of the system, with more period doublings occurring as the system 
becomes less stable. Eventually the response of the system can become chaotic, and 
period doubling is a recognised route into chaos. In this study period doubling 
behaviour can be observed across all three models at longer feed periods, although 
the original and modified models do not show a clear period doubling route into 
chaos.
The original version of the model shows period doubling behaviour at 7 and 8 hour 
feed periods as the value of Smax increases, with period 1 behaviour bifiircating to 
give period 2 behaviour. This may be an indication that the system is becoming less 
stable and it may be the case that if the value of Smax were to be increased further 
then period 4 behaviour would be observed, with the system eventually becoming 
chaotic. However, it may also be the case that the cells would die out before chaotic 
behaviour could be obseiwed. As the value of Smax is increased, the transition
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probability is reduced for the same intracellular concentration of glucose. This would 
lead to fewer cells achieving the concentrations required to successfully enter the S 
phase, and hence the cell number begins to fall. When the high Smax values are 
combined with long feed periods, then the cells require a large amount of glucose 
when there is a reduced amount of glucose available compared to shorter feed 
periods. These conditions could lead to a change in the response from the model, 
showing a loss of stability and period doubling behaviour.
The bifurcation diagiam for the original model at a 7 hour feed period is shown in 
Figure 5.9. The model initially shows some chaotic behaviour, which settles to 
period 1 behaviour as the value of Smax increases. When Smax is 2x10^^ kg celf^ the 
model shows period 2 behaviour, which immediately reverts to period 1 as Smax 
increases further. No other period 2 behaviour can be obseiwed until a bifurcation 
occurs at Smax = 2.5 X 10'^ * kg celF  ^ and then the model shows period 2 behaviour for 
the remainder of the Smax range investigated. The apparently rogue result showing 
period 2 behaviour in the period 1 range may indicate the existence of multiple 
steady states for the model results. If the trends shown in the period 2 behaviour were 
fitted back across the period 1 behaviour, then the points shown at Smax = 2 x 10'^ * 
kg ceir^ would appear to lie on this trend. The existence of multiple steady states in 
models of biological systems has been demonstrated in previous research {Zhang et. 
al 2000, Zhang and Henson 2001) and it is possible that this model also shows 
multiple steady states. The model could show an alternative steady state for the same 
value of Smax simply by changing the initial number of cells in the system at the 
beginning of the simulation.
The modified version of the model shows a stable period 1 response for the majority 
of Smax values at each feed period. Period doubling behaviour is only observed over a 
small range of Smax values at the 7 hour feed period. However, this behaviour in the 
modified model does not lead into further period doubling, with the period 2 
behaviour reverting to period 1 as the value of Smax is increased. The bifurcation 
diagi ams produced using the modified version of the model indicate a higher level of 
stability throughout, compared to the original model with less chaos and almost no 
period doubling behaviour.
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The alternative model shows the greatest amount of period doubling behaviour over 
the range of doib values and the feed periods investigated in this study. The 7 hour 
bifurcation diagram {Figures 5.27 -  5.28) shows a clear period doubling route into 
chaos as the value of dcib is decreased. This model appears to show the reverse trend 
to the original model with period doubling occurring as the bifurcation parameter 
decreases. It is possible that the alternative model would show bifurcations as the 
value of do lb is increased, but the cells in the system would die out before this could 
happen. Although the original and modified models do not show bifurcations 
between chaotic and periodic behaviour at low Smax values, they may exist. However, 
it is also possible that the inclusion of the alternative Glb/S phase transition rule 
introduces the period doubling route to chaos into the model, and that this does not 
exist in the models that use the original Smax transition rule.
The alternative model shows a high tendency to chaotic behaviour at the 1 hour feed 
period (which was not covered on the contour plots), whilst the most stable responses 
can be seen at the 4 hour and 8 hour feed periods. These bifurcation diagrams show 
no chaotic behaviour across the range of dcib values, with a period 2 response at low 
parameter values as opposed to the chaos seen at other feed periods. It is not known 
for certain why the 4 and 8 hour feed periods do not show a chaotic response, 
although it is possible that this might be related to the duration of the feed period 
compared to the cell cycle time. At low values of dcib, the cells spend a very short 
amount of time in the Gib phase as discussed previously. As the cells spend a very 
short amount of time in the Gib phase, the total cell cycle duration will approach the 
minimum cell cycle duration, which is approximately 2 hours for S. pombe. At a feed 
period of 4 hours, glucose is switched on to the system for 2 hours and then off for 2 
hours. At the 8 hour feed period, the glucose is on for 4 hours and off for 4 hours at a 
time. It is possible that, due to the fact that the cycle time and feed period functions 
are either approximately the same or a multiple of each other, then the model shows 
a harmonic response as opposed to the chaos observed at other feed periods.
Period doubling behaviour can give an indication of the stability of the model over 
the range of parameter values investigated. The period doubling behaviour shown on 
the bifurcation diagrams indicates that the most stable version of CelCyMUS is the
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modified model. The alternative version of the model appears to show the greatest 
tendency to chaotic behaviour of the three investigated.
6.3.1.4 Other Trends
A number of other trends have been observed in the results that are specific to the 
version of the model that has been used, and are not seen in all of the bifurcation 
diagrams.
At very low values of Sm&%, the original version of the model shows cell death or 
washout for all of the feed periods except 1 hour. Neither the modified model nor the 
alternative model show zero cells at very low values of the bifurcation parameter. 
The range of Smax values over which the zero cell number results are obtained 
increases as the feed period increases, which suggests that the amount of glucose 
available to the system may contribute to the cell numbers reaching zero. At low Smax 
values, however, the cells require only a small amount of glucose in order to 
successfully leave the Gib phase and progiess through the cell cycle, which would 
lead to the conclusion that the glucose availability would not have a huge impact on 
the response of the system at these low Smax values. With excess glucose available 
initially the cells will rapidly multiply, giving high cell numbers after a few cycles. 
As the number of cells increases over each cycle, the overall demand for glucose will 
increase while the amount of glucose entering the system does not change.
The original version of the model contains rules that state that glucose will be taken 
up at a constant rate until the supply is exhausted, and that cells will die if there is no 
glucose available when they reach the end of the M phase. It is possible that a very 
large cell population could exhaust the glucose supply in the system and reach the 
end of the M phase without any glucose, and therefore die. This only needs to happen 
in one cycle for the cells to become trapped at zero in subsequent cycles, as seen on 
the original rule bifurcation diagrams. As the feed period is increased, the overall 
amount of glucose added to the system is reduced, and the glucose feed is switched 
off for longer periods of time. Therefore there is a gieater chance of the cells 
reaching the end of the M phase when the glucose concentration is zero because the 
system glucose concentration is at zero for longer periods of time. Therefore, at
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longer feed periods, the trapping may continue over greater ranges of Smax values. 
The 1 hour feed period shows no trapping at zero, which suggests that the glucose 
supply does not become exhausted in the system. This phenomenon does not occur in 
either the modified or alternative versions of the model because the glucose uptake 
rate and the M/Gla transition mle have been modified, and it is less likely that the 
glucose concentration will fall to zero for long periods of time.
The alternative version of the model shows very different results to either the original 
or the modified models, and these have been discussed in detail in previous sections 
of this chapter. The bifurcation diagrams produced using the alternative model have 
considered negative values of the bifurcation parameter, whereas the original and 
modified models do not. The alternative rule considers a different Glb/S phase 
transition rule to the other two models, and in the alternative model it is feasible to 
consider negative values of the bifurcation parameter. The bifurcation parameter 
considered in the alternative model is doib, which is defined as the cumulative 
glucose concentration in a cell to give a transition probability of 50%, i.e. it defines 
the position of the function along the glucose concentration axis. The only part of the 
function that will be used by the model is for glucose concentrations of zero and 
above, but a negative dcib value simply means that there will be a high transition 
probability as soon as glucose is present in the system. As the dcib value is reduced 
further then the transition probability will become 1, regardless of the glucose 
concentration in the system. This can cause problems with glucose concentrations of 
zero, however, as the function will give a high transition probability even when no 
glucose is present in the system. This in turn may contribute to the complicated 
behaviour of the alternative model, which tends to occur at low and negative doib 
values.
The original and modified versions of the model both use the Smax based transition 
rule for the Glb/S phase transition. Smax is defined as the cumulative amount of 
glucose required for a cell to have a transition probability of 1, i.e. when a cell 
achieves this glucose concentration it will leave the Gib phase for the S phase. 
Above the value of Smax the function remains constant at a value of 1, and again the 
model will only consider the part of the function where glucose concentrations are 
zero or greater. Therefore, choosing a zero or negative value of Smax will have no
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affect on the results, as the function will not change for glucose concentrations of 
zero and above.
6.3.2 Bifurcation Diagram Concluding Comments
Bifurcation diagiams have been produced using each of the three versions of the 
models, in order to investigate the model dynamics in more detail. The alternative 
version of the model showed complicated behaviour over a wide range of dcib values 
and for many of the feed periods. It is thought that the inclusion of the alternative 
Glb/S phase transition mle has led to the increase in chaotic behaviour shown by this 
model. The original and modified version of the models showed periodic behaviour 
over a range of Smax values and different feed periods. Although both models showed 
some apparently chaotic behaviour at low values of Smax, the amount of chaos was 
greatly reduced in the modified version of the model, which had removed the 
discontinuities from the glucose uptake rate expression and the M/Gla phase 
transition mle.
The bifurcation diagiams produced in this research suggest that the modified version 
of the model would be the most suitable for use in further research, because it shows 
more stability over a wider range of parameter values and feed periods than either the 
original or the alternative models. However, in order to optimise this model fully, 
experimental data would be required at frequent intervals over a number of feed 
cycles.
6.4 Comparison of CelCyMUS and Monod Models
The results from the optimised, modified version of the CelCyMUS model at a feed 
period of 4 hours have been compared with results firom the optimised Monod model 
at the same feed period, to determine which model gives the best fit to Arzumanov’s 
experimental data. Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show that CelCyMUS gives a closer 
approximation to the experimental results for both the cell number and glucose 
concentration data.
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The Monod model is a simple model, containing three parameters and based on a 
number of simplifying assumptions that do not always apply in real situations. One 
of these assumptions is that the cells are in a continuous culture under steady state 
conditions. Clearly this is not the case with a periodically fed system as the 
conditions change at regular inteiwals, when the glucose feed is switched on and off.
The Monod model also assumes that all cells in the system are identical, i.e. every 
cell behaves in the same way at the same time. The cells in the system are considered 
as one overall mass, rather than individually. The Monod growth expression was 
developed in 1942 {Monod 1942) and it has since been proven by a number of 
researchers that cell cultures behave in a more complex manner than was assumed in 
the development of the Monod model. Every cell in a culture is unique and can show 
behaviour that is independent of the other cells in the system. CelCyMUS is an age 
distribution model based in the cell cycle, and considers each cell in the system 
individually. Therefore, in this study, CelCyMUS is able to give a closer 
approximation to real system than the Monod model.
Tlie Monod model shows a significant overestimation of the total cell number seen 
experimentally. This is due to the model being unable to account for cell death in a 
system. The CelCyMUS model contains two checkpoints (at the Glb/S transition and 
at the M/Gla transition) where cells will leave the cycle and die if nutrient conditions 
are not favourable. Again, this is closer to a real situation as it is unrealistic to 
assume that no cells will ever die, particularly under periodic feeding conditions 
where there could potentially be a shortage of nutrients. The Monod model 
expression was developed assuming steady state conditions, which would be more 
favourable for continued cell growth. The Monod model also shows lower average 
glucose concentrations than that seen experimentally. This corresponds with the 
overestimation in cell number as more cells in the system will consume more 
glucose.
The periodic responses from the Monod model are out of phase with those seen in 
CelCyMUS and the experimental data. In reality there is a delay between the glucose 
being fed to the system and the cells responding to the glucose. The Monod model is
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unable to account for this and assumes that cells respond as soon as glucose is added 
to the system.
The Monod model is valid only over a specific range of operating conditions, and is 
based around a number of simplifying assumptions that are not valid in this research. 
It is therefore unable to give a good fit to the experimental data. The CelCyMUS 
model has shown a closer approximation to both the cell number and glucose 
concentrations seen experimentally, and shows good synchronisation with the 
experimental data over both cycles. Although CelCyMUS is a much more detailed 
model than Monod, it provides a better representation of a real system. It considers 
each cell individually, can be applied to periodically fed systems and is able to 
account for cell death.
6.5 Further Discussion
This research has focused on finding a matliematical model that can be used to give 
an accurate representation of cell growth in periodically fed, continuous cultures. 
Three different versions of CelCyMUS were investigated in this research, in order to 
determine which, if any, would be suitable for use in fiirther research. Each model 
was optimised against the available experimental data and also investigated on its 
own over a range of parameter values. Although the models showed similar trends 
throughout the study, each one also showed unique features.
The modified version of CelCyMUS has been shown to be the most suitable model 
of the three. Well defined areas of optimum parameter values have been determined 
across the range of feed periods where the model has been optimised against the 
experimental data, and the model also shows good stability over a wide range of 
parameter values without the experimental data. It is difficult to fully optimise the 
parameters in a chaotic system, as any good fit to the experimental data is obtained 
purely by chance, and the modified model showed the lowest amount of chaotic 
behaviour over the range of parameter values investigated. The original version of 
the model shows chaotic behaviour at some parameter values, which is thought to be 
partly due to the discontinuities that are present in the model. The alternative version 
of the model is the least suitable of the three, with chaotic behaviour across a wide
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range of parameter values. The alternative transition rule has also proven to be 
difficult to optimise due to the high level of covariance between the two parameters 
in the Glb/S phase transition rule.
Based on the results obtained in this study, it is concluded that the modified version 
of CelCyMUS would be the most suitable for use in further research work. Removal 
of the discontinuities that were present in the original model have helped to reduce 
the amount of chaotic behaviour across a range of parameter values. The alternative 
model was included as an option for removing the remaining discontinuity in the 
Glb/S phase transition rule to investigate whether or not this would reduce the 
chaotic response further. However, the inclusion of the alternative Glb/S phase 
transition rule led to an increase in chaotic behaviour and greater difficulties with 
parameter optimisation.
Other potential areas of weakness in the CelCyMUS model have not been addressed 
in this research. These include:
• There is no measure of the cell size in the model
• The model does not cuiTently include other possible checkpoints in the cell 
cycle (e.g. G2/M)
• The exact details of cell separation following mitosis are ignored
These points will become more important when experimental data for cell age 
distribution becomes available. There are a number of techniques cunently being 
researched that will allow this data to be obtained, including gene array expressions 
and genetic modification of cells.
This chapter has given a detailed discussion of the simulation results, and reviewed 
the assumptions that have been made in developing each of the models. The final 
chapter of this dissertation presents the conclusions of this study, and gives 
recommendations for further research work.
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1. Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Closing Discussion
The overall objective of this research was to produce a mathematical model to 
investigate the dynamics of a continuous cell culture, which is periodically fed with 
glucose. It was proposed that simple mathematical models, such as Monod, are 
unable to adequately describe the complex system dynamics that occur within a 
periodically fed cell culture. A more complex mathematical model, based on cell age 
distribution was proposed to provide a better representation of cell growth dynamics 
in periodically fed systems. Another objective of this research was to develop the 
existing, generic cell cycle model (CelCyMUS) to incorporate a different specific 
cell line and to include periodic feeding conditions. Three versions of CelCyMUS 
have been investigated in this research, which consider alternative transition rules 
and glucose uptake rate expressions. This allows a comparison between some of the 
mathematical functions used in the model, with the aim of determining which version 
of CelCyMUS is most suitable for use in further research work. The results from 
CelCyMUS have also been compared with the results from the Monod model in 
order to conclude which of the models gives the best fit to Arzumanov’s 
experimental data.
This research also aims to investigate periodic feeding strategies of continuous cell 
cultures, in order to determine whether or not periodic feeding significantly affects 
the response of the cell culture when compared to other feeding strategies. This 
research also aims to understand more about the CelCyMUS model dynamics by 
studying the response of the model to known disturbances in the nutrient feed.
Previous research in cell growth dynamics has tended to focus on batch and repeated 
batch cultures, or chemostat operation. Little work has been carried out to study the 
effects of periodically feeding a continuous system, or to learn more about the 
dynamics of a system in this way. Batch operation of biological systems has 
previously been the most common method of operation, and the cultivation of cell 
cultures has not been well understood in the past. Continuous operation of systems
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gives the potential for more detailed studies into the dynamics of the system, whilst 
periodic feeding allows the system to be manipulated in order to achieve specifically 
required results. Continuous systems can potentially lead to higher product yields, 
which is particularly important with the increased demand on industry in recent 
years. A detailed study into periodically fed systems in order will further the 
knowledge of dynamics in a continuous system. This could lead to the manipulation 
of biological cultures, in order to achieve a maximum efficiency by employing novel 
feed strategies.
This research work focuses on developing a mathematical model of a periodically 
fed system in order to obtain a better understanding of complex system dynamics. It 
has been carried out alongside experimental work investigating the periodic feeding 
of continuous cultures of the fission yeast, S. pombe.
A simple mathematical model of periodically fed systems has been developed, based 
on Monod growth kinetics in order to assess whether or not experimental data can be 
reproduced. This model does not consider individual cells within a culture and is 
based on the growth parameters pmax and Kg for the whole cell population. When this 
model was compared with the experimental data available, it was unable to account 
for certain trends observed in the real system. The experimental data showed a delay 
between glucose being fed to the system and the cell number beginning to increase. 
The Monod based model cannot account for this lag observed experimentally as it 
considers the entire cell population to be identical. Monod is also unable to account 
for cell death within a system, which is inevitable in reality. Modifications were 
made to the Monod mathematical model in order to account for cell death 
(endogenous Monod) and the delay observed (lag Monod), but in each case the 
model was unable to give a good fit to the experimental data. The Monod kinetic 
expression was developed based on chemostat culture {Monod 1942), and has been 
shown only to be applicable under continuous, steady state conditions. A periodically 
fed system will not operate under these conditions at all times, and therefore it is 
concluded that Monod kinetics is not suitable for use in modelling periodic feeding 
of continuous cultures.
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A generic, cell cycle model lias been developed and used successfully in previous 
research {Faraday 1994, Araujo 1998). CelCyMUS provides a population balance 
based on cell age distribution throughout the cell cycle, and accounts for the 
uniqueness of every cell within a system. The model has previously been used to 
simulate growth of the mm321 hybridoma cell line in batch, repeated batch and 
continuous mode. It has also been used to develop an MBO control strategy for 
bioreactors {Araujo 1998).
CelCyMUS provides the generic cell cycle model. For this research, the S. pombe 
cell line was incorporated into the model, in order to achieve results that could be 
compared with experimental data. Independent experimental data from synchronised 
cultures of S. pombe has been used to determine the cell cycle phase duiations. The 
model was also modified to include periodic feeding under continuous operation.
Three different versions of CelCyMUS have been investigated in this research, 
which are discussed in detail in the previous chapters. Each model shows different 
characteristics and results in simulations, and this has allowed the study of how the 
mathematical functions used can affect the results of simulations.
The first version of the model that has been studied considers the same mathematical 
functions as used in the original version of CelCyMUS {Faraday 1994). That is, the 
Smax based Glb/S phase transition mle, a zero order M/Gla phase transition mle and 
a zero order glucose uptake rate expression. This model showed a good fit to 
experimental data for some ranges of parameter values, although not over all of the 
feed periods investigated. Chaotic behaviom was shown at feed periods of 4 hours 
and longer, and it is concluded that some of this behaviour is a result of the 
discontinuities in the model, which are present due to the inclusion of the two zero 
order fimctions.
The second version of the model used in this research considers alternative 
mathematical functions for both the glucose uptake rate and the M/Gla phase 
transition mle. In each case the zero order function has been replaced with a smooth, 
continuous function, which removes two of the discontinuities that were present in 
the original model. This has led to stable behaviour over a greater range of parameter
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values, and less chaotic behaviour in the model. This model also shows a good fit to 
experimental data over a range of feed periods, with clearly defined areas of 
optimum parameter values in each case.
Detailed investigations of the glucose uptake rate kinetics and the M/Gla phase 
transition rule have not been carried out in this research, due to time constraints and a 
lack of detailed experimental data. However, it can be concluded that these 
expressions significantly affect the response of the model over a range of parameter 
values. It is therefore recommended that fiirther research is carried out into these 
expressions in order to fully optimise the new parameters that have been introduced 
to the model.
The removal of the discontinuities that were present in the original model has 
reduced the amount of chaotic behaviour shown by the model. However, the 
modified version of CelCyMUS still shows some chaotic behaviour and therefore 
discontinuities are not the only contiibutor to chaos. Age distributions from the 
modified version of the model show a highly synchronised cell population for 
periodic systems and partially synchionised cell populations for apparently chaotic 
systems. It is suggested that the failure of the cell population to synchronise leads to 
a chaotic response fiom the model.
The final version of the model that was considered in this research included an 
alternative Glb/S phase transition rule. The modified version of CelCyMUS showed 
less chaotic behaviour when discontinuous functions were removed and, based on 
these results, it was decided to try an alternative Glb/S transition rule function in 
order to remove the final discontinuity that was present in the original model. 
However, the results obtained using this model showed a high tendency to chaotic 
behaviour over the range of parameter values investigated, with poor optimisation 
results when compared with the other versions of the model.
Optimisation simulations have been carried out over a range of feed periods for each 
of the models. The results show that all three models are better able to match the 
experimental data at short feed periods in all cases. However, none of the models 
investigated have identified a single set of parameter values that will give optimum
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results across the range of feed periods investigated. It is thought that in a real 
system, the behaviour of the cells changes as the amount of glucose available in the 
system decreases. The model is not yet able to account for ways in which cells may 
adapt according to nutrient availability, and therefore cannot achieve a close match to 
experimental data under these conditions.
The results from the optimised Monod model and the modified version of the 
CelCyMUS model were compared with the experimental data for a feed period of 4 
hours. The CelCyMUS model showed a better fit to the experimental data across the 
two feed cycles for both cell number and glucose concentration. CelCyMUS also 
showed good synchronisation to the experimental data, with maximum and minimum 
values occuiTing at the same time as the experimental values. It has been concluded 
that the Monod model is unable to give a good fit to the experimental data because it 
is based on a number of simplifying assumptions that are not valid for periodically 
fed systems. CelCyMUS is a more detailed model, which considers each cell in the 
population individually. In this research it has been shown to give a better 
representation of a real system than the simple Monod model.
Simulations earned out using CelCyMUS have shown that the model is capable of 
producing a wide range of dynamic responses to periodic feeding. The response 
shown by the model is dependent on the feed period, cell cycle transition rules, initial 
conditions of the system and the glucose uptake kinetics of the cells. Periodic 
responses can be seen under certain conditions, as can chaotic responses, cell death 
and washout. The cell cycle model has been shown to be adaptable and capable of 
producing complex responses to periodic feeding. However, the lack of experimental 
data currently available means that the response of the real system to periodic 
feeding has not yet been fully investigated and characterised. When detailed 
experiments are carried out and comprehensive data has been obtained, the 
parameters in CelCyMUS can be fully optimised to give an accurate description of 
cell behaviour in periodic systems.
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7.2 Conclusions
The objectives of this research were to produce a mathematical model of a
periodically fed system, and to investigate periodic feeding strategies of continuous
cell cultures. These objectives have been met in that:
• A simple mathematical model of a periodically fed system has been developed 
based on Monod kinetics.
• An existing cell cycle model based on cell age distribution has been modified to 
incorporate periodic feeding.
• A number of different versions of the cell cycle model have been developed and 
investigated.
• A number of different feed periods have been investigated using each 
mathematical model.
• Parameter optimisation has been attempted using the experimental data 
available.
• The dynamics of the model have been investigated at different feed periods 
using different parameter values.
There are a number of conclusions that can be drawn from this research work. The
four key points are:
• The CelCyMUS model is capable of producing chaotic behaviour. Simple 
mathematical models, including Monod, are not able to generate a chaotic 
response due to assumptions made in their development. However, other research 
work using detailed mathematical models (e.g. Ahulesz and Lyberatos 1989, Cain 
and Chau 1998) makes no mention of any observation of chaotic behaviour.
• The chaotic behaviour shown by CelCyMUS is not solely due to discontinuities 
that are present within the model. This research has removed all discontinuities in 
the mathematical functions and the model is still able to produce a chaotic 
response under some conditions.
• When CelCyMUS produces periodic behaviour under periodic feeding 
conditions, it can be seen that the cell population is highly synchronised. This has 
not been observed in previous research using this model. When a chaotic
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response is produced, the cell population shows partial or no synchronisation. It 
is suggested that the failure of the cell population to synchronise is the cause of 
the chaotic behaviour.
• When attempting to optimise the model parameter values to Arzumanov’s 
experimental data (Appendix 1), there is no single set of values that will optimise 
the model over the range of feed periods investigated (1-8 hours). This suggests 
that the system dynamics are changing as the feed period is changed.
Other conclusions that can be made from this work are listed below.
• Two cycles of experimental data is not sufficient to study the response of a real 
system under periodically fed conditions. Further experimental data should be 
obtained over more feed periods in order to study the behaviour in more detail.
• The Monod kinetic model is only valid under continuous, steady state conditions 
and cannot adequately simulate a system under periodic feeding conditions.
• CelCyMUS is a population balance model, and can show a wide variety of 
responses to periodic feeding, depending on the values of the model parameters.
• Some of the chaotic behaviour observed in the original model simulations is 
caused by the discontinuities that are present in the original glucose uptake rate 
expression and the original M/Gla transition rule.
• Replacing the original Glb/S phase transition rule with the sigmoidal fonction 
makes the model unstable with respect to the integration step length, and is 
therefore not suitable for use in further research work.
• The sum of squares of errors value calculated increases as the feed period 
increases, indicating that the model cannot match the experimental data so well 
at longer feed periods. This indicates that there could be some phenomenon 
occurring in the experimental system when there is a shortage of glucose that has 
not yet been accounted for in the model. This could be cells entering a quiescent 
phase or undergoing some morphological change.
The research detailed in this dissertation focuses on the development of a
mathematical model of a periodically fed system. An existing cell cycle model has
been modified to include an alternative cell line and periodic feeding. CelCyMUS
has been shown to be capable of a wide range of dynamic responses to periodic
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feeding, depending on parameter values chosen for simulations. Further experimental 
data is required in order to fully optimise the model, but CelCyMUS potentially 
provides an accurate model of system behaviour. The model has been used in this 
research to learn more about cell dynamics, and to investigate alternative feeding 
strategies of continuous systems. A fully optimised version of CelCyMUS could be 
used in order to develop a better understanding of cell growth dynamics, which could 
then be used to maximise the efficiency and productivity of bioreactors.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Research
Several further areas of research have been identified as a result of the work 
presented in this dissertation. Further research will complement the existing work 
that has been carried out, and allow further development of the model.
• Further experimental work should be canied out over more feed period cycles in 
order to obtain more data, and a true picture of the system response to periodic 
feeding.
• More experimental data needs to be obtained for glucose concentrations during 
periodic feeding, as this is not well understood and needs to be developed 
further.
• Detailed experiments should be carried out at longer feed periods, in order to 
gain a better understanding of how cells can adapt when they are deprived of 
nutrients.
• Look at further periodic feeding strategies, such as 80% on 20% off or altering 
feed periods during a single run. This will enable a more detailed understanding 
of the system dynamics.
• Periodic feeding experiments using a larger mean residence time will allow a 
more detailed study of the cell cycle checkpoints.
• CelCyMUS may require further modification, to account for the changing 
behaviour of the cells at longer feed periods. This may include the introduction 
of another phase that runs in parallel with the cell cycle, whereby cells can leave 
or join the cell cycle according to nutrient availability.
• The modified glucose uptake rate kinetic expression in CelCyMUS needs to be 
fully optimised.
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• The M/Gla phase transition mle should be investigated in more detail, and fully 
optimised.
• Further studies into the apparently chaotic response of the cells, such as fractal 
analysis, should be earned out in order to determine the tme nature of the model 
response at certain parameter values.
• Further modifications to CelCyMUS may be required as more detailed 
experimental data becomes available. These modifications may include:
o Details of the cell size 
o Inclusion of other cell cycle checlq)oints
o More detailed descriptions of the molecular basis of the checkpoints 
(e.g. specific genes)
• Investigate alternative optimisation methods in order to compare with the sum of 
squares of errors method. Alternative methods could include simulated 
amiealing, the Chi squared goodness of fit method, regression and time series 
analysis.
This research has looked at the development of a mathematical model of a 
periodically fed, continuous bioreactor. An existing, population balance model 
(CelCyMUS), which has been used successfully in previous research has been 
modified to incorporate periodic feeding of the S. pombe cell line. Cell dynamics in 
continuous systems have not been investigated in detail previously, and are not well 
understood. This research looks at the response of the model to known disturbances 
in order to learn more about the dynamics. The model, although not fully optimised, 
has shown a wide variety of responses to different perturbations, including periodic 
behaviour, chaotic behaviour and cell death. The wide range of dynamic responses 
indicates that the model is potentially a good representation of the real system, and 
once fully optimised, it could be useful in achieving a better understanding and good 
control of bioreactors under continuous operation.
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Figure 5 .9 - Bifurcation Diagram in Smaxfor 7 hour feed period, using original
CelCyMUS model
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modified CelCyMUS model
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Figure 5.17 — Bifurcation Diagram in Smax for 4 hour feed period, using modified
CelCyMUS model
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Figure 5.24 -  Sum o f Squares o f Errors surface plot for 7 hour feed period, using
alternative Glb/S Phase Transition Rule
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Figure 5.32 -  Cell age distribution for optimised modified CelCyMUS model with
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Appendix 1 -  Arzumanov’s 
Experimental Data
Cycle Time 1 hr
Time (h) Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 18.925 63.965
0.25 24.500 204.688
0.5 22.000 372.160
0.75 27.525 210.503
1 26.250 70.943
1.25 29.500 246.556
1.5 26.925 334.944
1.75 30.585 222.133
2 22.000 113.974
Average Cell Number (mln/ml)
25.36
If steady state cell number = 29.09
87.17%
Cycle Time 1h
$ 200 
8 150 
5  100
=  300
E 250
15
10 ®
--------------
Time, h
■ Glucose 
♦ Cells
Cycle Time 2 h
Time (h) Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 25.350 43.031
0.5 22.500 637.324
1 27.750 814.100
1.5 33.000 224.459
2 28.755 65.128
2.5 29.000 367.508
3 27.000 881.554
3.5 24.500 294.239
4 28.000 83.736
Average Cell Number (mln/ml)
27.32
If steady state cell number = 29.09
93.91%
Cycle Time 2h
10 o
Tim e, h
Glucose 
Cells
A1
Fermenter I, increased biomass 
Steady-state
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 34.170
0.333333 34.735
0.666 34.430
0.999 34.390
Average Steady State 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
34.43
Fermenter I, Steady-state
40
35
I  30 
£
J2 25
Ô
20
15
îlls (mln/ml)
I # # # ™ # # ™
0.2 0.4 0.6 
Time, h
0.8
Perturbations, Cycle time 4h
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 29.020 5.402
0.5 29.253 94.535
1 28.352 166.112
1.5 30.135 170.163
2 32.103 124.922
2.5 33.312 34.100
3 34.262 10.466
3.5 33.728 5.402
4 30.325 10.466
4.5 29.798 70.226
5 28.047 155.308
5.5 29.918 174.215
6 31.873 147.205
6.5 33.552 43.216
7 33.865 18.232
7.5 33.305 5.402
8 31.665 9.791
1.2
Average Perturbations 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
31.32
Perc from steady state 
90.98%
Fermenter 1.4h
-  30 150 =■
J2 15
♦ Cells 
-•— Glucose
Time, h
A2
Fermenter II, normal biomass
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 29.313
0.333333 29.712
0.666 29.743
1 29.442
Average Steady State 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
29.55
Fermenter II, Steady-state
22 25
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Time, h
♦ Cells (mln/ml)
Perturbations, Cycle time 4h
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 32.160 6.077
0.5 30.762 145.854
1 28.485 270.101
1.5 32.505 259.297
2 33.840 223.171
2.5 34.243 56.721
3 35.538 8.778
3.5 32.990 8.103
4 32.603 5.064
4.5 30.222 125.597
5 28.815 213.379
5.5 31.648 228.235
6 34.452 280.229
6.5 34.480 58.409
7 34.042 9.454
7.5 32.828 7.765
8 31.485 3.039
Average Perturbations 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
32.42
Perc from steady state 
109.69%
Fermenter II, 4h
30 -
% 150 20 E
15 «mm
Tim e, h
Glucose 
♦ Cells (mln/ml)
A3
Fermenter I, increased biomass
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 52.033
0.3 52.190
0.6 53.400
Average Steady State 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
52.54
Fermenter I, Steady-state
..................I T"...........
_____ _____ _  —
Time, h
♦ Cells (mln/ml)
Perturbations, Cycle time 7h
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) G lucose (mg/ml)
0.3 31.048 28.500
1 28.390 185.247
2 31.648 182.656
3 36.225 77.726
4 37.425 2.591
5 35.642 0.000
6 33.385 1.295
7 30.438 1.295
8 28.907 145.087
9 33.945 126.953
10 35.727 54.408
11 37.383 3.886
12 37.368 0.886
13.3 32.763 2.362
14.3 31.518 30.414
Average Perturbations 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
33.45
perc from steady state 
63.67%
Fermenter I, 7h
T rT "  ^ : ... 150 =* A
100 ®
Tim e, h
♦ Cells (mln/ml) 
Glucose
A4
Fermenter II, normal biomass
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 32.707
0.3 32.242
0.6 32.607
Average Steady State 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
32.52
Fermenter II, Steady-state
35 Æ : ....I l : ........
♦ Cells (mln/ml)' % ' . ' ' '
î  :-0 . .  J . .
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Time, h
Perturbations, Cycle time 7h
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0.3 25.375 39.568
1 22.990 297.424
2 28.348 407.232
3 29.965 326.915
4 32.180 71.754
5 32.800 1.181
6 30.300 0.000
7 26.190 0.591
8 23.893 304.953
9 28.097 407.232
10 30.730 294.286
11 31.992 61.125
12 33.547 0.000
13.3 29.440 0.000
14.3 25.917 51.970
Average Perturbations 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
28.78
perc from steady state 
88.52%
Fermenter II, 7h
350 _
200 g
- 150 3
100 O
:
Time, h
♦  Cells (mln/ml) 
- •— G lucose
A5
Fermenter I, increased biomass
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 29.26833
0.33 29.07167
0.66 28.25333
1 29.78
Average Steady State 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
29.09
Fermenter I, Steady State
40
35
30
25
20
15
0 0.40.2 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
Time, h
* Cells (mln/ml)
Perturbations, Cycle time 8h
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 26.115 8.571
1 23.672 317.136
2 24.388 476.776
3 29.312 371.778
4 30.627 351.421
5 33.417 18.214
6 31.098 2.143
7 28.250 2.241
8 25.443 0.000
9 22.570 241.926
10 24.430 462.633
11 28.268 464.939
12 31.427 225.589
13 34.522 0.000
14 32.107 0.000
15 29.170 0.000
16 26.853 0.000
Average Perturbations 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
28.33
Perc from steady state
97.39%
Fermenter I, 8h
400 ?
300 ® om m 200 Ë
Time, h
♦ Cells (mln/ml) 
-■-—Glucose
A6
Fermenter II, normal biomass 
Steady-state
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 28.867
0.33 27.213
0.66 29.442
1 28.347
Fermenter II, Steady State
40
35
I 30 1
,2 25â
20
15
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Time, h
Perturbations, Cycle time 8h
Time, h Cells (mln/ml) Glucose (mg/ml)
0 23.385 4.286
1 23.002 280.708
2 23.797 408.206
3 28.228 372.849
4 28.895 277.494
6 31.000 13.928
7 29.083 3.214
8 25.430 0.000
9 23.158 0.000
10 25.612 273.321
11 29.785 420.576
12 32.298 305.443
13 32.807 0.000
14 32.053 0.000
15 29.963 0.000
16 26.000 3.870
Average Steady State 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
28.47
♦ Cells (mln/ml)
1.2
Average Perturbations 
Cell No. (mln/ml)
27.78  
Perc from steady state
97.59%
Fermenter II, 8h
a 400 350 _  
300 I*
10
Cells, mln/ml
15 20
♦ Cells (mln/ml) 
Glucose
A7
Appendix 2 -  Example Printouts 
from Program
REAL (KIND=r_kind) FUNCTION glut__CUrve (iphase) !A11 GS except as indicated 
.'Nutrient uptake rate: per cell per unit time 
USE work_arrays ! provides the array rglut and Ks_glut !Ks_glut the same for Gla and Gibimplicit none
REAL (KIND=r_kind)
REAL (KIND=r_kind), parameter 
INTEGER (KIND=i kind), INTENT (IN)
temp, tempi ;
tol=1.0e~10 iiphase j
! Gemma's routine to allow all phases to consume nutrient
! Assume Gla(iphase=5) and Gib(iphase=l) can be Monod-like, the rest are zero order
select case (iphase)CASE(1,5)
if (Ks_Glut .le. zero) then ! use Ks_glut negative to make kineticstempi = rglut(iphase) ! zero order
elsetemp = Ks__Glut + glut_l
if (temp .gt. toi) then ! avoid possible division by zero
tempi = rglut (iphase) *glut__l/temp Equation 4.4elsetempi = rglut(iphase)
end if 
endif
case default ! all other phases must be zero order templ=rglut(iphase)END select
glut_curve= tempi
return
END function glut_curve
! Last change: NFK 3 Aug 2006
MODULE Trans i t  ionRule
3:48 pm
! The glb/s transition rule for everything is run out of here, as is mode 12 ! The optimisation modes are run from Sonia_optimisation now call s_opt 
! use Sonia_file_control ! to set titles for graphs
USE work_arrays ! SA
implicit none ISA
CHARACTER (LEN=1>, private 
character (LEN=1)
CHARACTER (LEN=120), PRIVATE
PROMPT=Y
accept_default_TR_parameters=Y ch
IGSIGSIGS
j**********************************************************************************
contains
j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
recursive subroutine GetTransitionRule(just_mode) I All GS! recursively calls itself if user does not cooperate ! except asindicatedLOGICAL, OPTIONAL 
LOGICAL
CHARACTER (len=l)
: just_mode 
: my just mode 
: key
if(present(just_mode)) then; my_just_mode = just_mode; else; my_just_mode = F; endif 
call header('Transition Rule Parameters')
PROMPT = Y
CALL get_mvar('accept_default_TR_param',accept_default_TR_parameters, &'accept default parameters', batch=batch)
IF(IsLike(accept_defau1t_TR parameters,Y)) PROMPT=N
IF(IsLike(prompt. Y) ) •call mywrite(' ')call myWRITE(' Gibcall mywrite{' ')call myWRITE(' 0 1call myWRITE(' 1 (
call myWRITE(' 2 ]
call myWRITE(' 3 :
call myWRITE(' 4 (
call myWRITE(' 5 :
(Monod mimic) ' )call mywrite(' 6 Jcall mywrite(' ')
  Fixed time inversely proportional to and linear with substrate
endif
call get_mvar('GlbTRMode', GlbTRMode, 'Gib transition mode ', PROMPT, batch=batch)
IF(verbose(1).OR. batch) call myWRITE('Gib transition mode = ', GlbTRMode)
if(my_just_mode) return
select case (GlbTRMode) case (0)
! no parameter required case (1)
call get_mvar('sMax', SMax,
PROMPT, batch=batch)case (2)
if(verbose(1)) then
call mywrite('TR_alpha program default = call mywrite('TR_delay program default = ', TR_delay) endif
call g e t m v a r ('TR_alpha', TR_alpha,
'Desynch, parameter, Smax
PROMPT, batch=batch) call get_mvar('TR_delay', TR_delay,
PROMPT, batch=batch)case (3) INFK
call get_mvar('TR_Tav', TR_Tav,
PROMPT, batch=batch)
TR_alpha)
'Desynch, parameter, alpha 
'Desynch, parameter, delay
'Average time in Gib, TR_Tav
call get_mvar('TR_Tmax', TR_Tmax, 'maximum time in Gib, TR_Tmax
PROMPT, batch=batch)
GlbTRMode_b = one/(TR_Tmax*TR_Tmax-TR_Tav*TR_Tav)
GlbTRMode_a = (one - GlbTRMode_b*TR_Tmax*TR_Tmax/2.0_r_kind)/TR_Tmax case (4) !NFK
call get_mvar('TR_Tav', TR_Tav, 'Average time in Gib, TR_Tav
PROMPT, batch=batch) 
call get_ravar('TR_Tmax', TR_Tmax, 'maximum time in Gib, TR_Tmax
PROMPT, batch=batch)
GlbTRMode b = 3.0 r kind/(0.5 r kind*TR Tmax*TR Tmax-TR Tav*TR Tav)/ (TR Tav- TR_Tmax)/ &
TR__Tav/TR_Tav/TR_Tmax/TR_Tmax 
GlbTRMode_a = (0.5_r_kind/TR_Tav/TR_Tav - GlbTRMode_b*TR_Tav/3.0_r_kind)*2.0_r_kind 
case (5) !NFKcall myWRITE('tglb = a/(S+b) + cS')
call get_mvar('TR5_a', TR5_a, 'Rule 5 constant a
' r  & PROMPT, batch=batch) 
call get_mvar('TR5_b', TR5_b, 'Rule 5 constant b
& PROMPT, batch=batch) 
call get_mvar('TR5_c', TR5_c, 'Rule 5 constant c
& PROMPT, batch=batch)case (6) !NFK
call myWRITE('mean tglb = a/(S+b) + cS')
call get_mvar('TR6_a', TR6_a, 'Rule 6 constant a& PROMPT, batch=batch) 
call get_mvar{'TR6_b', TR6_b, 'Rule 6 constant b
& PROMPT, batch=batch) 
call get_mvar('TR6_c', TR6_c, 'Rule 6 constant c% & PROMPT, batch=batch) 
call get_mvar ( ' TR6__s ', TR6_s, ' Rule 6 constant s for spread
' /  & PROMPT, batch=batch)
case default
call mywrite('Illegal value of transition mode selected') call MESSAGES_abend('TransitionRule') end select
if(verbose (1)) call mywrite('Parameter aquisition complete except if mode 12')
if (mode == 12) then
select case (GlbTRMode) case (1)
Model2_name = 'Smax'
Model2_mode = 1 IF(PROMPT == 'Y') then 
call mywrite(' ')
call myWRITE('Parameter for transition rule is Smax') call mywrite(' ') 
endif case (2)
IF(PROMPT == 'Y') then
call myWRITE('Select the parameter for the bifurcation diagram') call mywrite(' ') call myWRITE('Enter For') 
call myWRITE(' 2 alpha')
call myWRITE(' 3 delay')
call mywrite(' ') endif
call get_mvar{'Model2_raode', Model2__mode, 'Mode 12 parameter code&
PROMPT, batch=batch) 
select case (Model2_mode)
case (2); Model2_name = 'alpha' 
case (3); Model2_name = 'delay'
case default; call MESSAGES_abend('transition rule', 'illegal mode 12mode')
mode')
end select CASE (3,4) !NFK
IF(PROMPT == 'Y') then
call myWRITE('Select the parameter for the bifurcation diagram') call mywrite(' ') 
call myWRITE('Enter For')call myWRITE(' 4 TR_av')
call myWRITEC 5 TR_max')call mywrite(' ') 
endif
call get_mvar('Model2_mode', Model2_mode, 'Mode 12 parameter code
PROMPT, batch=batch) select case (Model2_mode)
case (4); Model2_name = 'TR_av' 
case (5); Model2_name = 'T R m a x '
case default; call MESSAGES_abend('transition rule', 'illegal mode 12
end select
case (5) ! the Monod mimic? !NFK
IF(PROMPT == 'Y') then
call myWRITE('Select the parameter for the bifurcation diagram') call mywrite(' ') 
call myWRITE('Enter For') call myWRITE(' 6 TR5_a')
call myWRITEC 7 TR5_b')
call myWRITEC 8 TR5_c')call mywrite(' ' ) endif
call get_mvarCModel2_mode', Model2_mode, 'Mode 12 parameter code
PROMPT, batch=batch) select case (Model2_mode)
case (6); Model2_name = 'TR5_a' 
case (7); Model2_name = 'TR5_b' 
case (8); Model2_name = 'TR5_c'
case default; call MESSAGES_abend('transition rule', 'illegal mode 12
end select 
case (6) INFK
IF(PROMPT == 'Y') then
call myWRITECSelect the parameter for the bifurcation diagram')call mywrite(' ')
call myWRITE('Enter For')
call myWRITEC 9 TR6_a')
call myWRITEC 10 TR6_b')call myWRITEC 11 TR6_c' )
call myWRITEC 12 TR6_s ' )
call mywrite(' ')endif
call get_mvar('Model2_mode', Model2_mode, 'Mode 12 parameter code
&
PROMPT, batch=batch) 
select case (Model2_mode)
case (9); Model2_name = 'TR6_a'
case (10); Model2_name = 'TR6_b'case (11); Model2_name = 'TR6_c'
case (12); Model2_name = 'TR6_s'
case default; call MESSAGES_abend('transition rule', 'illegal mode 12mode')
end select
case default if (verbose(1)) then 
call mywrite(' ') 
call myWRITE('Mode 12 Summary') 
call mywrite(' ')
call myWRITE('Mode 12 mode = ', Model2_mode)call myWRITE(' min = ', Model2_min)
call myWRITE(' max = ', Model2_max)
call myWRITE(' num = ', Model2_num)call mywrite ( ' ' )
IF(.not.batch) call press_any_key() 
end if
mode')
end select
call get_mvar('Model2_min', Model2_min, 'Minimum value of '//trim(Model2_name),&PROMPT, batch=batch)
call get_mvar('Model2_max', Model2_max, 'Maximum value of '//trim{Model2_name),&PROMPT, batch=batch)
call get__mvar ('Model2_num', Model2_num, 'Number of values of '//trim(Model2__name) ,&
PROMPT, batch=batch) 
call mywrite(' ')
Model2_delta = (Model2_max - Model2_min)/ (Model2_num-l) 
call update_graph_27(model2_name) ! Not nice but will do for now 
end if
! Now reflect what was read in if we did not prompt, or we were in batch mode
if(IsLike(prompt,N).OR. batch) then 
if(verbose(1)) then call mywrite(' ') 
if(allocated(phase_name)) then
call mywrite{'Transition rule parameters from '//trim(phase_name(1))//' to '//& trim(phase_name(2)) )else
call mywrite('Transition rule parameters from Gib to S, or equivalent') endif
call mywrite ( ' ' )
call mywrite{'Transition mode selected = ', GlbTRMode) select case (GlbTRMode)
case (0)! no parameter required case (1)
call mywrite('sMax = ',case (2)
call mywrite('TR_alpha = ', 
call mywrite('TR_delay = ', case (3, 4)
call mywrite('TR_Tav = ',
call mywrite('TR_Tmax = ', 
call mywrite{'GlbTRMode_b = ', call mywrite('GlbTRMode_a = ', case (5)
call myWRITE('tglb = a/(S+b) + 
call mywrite('TR5_a = ', TR5_a) call mywrite('TR5_b = ', TR5_b)
, TR5 c)
SMax)
TR_alpha)
TR_delay)
TR_Tav)
TR_Traax)
GlbTRMode_b)GlbTRMode_a)
cS' )
call mywrite('TR5_c 
case (6)
call myWRITE('mean tglb = a/(S+b) + cS') 
call mywrite('TR6_a', TR6_a) call mywrite('TR6_b', TR6 b) 
call mywrite('TR6_c', TR6_c) 
call mywrite('TR6_s', TR6_s)END select
ISA
!NFK
!NFK
!NFK
!NFK
INFK
INFKINFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
if(mode =- 12) thencall mywrite(' ')call myWRITE('Mode 12 Summary' )call mywrite(' ')call myWRITE('Mode 12 mode = , Model2_mode)call mywrite(' name = //trim(model2_name)call myWRITE(' min = , Model2_min)call myWRITE(' max = , Model2_max)call myWRITE(' num = , Model2_num)call mywrite{' ')
endif
endifendif
if(.not.batch) then
call mywrite('Press b to go back') 
call press_any_key(key)
if(IsLike(key,'B')) call GetTransitionRule(my_just_mode) endif
return
end subroutine GetTransitionRuleI**********************************************************************************
subroutine InitTransitionRule()
Model2_val = 
select case Model2_min (Mode12 mode)
!A11 GS
! Except as indicated 
! Bifurcation diagram x axiscase (1) ; Smax = Model2_mincase (2) ; TR_alpha = Model2_mincase (3) ; TR_delay = Model2_min
case (4) ; TR_Tav - Model2_min INFKcase (5) ; TR Tmax = Model2_min INFKcase (6) ; TR5 a = Model2_min INFKcase (7) ; TR5 b = Model2_min INFKcase (8) ; TR5 c = Model2_min INFKcase (9) ; TR6_a = Model2_min INFKcase (10) TR6_b = Mode12 min INFKcase (11) TR6 c = Model2_min INFKcase (12) TR6_s - Model2_min INFK
case default
call mywrite('Illegal Model2_mode in InitTransitionRule, Model2_mode = Model2_mode) 
call MESSAGES_abend('Init Transition Rule')
end select 
return
end subroutine InitTransitionRuleI**********************************************************************************
subroutine IncTransitionRule()
INext point on bifurcation diagram axis 
Model2_val = Model2_val + Model2_delta select case (Mode12 mode)
!All GS
! Except as indicated
case (1) ; Smax = Smax Mode12 _deltacase (2 ) ; TR_alpha - TR_alpha + Mode12 _deltacase (3) ; TR_delay = TR_delay + Mode12 _deltacase (4); TR Tav = TR_Tav + Mode12 _delta INFKcase (5); TR Tmax = TR_Tmax + Mode12 _delta INFKcase (6); TR5 a = TR5_a + Mode12 delta INFKcase (7) ; TR5 b = TR5_b + Mode12 _delta INFKcase (8) ; TR5 c = TR5 c + Mode12 _delta INFKcase (9) ; TR6 a = TR6 a + Mode12 _delta INFKcase (10) TR6_b = TR6_b + Model2_delta INFKcase (11) TR6_c = TR6 c + Mode12 _delta INFKcase (12) TR6_s = TR6_s + Model2_delta INFK
case default
call mywrite( 'Illegal Model2_mode on exit in IncTransitionRule') call MESSAGES_abend('TransitionRule') 
end select return
end subroutine IncTransitionRuleI**********************************************************************************
subroutine CalcTransitionRule(K, DTrglut2)
INTENT(IN) 
INTENT(IN)
INTEGER (KIND=i_kind), 
real (Kind=r_kind) ,REAL (KIND=r_kind)
REAL (KIND=r_kind), parameter REAL (KIND=r kind)
K
DTRGLUT2
temp
temp_max = 100.0_r_kind tglb_temp
ISA
ISA
IGS
IGS
INFK
select case (GlbTRMode) 
case (0)
TR(K) = one I they all leave 
case (1) I the original function IP {Cum N(K).LT.SMAX) THEN
IGS Test mode IGS
!C
IC
ISA The original ISA 
ISAFraction of cells in element K which leave Gib ISA 
via the random transition. ISA
TR(K) = DTRGLUT2/(SMAX - CumJL(K-l)) IF (TR(K) .gt. one) then 
TR(K) = one
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
(Dave Faraday)
Equation 4.10
call mywrite('TR truncated') ISA 
ISA ISA 
! SA 
ISA
GS
GSGS
GSGS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GSGS
GSGS
GS
GS
GS
GS
IF(verbose(5))ENDIF 
ELSE
TR(K)=one ENDIF
case (2) I the new sigmoidal function 
I* <A NAME="TransRule 2 exp check">temp = TR_alpha*(Cum_L(k-1)-TR_delay)
I precaution against overflow IF (temp .GT. teir^_max) then 
TR(K) = one 
else
TR(K) = one - one / (one + EXP(temp))
endifIF(verbose(3)) then
WRITE(ch,*) 'TR(',k,') = ', TR(K)call mywrite(ch) endif
IF(TR(K) .LT. zero) then
call myWRITE('TR negative') 
call MESSAGES_abend('TransitionRule')
ELSEIF(TR(K).gt.one) then
call myWRITE('TR greater than one') call MESSAGES_abend('TransitionRule')
endif 
case (3) Ilinear
TR(K) = GlbTRMode_a+GlbTRmode_b*K*DThr IF(verbose(1)) then
WRITE(ch,*) 'TR(',k,’) = ’, TR(K)
call mywrite(ch) 
endif
IF(TR(K) .LT. zero) then
IF(verbose(3)) call myWRITE('TR negative in mode 3')TR(K) = zero 
ELSEIF(TR(K).gt.one) then
IF(verbose(3)) call myWRITE('TR greater than one in mode 3') TR(K) = one endif 
case (4) I Quadratic
TR(K) = (GlbTRMode_a+GlbTRmode_b*K*DThr)*K*DThr IF(verbose(3)) then
WRITE(ch,*) ’TR(',k,') = ', TR(K)
call mywrite(ch) 
endif
IF(TR(K) .LT. zero) then
IF(verbose(3)) call myWRITE('TR negative in mode 4')
TR(K) = zero 
ELSEIF(TR(K).gt.one) then
IF(verbose(3)) call myWRITE('TR greater than one in mode 4') I stop
TR(K) = one endif
case (5) I fixed time tglb = a/(s+b)+cs
tglb_temp = TR5_a/(glut_n+TR5_b)+TR5_c*glut_n 
if(K*DTMIN .It. tglb_temp) then 
TR(K) = zero else
TR(K) = one endif
case (6) ! fixed mean time tglb = a/(s+b)+cs
tglb_temp = TR6_a/(glut_n+TR6_b)+TR6_c*glut_n 
temp = TR6_s*(real(k*dtmin)-tglb_temp)I precaution against overflow 
IF(temp .GT. temp_max) then TR(K) = one 
else
TR(K) = one - one / (one + EXP(temp)) endif 
case default
call myWRITE('Illegal mode for transition from CalcTransitionRule' call MESSAGES_abend('TransitionRule') end select return
Equation 4.11
nf k
nf k
nf k
nfk
nf k
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfk
nfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfk
nfk
nfknfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfk
nfknfk
nfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
GSGS
GS
GS
end subroutine CalcTransitionRule 
END module TransitionRule
!GS
IGSIGS
module phases
I use work_arrays 
USE TransitionRule
Unless otherwise stated
0 = Gl dash
1 = Gib2 = S
3 = G2
4 = M5 = Gla6 = D
implicit none
PUBLIC Gla, Gib, S, G2, Mitosis, Gldash, Death 
PRIVATE M Gla transition IGSIGS
I***************************************************************************************
containsI ***************************************************************************************
subroutine M_Gla_transition(SF)
REAL (KIND=r_kind), INTENT(OUT) 
REAL (KIND=r_kind), parameter REAL (KIND=r kind)
ISA
: SF
: large=500.0 Idexp(large) is too big I : temp
ISA
ISAISAISA
ISA
ISAselect case (SF_mode) case (0)
I In a nutrient-free medium, cells which finish mitosis do not progress
I to Gla, but to D. Otherwise, cells flow through Gla, consuming nutrient.
IF(glut_n.le.sf_threshold) then 
SF = zero else
SF - one 
endif 
case (1)
temp = SF_alpha*(glut_n-SF_delay) 
if (temp.gt.large) then SF = one 
else
SF=one - one/(one + DEXP(temp) ) end if 
case default
call MESSAGES_abend('phases Gla', 'Illegal mode for SF_mode') 
end select
IF(verbose(5)) call mywrite('Survival fraction into GIA = ', SF)
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
IGSIGS
IGS
IGS
IGS Equation 4.12
IGS sigmoidal IGS
IGS
IGS
returnend subroutine M_Gla_transitionI***************************************************************************************
subroutine Gla()
integer (kind=i_kind) Real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (kind=r_kind) REAL (KIND=r_kind) 
REAL (KIND=r kind)
I All SA & NFK
K
KFmlKF
SF
SF_temp
j Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IC Gla PHASE
[ Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
call M_Gla_transition(SF) 
SF_temp = SF*Stay_fraction I Use Gemma's sigmoidal as required
SA
SA
SASASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
ISA
ISAISA
if{mode<20 .or. mode>29) ThenG1A_N(1) = SF_temp*Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4)) 
SUM N(5) = GIA N(l)
ISA
ISAISA
IC Mitosis has occured at the end of the M phase; so, the number of cells in
IC the first element of the Gla phase is double the number of cells in theIC last element of the M phase, at time T-1.
DO K=2,ELEM(5)G1A_N(K> = G1A_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(5) = SUM_N(5) + G1A_N(K)END DO
Equation 4.9
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
else IMode is 20 - 29 inclusive = radiotherapy if(Radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') call killfrac(KF, 5, phase_name(5)) 
call mywrite('GIA kill fraction = ',KF )
KFml = one - KF
G1A_N(1) = SF_temp*Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4))*KFmlG1A_DN(1) = (Dprolif*M_DL(ELEM(4) ) + Nprolif *M__L (ELEM (4) ) *KF ) *SF_temp 
SUM_N(5) = G1A_N(1)SUM_DN(5) = G1A_DN(1)DO K=2,ELBM(5)
G1A_N(K) = G1A_L(K-1)*KFml *Stay_fraction
G1A_DN(K) = (G1A_DL(K-1) + KF*G1A_L(K-1) )*Stay_fractionSUM_N(5) = SUM__N(5) + G1A_N(K)
SUM_DN(5) = SUM_DN(5) + G1A_DN(K)END DO
else I No radiation, but doomed cells to process 
G1A_N(1) = SF_temp*Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4))
G1A_DN(1) = SF_temp*Dprolif*M_DL(ELEM(4))
SUM_N(5) = G1A_N(1)
SUM_DN(5) = G1A_DN(1)
DO K=2,ELEM(5)
G1A_N(K) = G1A_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
G1A_DN(K) = G1A_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(5) = SUM_N(5) + G1A_N(K)
SUM_DN(5) = SUM_DN(5) + G1A_DN(K)END DO endif
call truncate(G1A_DN, elem(5)) endif
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFKcall truncate(G1A_N, elem(5)) 
return
end subroutine Gla
subrout ine gib()
integer (kind=i_kind) 
real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (kind=r_kind)REAL (KIND=r_kind)
real (KIND=r kind), parameter
K
DTRGLUT, DTRGLUT2, KFml KFtemp, tempi, temp2 
tol=l.Oe-6
IQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *******************************************
IC Gib PHASE10 ****************************************************************
IC Cells in the last element of Gl' proceed to this phase; cells from the
IC last element of Gla, also. In Gib, cells might not flow through the whole
IC phase. Cells can immediately proceed to S via a random transition, its
IC probability depending on the cells nutrient content.IC
temp = Ks_Glut + glut_l 
IF(temp .gt. toi) then
DTRGLUT = DTmin*RGLUT(l)*glut_l/temp else
DTRGLUT = DTmin*RGLUT(1) 
endif
I prevent divide by zero
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
if(Mode<20 .or. mode>29)then
! No radiation, proceed normally
Gl '
TRl = zero
G1B_N(1) = (G1A_L(ELEM(5))+GlD_L(ELEM(0)))*Stay_fraction ! cells join from Gla 
SUM_N(1) = G1B_N(1)
Cum_N(l) = zero ! reset cumulative nutrient content
DTRGLUT2 = 2.0_r_kind*DTRGLUT
IF (Glut_N.LE.zero) THEN
! nutrient is exhausted and none leave to s
DO K=2,ELEM(1)
G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(1) = SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)
CurnN(K) = Cum_L(K-1) ! No glut means no increase in contentEnd Do
Else
! If nutrient is present then care required
DO K = 2,ELEM(1)
CumN(K) = Cum_L(K-l) + DTRGLUT 
call CalcTransitionRule(K, DTRGLUT2)
Equation 4.9G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)* (Stay_fraction-TR(K))TRl = TRl + TR(K)*G1B_L(K-1) ! Total to make transition
SUM N(l) = SUM N(l) + GIB N(K)
End Do 
endif
Else Imode >=20 INFK
if(Radiation) then INFKIF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') INFK
call killfrac(KF, 1, phase_name(1)) INFKcall mywrite('GIB kill fraction = ',KF ) INFK
KFml = one - KF INFK
TRl = zero INFK
TR1_D = zero INFK
G1B_N(1) = (G1A_L(ELEM(5))+GlD_L(ELEM(0)))*KFml*Stay_fraction I cells joinGla and Gl '
G1B_DN(1) = (GIA DL(ELEM(5))+GlD DL(ELEM(0)) + & INFK
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISAand
ISA 
SA SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA SA ISA
ISAISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISAISA
from
& (G1A_L(ELEM(5))+GlD_L(ELEM(0)))*KF)*Stay_fraction SUM_N(1) = G1B_N(1)
SUM_DN(1) = G1B_DN(1)
Cum_N(l) = zero Ireset cumulative nutrient content 
DTRGLUT2 = 2.0_r_kind*DTRGLUT
IF (Glut_N.LE.zero) THEN
! nutrient is exhausted and none leave to s
DO K=2,ELEM(1)
G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)*KFml*Stay_fraction
G1B_DN(K) = (G1B_DL(K-1) + G1B_N(K-1)*KF)*Stay_fractionSUM_N(1) = SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)
SUM_DN(1) = SUM_DN(1) + G1B_DN(K)
Cum_N(K) = Cum_L(K-1) I No glut means no increase in conEnd Do
Else
I If nutrient is present then care required 
DO K = 2, ELEM (1)
Cum N(K) = Cum L(K-l) + DTRGLUT
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFKtent
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFKINFK
IF {Cum_N(K).LT.SMAX) THEN 
IC
IC Fraction of cells in element K which leave Gib IC via the random transition.
TR{K) = DTRGLUT2/(SMAX - Cura_L(K-l)>
IF (TR(K> .gt. one) then TR(K) = one
call mywrite('TR truncated')ENDIF
ELSETR(K)=one 
ENDIF
G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)* (Stay_fraction-TR(K))*KFmlG1B_DN(K) = (G1B_DL(K-1) + KF*G1B_L(K-1))* (Stay_fraction-TR(K))
TRl = TRl + TR(K)*G1B_L(K-1)*KFml I Total to make transitionTR1_D = TR1_D + TR(K)*G1B_DL(K-1) + KF*TR(K)*G1B_L(K-1)SUM__N(1) = SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)SUM_DN(1) = SUM_DN(1) + G1B_DN(K)
End Do 
endif 
else!No radiation but doomed cells to process
Gla
TRl TRl_D G1B_N(1) 
and Gl’ 
G1B_DN(1) SUM_N(1) SUM_DN(1) 
Cum_N(l) 
DTRGLUT2
zerozero
(GIA L (ELEM (5) ) + G1D_L(ELEM(0)))*Stay_fraction I cells join f 
+ G1D_DL(ELEM(0)))*Stay_fraction(G1A_DL(ELEM{5))G1B_N(1)
G1B_DN(1)
zero ! reset cumulative nutrient content 2.0 r kind*DTRGLUT
NFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFKNFKNFK
NFK
NFKrom
INFK
INFK
INFKINFK
INFK
IF (Glut_N.LE.zero) THEN
! nutrient is exhausted and none leave to s
DO K=2,ELEM(1) 
G1B_N(K) =G1B_DN(K) = 
SUM_N(1) =
SUM_DN(1) = Cum_N(K) =
End Do
G1B_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction 
G1B_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)SUM_DN(1) + G1B_DN(K)
Cum_L(K-l) ! No glut means no increase in content
Else
I If nutrient is present then care required
DO K = 2,ELEM(1)
Cum_N(K) = Cum_L(K-l) + DTRGLUT
IF (Cum_N(K).LT.SMAX) THEN IC
!C Fraction of cells in element K which leave Gib 1C via the random transition.
TR(K) = DTRGLUT2/ (SMAX - Cum__L(K-l))
IF (TR(K) .gt. one) then TR(K) - one
IF(verbose(5)) call mywrite(' TR truncated')ENDIF
ELSE
TR(K)=oneENDIF
G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)*(Stay_fraction-TR(K))
G1B_DN(K) = G1B_DL(K-1)* (Stay_fraction-TR(K))
TRl = TRl + TR(K)*G1B_L(K-1) ! Total to make transitionTR1_D = TR1_D + TR(K)*G1B_DL(K-1)
SUM_N(1) = SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)
SUM DN(1) = SUM DN(1) + GIB DN(K)
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
End Do 
endif endif 
endif
! Truncate - but not needed in an ideal world
call truncate(G1B_N, elem(l))
! finally calculate the average age
tempi = zero 
temp2 = zero
do k = 1, elem(l)
tempi = tempi + G1B_N(K)*K*DTmin 
temp2 = temp2 + G1B_N(K) end do
IF(temp2 .LE. zero) then
Av_Glb_Age = elem (1) *DTmin/2 .0__r_kind 
else
Av_Glb_Age - tempi / temp2 
endif
!NFK
!NFK
!NFK!NFK!NFK
SA
SASA
SASA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SAreturn
end subroutine glbI********************************************************************'********'***********
subroutine s()
integer (kind=i_kind) 
Real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (kind=r kind)
: K: KFml 
: KF
! C S PHASE
!C
!C Cells which leave Gib via the random transition enter the first
!C element of S. No transition of cells occurs in this phase, just
!C flow throughout the entire phase.
If (mode<20 .or. mode>29) then S_N(1) = TRl*Stay_fraction
SUM N(2) = S N(l)
DO K = 2,ELEM(2)
S_N(K) = S_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(2) = SUM_N(2) + S_N(K) 
end do 
else
if(radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') 
call killfrac(KF,2, phase_name(2))
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite('Kill fraction in S = ', KF) KFml = one - KF
S_N(1) = TRl*KFml
S_DN(1) = (TR1_D + TR1*KF)*Stay_fractionSUM_N(2) = S_N(1)
SUM_DN(2)= S_DN(1)
DO K = 2,ELEM(2)
S_N(K) = S_L(K-l)*KFral*Stay_fraction
S_DN(K) = (S_DL(K-1) + S_L(K-1)*KF)*Stay_fractionSUM_N(2) = SUM_N(2) + S_N(K)
SUM_DN(2)= SUM_DN(2) + S_DN(K) end do
Equation 4.9
elseS_N(1)
S DN(1)
= TRl 
= TRl D
SUM_N(2) = TRl 
SUM DN(2) = TRl D
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
DO K = 2,ELEM(2) !NFKS_N(K) = S_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction !NFK
SDN(K) = S_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction !NFK
SUM_N(2) = SUM_N(2) + S_N(K) !NFKSUM_DN(2) = SUM_DN(2) + S_DN(K) !NFK
end do !NFK
endif !NFKendif !NFK
!NFKcall truncate(s_n, elem(2)) ! SA
returnend subroutine sI***************************************************************************************
subroutine g2() 
integer
Real (Kind=r_kind) real (kinder kind)
K
KFml
KF
IQ *************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
!C G 2 PHASE
I c  * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
!C Cells from S proceed to this phase, where cells just flow, once more.
If (mode<20 .or. mode>29) then
Equation 4.9
G2_N(1) = S_L(ELEM(2))*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(3) = G2_N(1)
DO K=2,ELEM(3)
G2_N(K) = G2_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(3) = SUM_N(3) + G2_N(K)
End Do 
else
if(radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') 
call killfrac(KF, 3, phase_name(3)) 
call mywrite( 'Kill fraction in G2 = ', KF )KFml = l.ODO - KF
G2_N(1) = S_L(ELEM(2))*KFml*Stay_fraction
G2_DN(1) = (S_DL(ELEM(2)) + KF*S_L(ELEM(2)))*Stay_fraction 
SUM_N(3) = G2_N(1)
SUM_DN(3)= G2_DN(1)
DO K=2,ELEM(3)G2_N(K) = G2_L(K-1)*KFml*Stay_fraction
G2_DN(K) = (G2_DL(K-1) + G2_L(K-1)*KF)*Stay_fraction 
SUM_N(3) = SUM_N(3) + G2_N(K)
SUM_DN(3)= SUM_DN(3) + G2_DN(K)
End Do 
else
! No radiation but doomed cells to process 
G2_N(1) = S_L(ELEM(2))*Stay_fraction
G2_DN(1) = S_DL(ELEM(2))*Stay_fraction 
SUM_N(3) = G2_N(1)
SUM_DN(3)= G2_DN(1)
DO K=2,ELEM(3)
G2_N(K) = G2_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
G2_DN(K) = G2_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction 
SUM_N(3) = SUM_N(3) + G2_N(K)SUM_DN(3)= SUM_DN(3) + G2_DN(K)
End Do 
endif endif
call truncate (G2__N, elem(3) ) 
return
end subroutine g2 !NFK
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
subroutine mitosis () ISA
Integer (kind=i_k.ind) Real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (kind=r kind)
; K: KFml 
: KF
IQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '* *
!C M PHASEIQ ****************************************************************
!C Again, cells flow through the whole phase.
If (mode<20 .or. mode>29) then
M_N(1) = G2_L{ELEM(3))*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(4) = M_N(1)
Do K=2,ELEM(4)
M_N(K) = M_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(4) = SUM_N(4) + M_N(K)
End Do else
if(radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') 
call killfrac(KF, 4, phase_name(4))
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite( 'Kill fraction in mitosis 
KFml = one - KFM_N(1) = G2_L(ELEM(3))* KFml *Stay_fraction
M_DN(1) = (G2_DL(ELEM(3)) + G2_L(ELEM(3))* KF) *Stay
SUM_N(4) = M_N(1)SUM_DN(4) = M__DN(1)
Do K=2,ELEM(4)
M_N(K) = M_L(K-1)*KFml*Stay_fraction
M_DN(K) = (M_DL(K-1) + M_L(K-1)*KF)*Stay_fractionSUM_N(4) = SUM_N(4) + M_N(K)
SUM_DN(4) = SUM_DN(4) + M_DN(K)
End Do
, KF)
fraction
else
M_N(1) 
M_DN(1) 
SUM N(4)
= G2_L(ELEM(3))*Stay_fraction 
= G2_DL(ELEM(3))*Stay_fraction 
= M N(l)
SUM_DN(4) = M_DN(1)
Do K=2,ELEM(4)
M_N(K) = M_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
M_DN(K) = M_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction 
SUM_N(4) = S U M N (4) + M_N(K)
SUM_DN(4)= SUM_DN(4) + M_DN(K)
End Do 
endif 
endif
call truncate(M_N, elem(4)) 
return
end subroutine mitosis
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK NFK 
NFK 
NFK NFK 
NFK NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK 
NFK NFK 
NFK NFK 
NFK
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine death()
real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (KIND=r_kind) 
REAL (KIND=r_kind) 
REAL (KIND=r_KIND) 
REAL (KIND=r_kind) 
INTEGER (KIND=i kind)
TDmlTD
SF
SFmlSF_temp
K
I Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
!C D phase
I Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
!C If there is nutrient available in the medium, then only cells which stay
!C in Gib for its maximum duration enter D. After nutrient exhaustion,!C cells which complete mitosis also immediately enter the D phase.
call M_Gla_transition(SF)
SFml = one - SF
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SF_temp = SFml*Stay_fraction 
If (mode<20 .or. mode>29) then
D_N(1) = G1B_L(ELEM(1))*Stay_fraction 
D_N(1) = D_N(1) + SF_temp*Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4) 
else
ISA 
ISA ! SA 
ISAI End of GIB they die ISA
Equation 4.9
I plus those that died at M-GlalSA
!SA
D_N(1) = (G1B_L(ELEM(1)) + G1B_DL(ELEM(1)))*Stay_fraction I End o f  GIB they die 
D_N(1) = D_N(1) + (Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4)) + Dprolif*M_DL(ELEM(4)))*SF_temp
endif
SUM_N(6)=D_N(1)
TD = 5.56D-03 / sixty * ((1.OD3*AMMO_N)**1.5D0) * DTmin 
if (TD .gt. one) TD = one TDml = one - TD DEAD = zero
DO K=2,ELEM(6)
D_N(K) = D_L(K-1)*TDml*Stay_fraction I SurviveI SA
SUM_N(6) = SUM_N(6) + D_N(K) ISA
DEAD = DEAD + TD*D_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction ISAEND DO I SA
DEAD = DEAD + D_L(ELEM(6)) ! Get to the end of the ISA
I phase and you die anyway ISA
return ISAend subroutine death ISAI***************************************************************************************
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
subroutine gldash()
Real
real (Kind=r_kind) (kind=r kind)
Integer (kind=i_kind) 
integer (kind=i_kind), save 
integer (kind=i_kind)
: KFml 
: KF
: K: i=l 
: istart
JQ ****************************************************************
!C G 1 ’ PHASE1C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1C Cells initially evenly distributed through Gl’ gradually proceed to!C Gib. No cells from the cell cycle enter this phase.
SUM_N(0) = zero i = i+1
if(i.gt.ELEM(0)) return
GlD_N(i) =zero
istart = iif (istart.le.2) istart - 2
if(mode<20 .or. raode>29) then
DO K=istart, ELEM(O)
G1D_N(K) = G1D_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction I Move up 
SUM_N(0) = SUM_N(0) + G1D_N(K) I And sum end do
else
SUM_DN(0) = zero 
if(Radiation) thenIF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') 
call killfrac(KF, 0, phase_name(0))
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite('GlA kill fraction = ',KF ) else
KF=zeroendif
SA
SASA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASASASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SASA
SASA
KFml = one - KF
DO K=istart, ELEM(O)
G1D_DN(K) = (G1D_DL(K-1) + KF*G1D_L(K-1))*Stay_fraction G1D_N(K) = G1D_L(K-1)*KFml*Stay_fraction ! Move up
SUM_N(0) = SUM_N(0) + G1D_N(K) ! And sumSUM_DN(0) = SUM_DN(0) + G1D_DN(K) ! And sum 
end do 
endif return
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
entry gldashinit() 
i = 0 ! restore value 
returnI**********************************************************
end subroutine gldash
SASA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
end module phases
Appendix 2 -  Example Printouts 
from Program
REAL (KIND=r_kind) FUNCTION glut_curve (iphase) !A11 GS except as indicated 
! Nutrient uptake rate: per cell per unit time 
USB work_arrays ! provides the array rglut and Ks_glut
!Ks_glut the same for Gla and Gib
implicit none
REAL (KIND=r_kind)
REAL <KIND=r_kind> , parameter 
INTEGER (KIND=i kind), INTENT (IN)
: temp, tempi 
: tol=1.0e-10 : iphase
! Gemma's routine to allow all phases to consume nutrient
! Assume Gla(iphase=5) and Gib(iphase=l) can be Monod-like, the rest are zero order
select case (iphase)CASE(1,5)
if (Ks_Glut .le. zero) then ! use Ks_glut negative to make kineticstempi = rglut(iphase) ! zero order
elsetemp = Ks_Glut + glut_l
if (temp .gt. toi) then ! avoid possible division by zero
tempi = rglut (iphase) *glut__l/temp Equation 4.4
elsetempi = rglut(iphase)
end if 
endif
case default ! all other phases must be zero order templ=rglut(iphase)
END select
glut_curve= tempi
return
END function glut curve
! Last change: NFK 3 Aug 2006MODULE Trans itionRule 3:48 pm
! The glb/s transition rule for everything is run out of here, as is mode 12 ! The optimisation modes are run from Sonia_optimisation now call s_opt ! use Sonia_file_control ! to set titles for graphsUSE work_arrays ! SA
implicit none ! SA
CHARACTER <LEN=1), private 
character (LEN=1)CHARACTER {LEN=120), PRIVATE
PROMPTLY
accept_default_TR_parameters=Ych
!GS
!GS
!GS
I*****************************************************************'*****************
contains
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
recursive subroutine GetTransitionRule(just_mode) ! All GS
! recursively calls itself if user does not cooperate ! except asindicatedLOGICAL, OPTIONAL 
LOGICAL
CHARACTER (len=l)
: just_mode 
: my_just_mode : key
if(present(just_mode)} then; my_just_mode = just_mode; else; my_just_mode = F; endif 
call header('Transition Rule Parameters')
PROMPT = Y
CALL get_mvar('accept_default_TR_param',accept_default_TR_parameters, &'accept default parameters', batch=batch)
IF(IsLike(accept_ def ai
IF(IsLike(prompt. Y))call mywrite ( ' ')call myWRITE(' Gib
call mywrite(' ’)call myWRITE(' 0 ]call myWRITE(' 1 <
call myWRITE(' 2 ]
call myWRITEC 3 :
call myWRITE(' 4 1
call myWRITE(' 5
(Monod mimic)')call mywrite(' 6 .
call mywrite(' ')endif
call get_mvar('GlbTRMode', GlbTRMode, 'Gib transition mode ', PROMPT, batch=batch)
IF(verbose(1).OR. batch) call myWRITE('Gib transition mode = ', GlbTRMode)
if(my_just_mode) return
select case (GlbTRMode) 
case (0)
! no parameter required 
case (1)call get_mvar('sMax', SMax,
PROMPT, batch=batch)
case (2)if (verbose(1)) then
call mywrite('TR_alpha program default = 
call mywrite ('TR_delay program default == ', TR_delay) endif
call get_mvar ( ' TR__alpha ', TR_alpha,
'Desynch, parameter, Smax
PROMPT, batch-batch) call get_mvar('TR_delay', TR_delay,
PROMPT, batch=batch)case (3) !NFK
call get_mvar('TR_Tav', TR_Tav,
PROMPT, batch=batch)
TR_alpha)
'Desynch, parameter, alpha 
'Desynch, parameter, delay
'Average time in Gib, TR__Tav
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mode')
end select 
CASE (3,4) !NFKIF(PROMPT == 'Y') then
call myWRITE('Select the parameter for the bifurcation diagram') call mywrite(' ') 
call myWRITE('Enter For')call myWRITEC 4 TR_av ' )
call myWRITEC 5 TR max' )call mywrite(' ') 
endifcall get_mvar('Model2_mode', Model2_mode, 'Mode 12 parameter code
PROMPT, batch=batch) 
select case (Model2_mode)
case (4); Model2_name = 'TR_av' 
case (5); Model2_name = 'TR_max'
case default; call MESSAGES_abend('transition rule', 'illegal mode 12
end select
case (5) ! the Monod mimic? !NFK
IF(PROMPT == 'Y') then
call myWRITE('Select the parameter for the bifurcation diagram') call mywrite(' ') 
call myWRITECEnter For') call myWRITEC 6 TR5_a’)
call myWRITE(' 7 TR5_b ')call myWRITEC 8 TR5_c')
call mywrite(' ') 
endif
call get_mvar('Model2_mode', Model2_mode, 'Mode 12 parameter code
PROMPT, batch=batch) select case (Model2_mode)
case (6); Model2_name = 'TR5_a'
case (7); Model2_name = 'TR5_b'case (8); Model2_name = 'TR5_c'
case default; call MESSAGES_abend('transition rule', 'illegal mode 12
end select 
case (6) !NFKIF(PROMPT == 'Y') then
call myWRITE('Select the parameter for the bifurcation diagram')call mywrite(' ')
call myWRITE('Enter For')
call myWRITE(' 9 TR6_a')
call myWRITEC 10 TR6_b')
call myWRITEC 11 TR6_c')call myWRITE(' 12 TR6_s')
call mywrite(' ')
endif
call get^mvar('Model2_mode', Model2_mode, 'Mode 12 parameter code
&
PROMPT, batch=batch) 
select case (Model2__mode)
case (9); Model2_name = 'TR6_a'
case (10); Model2_name = 'TR6_b'case (11); Model2_name = 'TR6_c'
case (12); Model2_name = 'TR6_s'
case default; call MESSAGES_abend('transition rule', 'illegal mode 12mode')
end select
case default if (verbose(1)) then 
call mywrite(' ') 
call myWRITE('Mode 12 Summary') 
call mywrite(' ')
call myWRITE('Mode 12 mode = ', Model2_mode)
call myWRIT E (' min = ', Model2_min)
call myWRITEC max = ', Model2_max)
call myWRITE(' num = ', Model2_num)call mywrite(' ')
IF(.not.batch) call press_any_key() 
end if
mode')
end select
call get_mvar('Model2_min', Model2_min, 'Minimum value of '//trim(Model2_name) , &PROMPT, batch=batch)
call get_mvar('Model2_max', Model2_max, 'Maximum value of '//trim(Model2_name),&PROMPT, batch=batch)
call get__mvar('Model2_num', Model2_num, 'Number of values of '//trim(Model2_name),&
PROMPT, batch=batch) call mywrite(' ')
Model2_delta = (Model2_max - Model2_min)/ {Model2_num-l) 
call update_graph_27(model2_name) ! Not nice but will do for now 
end if
! Now reflect what was read in if we did not prompt, or we were in batch mode
if(IsLike(prompt,N).OR. batch) then if(verbose(I)) then 
call mywrite(' ') 
if(allocated(phase_name)) then
call mywrite('Transition rule parameters from '//trim(phase_name(1))//' to '//& trim(phase_name(2)) )else
call mywrite('Transition rule parameters from Gib to S, or equivalent') endif
call mywrite(' ')
call mywrite('Transition mode selected = ', GlbTRMode) select case (GlbTRMode)
case (0)
! no parameter required case (1)
call mywrite('sMax case (2)
call mywrite('TR_alpha 
call mywrite('TR_delay case (3, 4)
call mywrite('TR_Tav call mywrite('TR_Tmax 
call mywrite('GlbTRMode call mywrite('GlbTRMode_a = case (5)
call myWRITE('tglb = a/(S+b) 
call mywrite('TR5_a = ', TR5_ 
call mywrite('TR5_b = ', TR5 
call mywrite('TR5_c = ', TR5 case (6)
call myWRITE 
call mywrite('TR6_a', TR6_a) 
call mywrite('TR6_b', TR6_b) 
call mywrite('TR6_c', TR6_c) 
call mywrite('TR6_s', TR6_s) END select
SMax)
TR_alpha) 
TR_delay)
TR_Tav)
TR_Tmax)
GlbTRMode_b)GlbTRMode_a)
cS' )
mean tglb = a/(S+b) + cS')
ISA
I NFK 
I NFK 
I NFK 
I NFK 
I NFK 
I NFK 
I NFK 
I NFK I NFK 
I NFK 
INFK 
I NFK 
INFK 
INFK 
INFK 
INFK INFK
if(mode == 12) thencall mywrite(' ')
call myWRITE('Mode 12 Summary')call mywrite(' ')call myWRITE('Mode 12 mode = ', Model2_mode)call mywrite(' name = '//trim(model2_name)call myWRITE(' min = ', Model2_min)call myWRITE(' max = ', Model2_max)call myWRITE(' num = ', Model2_num)call mywrite ( ' ')endif
endif
endif
if ( .not.batch) then
call mywrite('Press b to go back') call press_any__key (key)
if (IsLike (key, ' B ') ) call GetTransitionRule (my__just_mode) endif
return
end subroutine GetTransitionRule
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine InitTransitionRule()
Model2_val = Model2_min 
select case (Mode12 mode)
!A11 GS
'.Except as indicated 
! Bifurcation diagram x axiscase (1); Smax = Model2_mincase (2); TR_alpha = Model2_mincase (3) ; TR_delay = Model2_min
case (4) ; TR_Tav - Model2_min INFKcase (5); TR_Tmax = Model2_min INFKcase (6); TR5_a = Model2_min INFK
case (7); TR5_b = Model2_min INFK
case (8); TR5_c = Model2_min INFKcase (9); TR6 a = Model2 min INFKcase (10) TR6_b = Model2_min INFKcase (11) TR6 c = Model2_min INFKcase (12) TR6_S = Model2_min INFK
case defaultcall mywrite('Illegal Model2_mode in InitTransitionRule, Model2_mode = Model2_mode) 
call MESSAGES_abend('Init Transition Rule')
end select return
end subroutine InitTransitionRule
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine IncTransitionRule()
! Next point on bifurcation diagram axis 
Model2_val = Model2_val + Model2_delta 
select case (Mode12 mode)
'All GS
! Except as indicated
case (1) ; Smax = Smax + Mode12 _deltacase (2) ; TR_alpha = TR_alpha + Mode12 _deltacase (3) ; TR delay = TR_delay + Mode12 delta
case (4) ; TR_Tav = TR Tav + Mode12 _delta INFKcase (5) ; TR Tmax = TR__Tmax + Model2 delta INFKcase (6) ; TR5 a = TR5 a + Mode12 delta INFKcase (7) ; TR5_b = TR5_b + Model2 delta INFK
case (8) ; TR5_c = TR5 C + Model2 _delta INFKcase (9); TR6_a = TR6_a + Model2 delta INFKcase (10) TR6 b = TR6 b + Mode12 delta INFKcase (11) TR6 c = TR6_c + Mode 12'_delta INFKcase (12) TR6 s = TR6_s + Mode12 delta INFK
case default
call mywrite( 'Illegal Model2_mode on exit in IncTransitionRule') call MESSAGES_abend('TransitionRule') 
end select return
end subroutine IncTransitionRule
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine CalcTransitionRule(K, DTrglut2)
INTEGER (KIND=i_kind), INTENT(IN) 
real (Kind=r_kind), INTENT(IN) REAL (KIND=r_kind)
REAL (KIND=r_kind), parameter 
REAL (KIND=r kind)
K ISA
DTRGLUT2 I SAtemp IGS
tempmax = 100.0_r_kind IGS 
tglb_temp INFK
select case (GlbTRMode) 
case (0)
TR(K) = one I they all leave 
case (1) I the original function IF (Cum N(K).LT.SMAX) THEN
!C
10
IGS Test mode 
IGS
ISA The original (Dave Faraday) ISA 
ISAFraction of cells in element K which leave Gib ISA via the random transition.
TR(K) = DTRGLUT2/(SMAX - Cum_L(K-l)) 
IF (TR(K) .gt. one) then 
TR(K) = one
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
Equation 4.10
call mywrite('TR truncated' ;IF(verbose(5) 
ENDIF ELSE
TR(K)=oneENDIF
case (2) ! the new sigmoidal function
! * <A NAME="TransRule 2 exp check">temp = TR^alpha*(Cum_L(k-l)-TR_delay)
! precaution against overflow IF(temp .GT. tempjraax) then TR(K) = one 
else
TR(K) = one - one / (one + EXP(temp))
endifIF(verbose(3)) then
WRITE(ch,*) 'TR(',k,') = ', TR(K)call mywrite(ch) 
endifIF(TR(K) .LT. zero) then
call myWRITE('TR negative') 
call MESSAGES_abend('TransitionRule')
ELSEIF(TR(K).gt.one) then
call myWRITE('TR greater than one') 
call MESSAGES_abend('TransitionRule')
SA
SASA
SA
SA
GSGSGS
GSGS
GS
GS
GS
GSGS
GSGS
GSGS
GS
GSGS
GS
GSGS
GSGS
Equation 4.11
endif 
case (3) ! linear
TR(K) = GlbTRMode_a+GlbTRmode_b*K*DThr IF(verbose(1)) thenWRITE (ch,*) 'TR(',k, ') = ' , TR(K)call mywrite(ch) 
endif
IF(TR(K) .LT. zero) then
IF(verbose(3)) call myWRITE('TR negative in mode 3')TR(K) = zero 
ELSEIF(TR(K).gt.one) then
IF(verbose(3)) call myWRITE('TR greater than one in mode 3') TR(K) = one 
endif case (4) ! Quadratic
TR(K) = (GlbTRMode_a+GlbTRmode_b*K*DThr)*K*DThr IF(verbose(3)) thenWRITE(ch,*) 'TR(',k,') = ', TR(K)call mywrite(ch) 
endifIF(TR(K) .LT. zero) then
IF(verbose(3)) call myWRITE('TR negative in mode 4')TR(K) = zero ELSEIF(TR(K).gt.one) then
IF(verbose(3)) call myWRITE('TR greater than one in mode 4')! stop
TR(K) = one endif
case (5) ! fixed time tglb = a/(s+b)+cstglb_temp = TR5_a/(glut__n+TR5_b)+TR5_c*glut_n if(K*DTMIN .It. tglb_temp) then TR(K) = zero 
else
TR(K) = one endif
case (6) ! fixed mean time tglb = a/(s+b)+cs
tglb_temp = TR6_a/(glut__n+TR6_b)+TR6_c*glut_n 
temp = TR6_s*(real(k*dtmin)-tglb_temp)! precaution against overflow 
IF(temp .GT. terap_max) then 
TR(K) = one 
elseTR(K) = one - one / (one + EXP(temp)) endif case default
call myWRITE('Illegal mode for transition from CalcTransitionRule') call MESSAGES__abend ( ' Trans itionRule ' ) 
end select return
nfk
nf k
nfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfk
nfknfk
nfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfknfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfk
nfknfk
nfknfk
GS
GS
GSGS
end subroutine CalcTransitionRule END module TransitionRule
!GS
!GS
!GS
module phases
! use work_arrays USE TransitionRule
Unless otherwise stated
0 = Gl dash
1 = Gib
2 = S
3 = G24 = M
5 = Gla6 = D
implicit none
PUBLIC Gla, Gib, S, G2, Mitosis, Gldash, Death 
PRIVATE M Gla transition IGSIGS
1 ******************************************************************************"*********
containsI***************************************************************************************
subroutine M_Gla_transition(SF)
REAL (KIND-rkind), INTENT(OUT) 
REAL (KIND=r_kind), parameter 
REAL (KIND-r kind)
ISA
: SF
: large=500.0 Idexp(large) is too big I : temp
ISAISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISAselect case (SF_mode) case (0)
I In a nutrient-free medium, cells which finish mitosis do not progress
I to Gla, but to D, Otherwise, cells flow through Gla, consuming nutrient.
IF(glut_n.le.sf_threshold) then 
SF = zero 
elseSF = one 
endif 
case (1)temp = SF_alpha*(glut_n-SF_delay) 
if (temp.gt.large) then SF - one 
else
SF=one - one/(one + DEXP(temp) ) 
end if case default
call MESSAGES_abend('phases Gla', 'Illegal mode for SF_mode') end select
ISA
ISAISAISA
ISA
IGSIGS
IGS
IGS
IGS Equation 4.12
IGS sigmoidal IGS
IGS
IF(verbose(5)) call mywrite{'Survival fraction into GIA = ', SF) IGS
return
end subroutine M_Gla_transitionI***************************************************************************************
subroutine Gla()
integer (kind=i_kind) Real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (kind=r_kind) REAL (KIND=r_kind) 
REAL (KIND=r kind)
I All SA & NFK
K
KFml
KFSF
SF_temp
IQ ****************************************************************
IC Gla PHASE
I Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
call M_Gla_transition(SF) 
SF_temp = SF*Stay_fraction
I Use Gemma's sigmoidal as required
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISAISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
if(mode<20 .or. mode>29) ThenG1A_N(1) = SF_temp*Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4)) 
SUM N(5) = GIA N(l)
ISAISAISA
IC Mitosis has occured at the end of the M phase; so, the number of cells in
IC the first element of the Gla phase is double the number of cells in the
IC last element of the M phase, at time T-1.
DO K=2,ELEM(5)
G1A_N(K) = G1A_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(5) = SUM_N(5) + G1A_N(K)
END DO
Equation 4.9
ISA 
I SA
I SA 
ISA
else I Mode is 20 - 2 9 inclusive = radiotherapy if(Radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') call killfrac(KF, 5, phase_name(5)) 
call mywrite('GIA kill fraction = ',KF )KFml = one - KF
G1A_N(1) = SF_temp*Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4))*KFmlG1A_DN(1) = (Dprolif*M_DL(ELEM(4)) + Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4))*KF )*SF_temp 
SUM_N(5) = G1A_N(1)
SUM_DN(5) = GlA_DN(1)
DO K=2,ELEM(5)
G1A_N(K) = G1A__L(K~1) *KFral *Stay_f raction
G1A_DN(K) = (G1A_DL(K-1) + KF*G1A_L(K-1) )*Stay_fractionSUM_N(5) = SUM_N(5) + G1A_N(K)
SUM_DN(5) = SUM_DN(5) + G1A_DN(K)END DO
else I No radiation, but doomed cells to process 
G1A_N(1) = SF_temp*Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4))
G1A_DN(1) = SF_temp*Dprolif*M_DL(ELEM(4))SUM_N(5) = G1A_N(1)
SUM_DN(5) = G1A_DN(1)
DO K=2,ELBM(5)
G1A_N(K) = G1A_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
G1A_DN(K) = G1A_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(5) = SUM_N(5) + G1A_N(K)SUM_DN(5) = SUM_DN(5) + G1A_DN(K)END DO 
endifcall truncate(G1A_DN, elem(5)) 
endif
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFKcall truncate(G1A_N, elem(5)) return
end subroutine GlaI***************************************************************************************
subroutine gib()
integer (kind=i_kind) 
real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (kind-r__kind)
REAL (KIND=r_kind)
real (KIND=r kind), parameter
KDTRGLUT, DTRGLUT2, KFml 
KF
temp, tempi, temp2 
tol=l.Oe-5
IQ ****************************************************************
IC Gib PHASE
] Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IC Cells in the last element of G l ' proceed to this phase; cells from the
IC last element of Gla, also. In Gib, cells might not flow through the wholeIC phase. Cells can immediately proceed to S via a random transition, itsIC probability depending on the cells nutrient content.IC
temp = Ks_Glut + glut_l 
IF(temp .gt. toi) then
DTRGLUT = DTmin*RGLUT(1)*glut_l/temp I prevent divide by zero else
DTRGLUT = DTmin*RGLUT(1) 
endif
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
if(Mode<20 .or. mode>29)then
! No radiation, proceed normally
Gl'
TRl - zeroG1B_N(1) = (G1A_L(ELEM(5)>+GlD_L(ELEM(0)))*Stay_fraction ! cells join from Gla 
SUM_N(1) = G1B_N{1)
Cum_N(l) = zero ! reset cumulative nutrient content
DTRGLUT2 = 2.0_r_kind*DTRGLUT
IF (Glut_N.LE.zero) THEN
! nutrient is exhausted and none leave to s
DO K=2,ELEM(1)G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction 
SUM_N(1) = SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)
Cum_N(K) = Cum_L(K-l) ! No glut means no increase in content End Do
Else
! If nutrient is present then care required
DO K = 2,ELEM(1)
Cum_N(K) = Cum_L(K-l) + DTRGLUT 
call CalcTransitionRule(K, DTRGLUT2)
G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)* (Stay_fraction-TR(K)) Equation 4.9TRl 
SUM N(l) = TRl + TR(K)*G1B_L(K-1) ! Total to make transition= SUM N(l) + GIB N(K)
End Do 
endif
Else Imode >=20 INFK
if(Radiation) then INFK
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') INFK
call killfrac(KF, 1, p h asename(1)) INFK
call mywrite('GIB kill fraction = ',KF ) INFK
KFml = one - KF INFK
TRl = zero INFKTRl_D = zero INFK
G1B_N(1) = (G1A_L(ELEM(5))+G1D_L(ELEM(0)))*KFml*Stay_fraction I cells joinGla and Gl'
G1B_DN(1) = (GIA DL(ELEM(5))+GlD DL(ELEM(0)) + & INFK
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISAISA
ISA
and
ISA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
ISA
ISAISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISA
ISAISA
ISA 
! SA
from
& (G1A_L(ELEM(5))+GlD_L(ELEM(0)))*KF)*Stay_fraction SUM_N(1) = G1B_N(1)
SUM_DN(1) = G1B_DN(1)
Cum_N(1) = zero I reset cumulative nutrient content 
DTRGLUT2 = 2.0_r_kind*DTRGLUT
IF (Glut_N.LE.zero) THEN
I nutrient is exhausted and none leave to s
DO K=2,ELEM(1)
G1B_N(K) = GlB_L(K-l)*KFml*Stay_fraction
G1B_DN(K) = (G1B_DL(K-1) + GIB_N(K-1)*KF)*Stay_fractionSUM_N(1) = SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)
SUM_DN(1) = SUM_DN(1) + G1B_DN(K)
Cum_N(K) = Cum_L(K-1) I No glut means no increase in conEnd Do
Else
I If nutrient is present then care required 
DO K = 2,ELEM(1)
Cum N(K) = Cum L(K-1) + DTRGLUT
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKtentNFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
IF {Cum_N(K) .LT.SiylAX) THEN !C
!C Fraction of cells in element K which leave Gib 
!C via the random transition.
TR(K) = DTRGLUT2/(SMAX - Cum_L(K-l))
IF (TR(K) .gt. one) then TR(K) = one
call mywrite('TR truncated')
ENDIFELSETR(K)=one 
ENDIF
INFKINFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
G1B_N(K)G1B_DN(K) =
TRlTR1_D
SUM_N(1)
SUM_DN(1) =
End Do 
endif 
elseI No radiation but
G1B_L(K-1)* (Stay_fraction-TR(K))*KFml (G1B_DL(K-1) + KF*G1B_L(K-1))* (Stay_fraction-TR(K))
TRl + TR(K)*GlB_L(K-1)*KFml I Total to make transition 
TR1_D + TR(K)*G1B_DL(K-1) + KF*TR(K)*G1B_L(K-1)SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)
SUM DN(1) + GIB DN(K)
doomed cells to process
Gla
TRl TR1_D 
G1B_N(1) and Gl' 
G1B_DN(1) 
SUM_N(1) SUM_DN(1) 
Cum_N(l) 
DTRGLUT2
zero
zero
(GIA L(ELEM(5))
(G1A_DL(ELEM(5))G1B_N(1)
G1B_DN(1)
zero I reset cumulative nutrient 
2.0 r kind*DTRGLUT
+ G1D_L(ELEM(O)))*Stay_fraction I 
+ G1D_DL(ELEM(0)))*Stay_fraction
cells join f
content
NFK
NFKNFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFKNFK
NFK
NFK
NFK
NFKrom
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
INFK
IF (Glut_N.LE.zero) THEN
I nutrient is exhausted and none leave to s
DO K=2,ELEM(1)
G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction GIBDN(K) = G1B_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction 
SUM_N(1) = SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)SUM_DN(1) = SUM_DN(1) + G1B_DN(K)
Cum_N(K) = Cum_L(K-l) I No glut means no increase in content End Do
Else
I f nutrient is present then care required
DO K = 2,ELEM(1)
Cum_N(K) = Cum_L(K-1) + DTRGLUT
IF (Cum_N(K).LT.SMAX) THEN
IC
IC Fraction of cells in element K which leave Gib 
IC via the random transition.
TR(K) = DTRGLUT2/(SMAX - Cum_L(K-l))IF (TR(K) .gt. one) then TR(K) = one
IF(verbose(5)) call mywrite(' TR truncated')
ENDIF
ELSE
TR(K)=oneENDIF
G1B_N(K) = G1B_L(K-1)*(Stay_fraction-TR(K))
G1B_DN(K) = G1B_DL(K-1)*(Stay_fraction-TR(K))
TRl = TRl + TR(K)*G1B_L(K-1) I Total to make transition
TR1_D = TR1_D + TR(K)*G1B_DL(K-1)SUM_N(1) = SUM_N(1) + G1B_N(K)
SUM DN(1) = SUM DN(1) + GIB DN(K)
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End Do endif 
endif 
endif
! Truncate - but not needed in an ideal world
call truncate(G1B_N, elem(1))
'.finally calculate the average age
tempi = zero 
temp2 = zero
do k = 1, elem(l)
tempi = tempi + G1B_N(K)*K*DTmin 
temp2 = temp2 + G1B_N(K) 
end do
IF(temp2 .LE. zero) then
Av_Glb_Age = elem(1)*DTmin/2.0_r_kind else
Av_Glb_Age = tempi / temp2 
endif
INFK
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INFK
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SASASA
SA
SA
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SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
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SA
SAreturn
end subroutine glb
subroutine s()
integer (kind=i_kind) 
Real (Kind=r_kind) 
real {kind=r kind)
K
KFml
KF
IQ ’k'kieie'k'k'k'k-k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k^'k'k'kif'k'k'kic'k'k'k'k'kiT'kir'kick-kic'k'k'k'k-k-k'k'k'k'k'kic^'k'k'k'k'kie'kiç
Ic S PHASEIQ
!C Cells which leave Glb via the random transition enter the first
IC element of S. No transition of cells occurs in this phase, justIC flow throughout the entire phase.
If (mode<20 .or. mode>29) then S_N(1) = TRl*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(2) = S_N(1)
DO K = 2, ELEM(2)
S_N(K) = S_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(2) = SUM_N{2) + S_N(K) 
end do 
else
if(radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') call killfrac(KF,2, phase_name(2))
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite('Kill fraction in S = ', KF)
KFml = one - KF
S_N(1) = TRl*KFmlS_DN(1) = (TR1_D + TR1*KF)*Stay_fractionSUM_N(2) = S_N(1)
SUM_DN(2)= S_DN(1)
DO K = 2,ELEM(2)
S_N(K) = S_L(K-1)*KFml*Stay_fraction S_DN(K) = (S_DL(K-1) + S_L(K-1)*KF)*Stay_fraction SUM_N(2) = SUM_N(2) + S_N(K)
SUM_DN(2)= SUM_DN(2) + S_DN(K) end do 
else
S_N(1) = TRlS_DN(1) = TR1_D
SUM_N(2) = TRl
SUM D N (2) = TRl D
Equation 4.9
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DO K = 2,ELEM(2)
S_N(K) = S_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
S_DN(K) = S_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(2) = SUM_N(2) + S_N(K)
SUM_DN(2) = SUM_DN(2) + S__DN (K)end do 
endif endif
!NFK
!NFK
!NFK
INFK
INFK
INFKINFK
INFK
INFKISAcall truncate(s_n, elem(2)) returnend subroutine sI*******************************************************************-********************
subroutine g2() 
integer
Real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (kind=r kind)
: K
: KFml 
: KF
IC G2 PHASE
IC Cells from S proceed to this phase, where cells just flow, once more.
If (mode<20 .or. mode>29) then
Equation 4,9
G2_N(1) = S_L(ELEM(2))*Stay_fractionSUM_N(3) = G2_N(1)
DO K=2,ELEM(3)
G2_N(K) = G2_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(3) = SUM_N(3) + G2_N(K)
End Do 
else
if(radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') 
call killfrac(KF, 3, phase_name(3)) 
call mywrite( 'Kill fraction in G2 = ', KF )
KFml = l.ODO - KF
G2_N(1) = S_L(ELEM(2))*KFml*Stay_fraction
G2_DN(1) = (S_DL(ELEM(2)) + KF*S_L(ELEM(2)))*Stay_fraction SUM_N(3) = G2_N(1)
SUM_DN(3)= G2_DN(1)
DO K=2,ELEM(3)
G2_N(K) = G2_L(K-1)*KFml*Stay_fraction
G2_DN(K) = (G2_DL(K-1) + G2_L(K-1)*KF)*Stay_fraction SUM_N(3) = SUM_N(3) + G2_N(K)
SUM_DN(3)= SUM_DN(3) + G2_DN(K)End Do 
else
I No radiation but doomed cells to process 
G2_N(1) = S_L(ELEM(2))*Stay_fractionG2_DN(1) = S_DL(ELEM(2))*Stay_fraction SUM_N(3) = G2_N(1)
SUM_DN(3)= G2_DN(1)
DO K=2,ELEM(3)
G2_N(K) = G2_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
G2_DN(K) = G2_DL(K-1)*Stay_fraction SUM_N(3) = SUM_N(3) + G2_N(K)
SUM_DN(3)= SUM_DN(3) + G2_DN(K)
End Do 
endif endif
call truncate(G2_N, elem(3)) 
return
end subroutine g2
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subroutine mitosis () ISA
Integer (kind=i_kind) Real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (kind=r kind)
K
KFmlKF
!C M PHASE
1C Again, cells flow through the whole phase.
If (mode<20 .or. mode>29) then
M_N(1) = G2_L(ELEM(3))*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(4) = M_N(1)
Do K=2,ELEM(4)
M_N(K) = M_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
SUM_N(4) = SUM_N(4) + M_N(K)
End Do 
elseif(radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') call killfrac(KF, 4, phase_name(4))
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite( 'Kill fraction in mitosis = ', KF)KFml = one - KF
M_N(1) = G2_L(ELEM(3))* KFml *Stay_fractionM_DN(1) = (G2_DL(ELEM(3)) + G2_L(ELEM(3))* KF) *Stay_fractionSUM_N(4) = M_N(1)
SUM_DN(4) = M_DN(1)
Do K=2,ELEM(4)
M_N(K) = M_L(K-1)*KFml*Stay_fraction 
M_DN(K) = (M_DL(K-1) + M_L(K-1)*KF)*Stay_fraction 
SUM_N(4) = SUM_N(4) + M_N(K)SUM_DN(4) = SUM_DN(4) + M_DN(K)
End Do 
else
M_N(1) = G2_L(ELEM(3))*Stay_fractionM_DN(1) = G2_DL(ELEM(3))*Stay_fractionSUM_N(4) = M_N(1)
SUM_DN(4) = M_DN(1)
Do K=2,ELEM(4)
M_N(K) = M_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction 
M_DN(K) = M_DL(K-1)*Stay_fractionSUM_N(4) = SUM_N(4) + M_N(K)SUM_DN(4)= SUM_DN(4) + M_DN(K)
End Do 
endif endif
call truncate(M_N, elem(4)) 
return
end subroutine mitosisI**********************************************************************************"*****
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subroutine death()
real (Kind=r_kind) 
real (KIND=r_kind) REAL (KIND=r_kind) 
REAL (KIND=r_KIND) 
REAL (KIND=r_kind) 
INTEGER (KIND=i kind)
TDml
TDSF
SFmlSF_temp
K
!C D phase
!C If there is nutrient available in the medium, then only cells which stay
!C in Glb for its maximum duration enter D. After nutrient exhaustion,!C cells which complete mitosis also immediately enter the D phase.
call M_Gla_transition(SF)
SFml ' one - SF
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SF_temp = SFml*Stay_fraction 
If (mode<20 .or. mode>29) then
D N(I) = G1B_L(ELEM(1))*Stay_fraction
ISAISA
ISA
ISAISAI End of GIB they die
Equation 4.9D_N(1> = D_N(1) + SF_temp*Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4)} I plus those that died at M-GlalSA
SAelse ISA
SAD_N(1) = (G1B_L(ELEM(1)) + G1B_DL(ELEM(1)))*Stay_fraction I End of GIB they die ISA 
D_N(1) = D_N(1) + (Nprolif*M_L(ELEM(4)) + Dprolif*M_DL(ELEM(4)))*SF_temp ISA
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA 
SA 
SA SA 
SA
endif
SUM_N(6)=D_N(1)
TD = 5.56D-03 / sixty * ((1.OD3*AMMO_N>**1.5D0) * DTmin 
if (TD .gt. one) TD = one TDml = one - TD 
DEAD = zero
DO K=2,ELEM(6)
D_N(K) = D__L (K-1) *TDml*Stay_f raction ! Survive
ISASUM_N(6) = SUM_N(6) + D_N(K)
DEAD = DEAD + TD*D_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction
END DO
DEAD = DEAD + D_L(ELEM(6)) I Get to the end of the
I phase and you die anywayreturnend subroutine death
ISA
ISAISA
ISA
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subroutine gldash()
Real
real
(Kind=r_kind) 
(kind=r kind)
Integer (kind=i_kind) integer (kind=i_kind), save integer (kind=i_kind)
: KFml 
: KF
: K: i=l 
: istart
I Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
10 Gl' PHASE
I Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IC
IC Cells initially evenly distributed through Gl' gradually proceed to Glb. No cells from the cell cycle enter this phase.
SUM_N(0) = zero i = i+1
if(i.gt.ELEM(O)) return
GlD_N(i) =zero
istart = i
if(istart.le.2) istart = 2
if(mode<20 .or. mode>29) then
DO K=istart, ELEM(O)
G1D_N(K) = G1D_L(K-1)*Stay_fraction I Move up 
SUM_N(0) = SUM_N(0) + G1D_N(K) I And sum end do
else
SUM_DN(0) = zero if(Radiation) then
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite(' ') 
call killfrac(KF, 0, phase_name(0))
IF(verbose(2)) call mywrite('GIA kill fraction = ',KF ) elseKF=zero
endif
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KFml = one - KF
DO K=istart, ELEM(O)
G1D_DN(K) = (G1D_DL(K-1) + KF*G1D_L(K-1))*Stay_fraction G1D_N(K) = G1D_L(K-1)*KFml*Stay_fraction ! Move up
SUM_N(0) = SUM_N(0) + G1D_N(K) ! And sura
SUM_DN(0) = SUM_DN(0) + G1D_DN(K) ! And sum
end do 
endif 
returnI ************************************'************"**********
entry gldashinit() i = 0 ! restore value 
returnI**'****'****************************************************
end subroutine gldash
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end module phases
